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THE LEDGER & TIMES
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Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 31, 1940
Draft Lottery Numbers
Drawn All Day Tuesday
•
NUMBER 158 HELD
BY COUNTY MAN,
ORTEL MAG NESS
Calloway Not Expected to
Send Enrolees Into
First Draft
KENTUCKY'S QUOTA
WILL BE 172 MEN
This nation's first peace-time
draft lottery, greater than any of
the three held during World War
days, was drawn Tuesday to give
the United States more man-power
for its expanding military machine.
The lottery, in which 17,000,000
Americans hold numbers marked
the first time this country has ever
departed from the old tradition
against peace-time conscription.
For 1.933 Calloway county men,
ranging between 21-35 years of
age, the order of the numbers
drawn in the great lottery held a
strange 'fascination. In the order
in which those numbers were
drawn depended whether or not
they would be called among the
first 400.000 to join Uncle Sam's
peace-time army.
A Caiioway county eligible—
Ortel Wildy Magness—held the
first number that was drawn, 158.
Capsule number 2, 192, also was
the number of a county man,
Charles W. Pigg.
Kentucky. where enlistment has
been the heaviest in the nation,
will be called upon to furnish only
172 of the first 30,000 men called
into training in the first quota No-
vember 18. Since there are 165
draft boards in the state, each lo-
cal board will be called upon to
furnish less than two men. Callo-
way county registrants—even those
with the lowest order numbers--in
all liklihoodi will escape the first
call for draftees.
In Washington, officials said it
was unlikely registrants whose
numbers were' drawn i aftet the
first 1.500 to 2,100 would be eakied
before next July.
The local draft board will soon
tend out questionanires to regis-
trants in sequence of their local
order numbers. These blank a must
be filled and returned to the board
by mail within five days after
they are mailed.
Following is a list of the first
200 Calloway county men whose
numbers were drawn in the lot-
tery:
1-158 Artel Wildy Magness
2-792 Charlie Watson Pigg
3-105 Wilson Lamb
4-188 Maurice Crouse
5-120 Herbert Mason Skinner
6-846 Clarence Eldridge
7-181 Wilson Gantt
8-1* Willie Darnell
9--574'Jamcs Overly Lamb
10-153 0.-C. Williams
11-19 Curtis Wilson
12-766 Woodrow Wilson Miller
13-172 Novice Wyatt
14-126 James ` Lloyd Carson
15-187 Hollan Larnie Byars
16-1854 Amos Salyers
17-167 Luther Nolan Swift
18-1369 James Kermit Phillips
19-162 Edgar Hughes Elkins
20-147 Rupert Kelley Shekell
21-1300 Charles Garth Walker
22-1355 William Franklin Maupin
23-689 Charles A. Jennings
24-a1295 Tom Wells
25-1234 James. Rheuben Donalson
26--31 Wm. T. Briggs
27-156 Wildy Melvin Berry
28-676 Cook Wilkinson
20-,-112 L. T. Willis
30-185 Raymond Wilson Lewis
31-1362 Guy McDaniel
32-108 Robert Franklin Banks
33-109 Keith Morris
34-1443 Fredrick Ogden Bailey
35-184 Latimence Harmon Brooks
36-116 Virgil Leon Paschall
37-174 Elmo Williams
38-1801 David Culwell Steele
39-131 Hal Hicks
40-1904 L. P. Bridges
41-125 0. T. Paschall
42--135 Alvin Hanly Kopperud
43-1937 Romraie Sidney Puckett
44-142 Wilburn Wallace Williams
45-166 Jack McKeel
46-1843 Jack Walton- Chester
47-135 Curtis Kimbro
48-183 Roy Lee Oakley
49--I48 Dwight Boyd
50-1373 Robert Nix Crawford
51-198 A. C. Hopper
52-139 William Neale Beaman
4111 53-1.46 Vernon Clayton Moody54-8 Alfred Wallace Wells
55-122 J. W. Williams
56--83 John Cunningham
57-1368 Ancil Edward Griffin
58-1905 Tom Moffitt
59-280 Lawyer Deward Cook
60-169 Lee Murrel Travis
61-1950 J. L. Culpepper
62-1398 Wylie Baston Parker
63---145 James Leon Smith
64-9 Buford Perry
65--765 Frank Holcomb
66-121 Will Higgins Whitnell
67-625 V. P. Beard
68-181 Bedford Bailey
68-1305 Orvis Dell McReynolds
70-1360 Taz Stanton Rogers
71-- 702 Lennis C. Hale '
72 86 Bonnie Dee Crass
(See "Draft", Page 6)
L. & T. to Give
Election Returns
at Varsity Theatre
Frank Lancaster, manager of
the Varsity 1Theatre announced
thanthe Ledger & Times would
co-operate with the Varsity
Theatre to give its patrons com-
plete election returns from time
to time during their show Tues-
day night.
GREECE FORCED
INTO EUROPEAN
WAR THIS WEEK
England Rushes Troops and
Battleships to Aid of
Tiny Nation
GREEKS FIOLD LINES
AG ST ITALIANS
What n tral military experts
feared—spre d of the European
war- into the ever-bickering Bal-
kan states—came to pass shortly
before dawn Monday when mild-
mannered little Greece declared
war on Axis partner Italy.
No sooner had the war been de-
clared than the Greeks, through
whose veins flow the blood of an-
cestors who died fighting another
invasion from Rome centuries ago,
sent 100,000 troops out to face
an Italian force of over 200,000.
The first battle, according to re-
ports from Turkey, found the
Greeks breaking through the
Italians' strong position in one
place and pushing eight miles into
Albania, which felt the force of
Italy's heel last year. Just what
role Turkey, which holds a mu-
tual alliance with Greece, plans to
play in this new Balkan drama is
not definite at present.
But England- who' guaranteed to
protect the beleagUred little Grae-
a-Ai kingdom to the fullest extent,
left no doubt as to the part it
will handle. With this pledge of
support, Britain swiftly seized the
initiative at sea in the new con-
flit and moved Into position to
meet the Italian fleet. which Up
to the present time, has avoided
an open meeting with England's
sea power. Athens reported that
the British fleet had already oc-
cupied the strategic island of
Crete and a smaller island off
Corfu.
The quickly-promised aid was
reported Thursday morning to be
pouring into Greece in the form
of troops landed under the pro-
tecting fire from British battle
ships while Greek soldiers held
back Italian troops. The number
of British troops that were landed
was not revealed in the rigidly
censored dispatch.
Rome's communique on the new
war was void of details, merely
stating that the Italian army was
advancing rapidly through Greece.
Nothing concerning the landing of
British troops was contained in the
report. The Rome radio broad-
cast a report that Italian soldiers
had advanced 40 miles into Greece
and were overcoming the resistance
of the Greek rear-guard.
Germany left no doubt as to the
party it favona, in this neWest
addition, to the rapidly expanding
European war. In a message from
Adolph Hitler it was stated that
Germany, and German troops if
need be. were backing Italy to the
end. However, Germany was re-
ported to still be attempting to
form a base from which it can
start the premised invasion of
England. Bombers, in droves of
100 or more, continued to pound
'battered London. In retaliation,
RAF. planes hammered at strategic
positions in Berlin and Hamburg.
Mr. and Mrs. Oakland Cunning-
ham and daughter Clara Nell, to-
gether with Mr. and Mrs. Reginald
Butterworth, visited with their
son Harold Cunningham, who is
located with the TVA in Kingston,
Tenn. While there they visited
Knoxville, the Smoky Mountains,
Ashville. N. C., Chattanooga. Look-
out Mhuntains, and various points
of interest in Georgia.
REb CROSS ROLL Toll Worker at EggnersCALL TO START
ARMISTICE DAY Ferry Is Slain Monday
Three Local Service Clubs
To Unite in Drive
For Members
MONEY RAISED TO
STAY IN COUNTY
A special luncheon for the pur-
pose of formulating plans for the
annual Red Cross roll call and
which will be attended by all Mur-
ray's three civic clubs will be
held at the Woman's Clubhouse
Wednesday, November 6.
With the need for aid greater
this year than ever before, the lo-
cal clubs are -meeting jointly for
the first time in history to dis-
cuss the Red Cross membership
drive which will get under way
on Armistice Day, November 11.
The luncheon will be considered
as the regular meeting by the
Young Business Men's Club. the
Lions Club and the Rotary Club.
Special speaker at the lunch-
eon will be G. E. Jones, national
Red Croai - representative. It is
hoped that chairmen and workers
from every precinct in the county
will be able to attend. Lens Fors-
ter is in charge of the meeting of
the civic clubs at the lunch.
The frame-work of .the local roll
call organization has already been
formed and has been active for
some time. The setup is: Chair:
man--A. B. Austin; county chair-
man--Boody Russell; city chair-
man-Mrs. Hal Houston; gift chair-
man--George Hart; publicity--Car-
man Graham; club chairman--Lens
Forster and window displays chair-
man--Bryan Tolley.
Workers particularly emphasize
the fact that money raised by the
local roll call will stay in Callo-
way county for use rather than be
sent to Europe. Much of the
money raised will be used as a go-
between for Calloway county men
in military training camps and
their families.
During the past year the Red
Cross record of work in this
county is almost unbelievable. A
partial list of work done includes
distribution of 15 pairs of shoes,
IS blankets, 101 different garments,
Iron cots and $ mattresses. Last
atriatelatt -the Pied Cross super-
vised the buying and distributing
of 109 boxes of food to needy fam-
ilies and the -distribution of 450
bags of fruit at a movie party for
children.
--First phaSe of the Red Corss
action is the campaign for mem-
berships and gifts of more than the
traditional dollar. The local gift
committee, under the direction of
Chairman Hart, will start next
Monday, one week ahead of the
regular roll call meeting.
MARSHALL CLERK
INDICTED MONDAY
Elwood Gordon Named in Six
Charges By Grand Jury
Monday
The trial of Elwood Gordon,
Marshall county court clerk, who
was indicted on six charges by Named By KACSS
the Circuit Court grand jury Mon-
dais., will probably not be held un-
til the next regular term of the
court, it was learned Wednesday.
Charges brought against Gor-
don by the grand jury include fail-
ure to collect state usage tax on
automobiles, misappropriation of
funds belonging to the state, and
illegal charges for services ren-
dered.
Gordon has not been taken into
custody, according to County At-
torney Ben T. Cooper.
The first indictment charged
Gordon with failure to collect a
license fee for an antomobile, the
second and third indictments
stated that he failed to eollect
state usage taxes, the fourth and
fifth charged misappropriation of
state funds and the sixth with il-
legally collecting a $10 fee for ser-
vices performed relevant to his
office.
Cooper stated that the amount
of money misappropriated for
which Gordon was indicted
amounted to about $2.50 in each
case.
Gordon was elected to his of- Alfalfa was cut four times by
fice in 1933 soo'n after graduation several Clark county farmers,
from college. He was re-elected with the majority cutting three
in 1937 for a second term, times.
secondary schools at the meeting
of the Kentucky Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools
held in Lexington Friday and Sat-
urday.
Members of the commission are
elected to serve a term of three
years. The meeting was hld in
connction with the 17th annual
Kentucky Educational Conference,
Dean T. A. Hendricks of Berea
college was elected president of
the association. He was chosen
to succeed Dr. James L. Creech,
presi,ket of Cumberland college,
The body also selected Charles I.
Henry. Mayfield school superin-
tendent, to the executive commit-
tee for a two year period.
Other than Dean Nagy who
succeeded Dr.- John W. Carr as
dean of Murray this year, Lee F.
Jones of Western was named as
a college member of the secondary
schools commission.
011ie Dunnagan, 35, Shot !I
Times As He Worked
at Bridge
THREE SUSPECTS ARE
NABBED TUESDAY
Three suspects, all residents of
Trigg county, are being held for
questioning on the slaying of 011ie
H. Dunnagan, 35, who was shot
five times and instantly killed as
he worked as collector at the state-
owned toll bridge at Eggners Fer-
ry Monday night.
The suspects being held are .J. D.
and H. C. Birdstrong, brothers, and
Thomas Wilson, according to
Sheriff Charles Humphreys of Trigg
County. All the men are 21 years
of age and reside near Dunnagan's
home at Golden Pond.
Prior td their arrest, the Bird-
song brothers were free on bond
from Trigg county court on a
charge of holding up Dunnagan at
the bridge last summer. The ar-
rests were made by state police
Tuesday afternoon.
Because of "high" feeling, the
trio wag' lodged in jails in other
• 
t/ounties. Wi
lson was brought
ere, while the Birdsong brothers
ere rushed to Mayfield. Mean-
while, investigations in the case
bontinues -under the direction of
Maim- Joe Burrnan,'FrankforT,„ 
The murder of Dunnagan occur-
soon after 8 p. m. Monday
night. Dunnagan was discovered
lying fate down in a pool of blood
on the floor of the toll house by
carman Graham and Crawford
Arnett, both of Murray, less than
10 minutes after he was slain. Five
shots had been fired, four enter-
ing the body at vital places and
another lodging in the door frame.
. Two empty. 45-calibre pistol
shells were found outside the toll
house indicating Dunnagan was
f i rs t shot from outside the house.
From the position of the body on
the floor and the chair in which
he had been seated, it was con-
cluded that he was shot while sit-
ting.
Although the cash register had
been robbed, officers were unable
to determine the exact amount of
money taken. However, it prob-
ably was very little, only that
tellected since 2 p. m.
Delta Is Foe For
'Breds Saturday
High School Students Numbering
2000 Or More Will Attend
Gridiron Contest
When the Delta Statesmen in-
vade Murray Saturday, November
2. for a game with the Thorough-
breds, they will play before a
crowd swelled some 2,000 by high
school students in the surrounding
areas who will be seeing the game
as guests- of the college on the
annual "High School" day. The
kick-off will be at 2 p. m.
The 'Breds have been steadily
improving all season and should
reach their peak in a couple of
weeks. Their offense, which has
been rather spotty all season,
broke loose last week against
Union and scored two touchdowns.
It still has not reached the effec-
tiveness desired. by the combs:a
however, and more work will be
spent on it during the week.
.It is the opinion of the coaches
that too many touchdowns have
Teen stored -against the Murray-
men in the recent games and they
are working to develop a defense
competent enough. of stopping the
enemies' attacks. The coaches
also added that mistakeS were not
repeated but that new ones showed
up.
The Thoroughbreds will go into
the game this week in pretty fair
shape, having suffered few in-
juries in the Union game. Delta
lost last week to West Tennessee
by a 7-0 count while the Racers
were pounding out their first
triumph of the year over Union
21-14. They will be seeking their
second successive win of the sea-
son Saturday afternoon.
Tigers Tear
Terrors 20-6
Scott Sparks Attack by Brilliant
Driving from Fallback; Buc-
hanan Also Scores
Forced to come from behind
'after spotting Marion a touch-
down, Murray High's Tigers shook
Off enough of the heat and turned
it on, to crush. Marion's Blue Ter-
rors 20-6. in a West Kentucky
)Conference game, played in Marion
past ,Firday afternoon.
The Terrors took the opening
kick-off and marched for a touch-
down, but after this their offense
just didn't have any punch. In
the second period with Buist Scott
sparking the Murray attack, the
Tigers counted their first touch-
down. Scott going over. Williams
sent the Bengals ahead by adding
the extra point.
e^' In the third period. Buchanan
broke off his own left end, be-
hind excellent interference to
scamper 36 yards for a touchdown.
Again Williams' kick was good.
Late in the ball game Scott
snared a Terror pass on the 39-
yard stripe, and outran both ball
clubs to score on an intercep-
tion. Williams' kick was slightly
wide.
STATE BRIDGES
TO BE WIDENED
More Than Dozen Spans Will Be
Changed To Aid National
Defense Move
Replacing of more than a dozen
narrow bridges on main roads
New Murray Dean with wider and stronger crossingsis included in plans for aiding na-
tional defense now being worked
up-by the Kentucky State High-
way Department.
Dean Ws ..G. tasili of . Murray Estimates on the 
amount -of
State College was elected a college money necessary to
 carry out 'the
member of the commission on plans call for an 
expenditure of
$2.260,500. The bridges to be
widened are mainly on roads that
serve Fort Knox. --
Although Kentucky spent more
than $9,000,000 this summer in
highway improvement contracts,
Highway Engineer Tomas H.- %Cut-
ler said plans are continuing over
other road improvements the mili-
tary authorities want in the state.
Thud far the most costly -job on
which the Highway Department
has made estimates is for replace-
ment of the Clay's Ferry bridge
over. the Kentucky._ river .bctggn
Lexington and Richmond. If a
proposed "high line" bridge is
built across the river the cost will
be approximately $630.000 and will
be 300 feet above the water.
Other structures on which the
department has made estimates
are for replacement of the Ken-
tucky river bridge at Carroll-
ton, $440,000; the Salt River bridge
at .West Point. $400,000; the Bar-
ron river bridge at Bowling Green,
$200,000, and the Curfaberland
River bridge at Williamsburg,
$200,000.
BARKLEY TO LEAD
MOTORCADE ON 11
DISTRICT STOPS
Murray Stop Scheduled for
15 Minute Speech
Monday
OTHER PROMINENT
'SPEAKERS IN GROUP
Led by Senator Alben W. Bark-
ley, a motorcade will visit 11 first
district cities, including Murray,
on an all-day tour Monday in the
intrests of President Roosevelt and
Senator A. B. Chandler.
Murray will be visited at 3:15
Monday afternoon. Senator Bark-
ley will address the voters and
speeches will also be delivered by
Congressman Noble J. Gregory,
Commissioner J. Lyter Donaldson
and Robert Humphreys.
Arrangements for the tour are
under the joint direction of the
Democratic campaign chairmen
from all the 8 first district coun-
ties. The motorcade will start in
Paducah at 8:00 and end in Ben-
ton at 14:5 in the afternoon.
From Paducah the motorcade
will move to Barlow, then to
Wickliffe, Bardwell, Arlington,
Clinton, Hickman, Fulton, May-
field, Murray and Benton. Fifteen
minutes will be spent in each city
for speeches.
According to local Democratic
leaders, tne motorcade will be the
largest event of its kind ever plan-
ned and staged in Western Ken-
tucky.
Murray WOW Club
To Meet Nov. 7
The Calloway county Woodman
of the World club members will
hold a special meeting in Murray
on November 7, according to an
announcement by G._ R. Crouch of
Lynn Grove. .. -
Membership in the Calloway
county club is the largest in the
state and the meeting will be one
of the most important of the year.
All WOW members are urged to
be present.
METHODISTS TO
HOLD CONFERENCE
Bishop DeCell Releases Memphis
Conference Announcements
This Week
Announcements by Bishop J L.
DeCell in regard to the Annual
Methodist Memphis Conference,
which will convene at Jackson No-
vember 12, were released this week
by Rev. C. N. Jolley, Paris District
Superintendent.
The district superintendent and
Pastor of the entertaining church
will allocate hours for board and
other programs which come after
the business session and assign
pastors to pulpits on Sunday, No-
vember 16, according to the an-
nouncement.
Bishop Francis J. McConnell, of
the New York area, will be guest
speaker, delivering his first mes-
sage at the Conference Centennial
Wednesday night at 7:30 p. m. •
The first business session will
convene at 9 o'clock Thursday
morning.
All boards, commissions and
committees will meet on Wednes-
day prior to their conference open-
ing on Thursday and complete as
far as is practical reports for the
conference. It would be conside-,
rate if no one should expect his
entertainment to begin before the
evening meal on Wednesday, the
Bishop added. Committees on
Conference Relations, Ministerial
Qualifications and Accepted Sup-
plies will report at the ...first busi-
ness meeting.
P-TA To Give
-Dinner Nov: 7
,
Mrs. Ray Tr, president of the
Murray Parent-Teachers Associa-
tion, announced today that the
P-TA was sponsoring' a special
dinner for members and friends of
the organization, to be given in
the High School, Thursday night,
November. 7.
A small fee of twenty-five cents
per plate will be charged to take
care of the cost of the meal. An
attractive program and menu have
been planned.
$1.°° a year  11, iGiraCves,611 way.
ry and Stewart Counties.
eolfseKwelinetrueckiny.
$1.50 theySetaarte
$2 nn a year to any address• other than above.
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County, Nation to Vote
For President Tuesday
Thanks
We, the Murray High School
coaching staff and squad, wish
-to thank the -people- of Murray
for making it possible for us to
attend the Kentucky-Vanderbilt
game, and the other favors
shown us following .our win
over Mayfield. s
We thank you for the support
you have given us throughout
this season whether we were
winning, tying, or losing.
—Capt. Bill Fair, Murray
High Football team, and
Coaching staff.
DEMO SPEAKERS
WILL BE ACTIVE
Sixteen Speakers to Appear In
County Precincts Before
November 5
Speaking assignments for local
Democratic party workers between
now and election time on Novem-
ber 5 were released this week by
Hall Hood, Calloway county chair-
man for -the re-election of Presi-
dent Roosevelt.
Sixteen different men will ad-
dress county voters at various
places. M. 0. Wrather will speak
to the voters of Hazel with George
Hart appearing at Concord.
Faxon and Kirks Ridge voters
will be addressed by Dewey Rags-
dale, while Mr. Hood and Pink
Curd will speak at Lynn Grove.
Wells Overby and C. A. Hale will
appear at Kirksey and Almo, re-
spectively. A meeting at Edge Hill
will have as the speaker Lee
Crawford Arnett will be at Prov-
idence, Stone and Macedonia; J.
W. Clopton will speak at Cold-
water, Backusburg and Landon: D.
D. Crass will discuss the campaign
issues at Pottertown. Russel
Chapel and Center Ridge; Otis
Lovins will appear before the
voters at McCuiston, Woodlawn
and Pleasant Valley, Leon Grogran
4.0.111 &liver addresees• at Palestine,
PARTY LEADERS
URGE ALL VOTERS
TO CAST BALLOTS
County's Registered Strength
Of 9,000 Expected
To Vote
ELECTION CALLED
'VERY IMPORTANT'
One of the most closely con-
tested national election campaigns
in the last 20 years will draw to
a close Tuesday, November 5,
when the entire nationa casts its
ballots for the man who will lead
these United States as President
for the next four years.
As usual, the Presidential
steeplechase has narrowed into a
two party stretch race between
Democrat Franklin D. Roosevelt
and Republican Wendell Willkie.
Although the Socialist and Prohi-
bition parties have candidates,
neither is expected to draw enough
votes to greatly effect the outcome
of the race.
In Calloway county practically
the entire voting strength—ap-
proximately 9,000—is expected to
cast ballots in the election which
trained Washington observers term
the most momentous election in
the history of this nation.
This county is predicted to go
more than 8-1 in favor of Presi-
dent Roosevelt for a third term.
The county's voting precincts will
remain open for voting from 6
a. m. to 4 p. m.
Voiang in Callqway county will
be stimulated by a contest being
sponsored by the Democratic or-
ganization. Roughly the idea is
this: To the school of the magis-
terial district which votes the
largest percentage of its registered
voters a cash prize will be given.
There will be two separate con-
tests, one for the high schools and
the other for the graded schools.
Murray and Calloway county
voters will decide more than just
their Presidential choice in Tues-
day's election. Voters in the city
Shady Hill and Independence; Dal- will decide on the municipal park
las Lancaster is booked for and playground bond issue and
speeches at Spring Creek, Heath
and Thompson; A. L. Langston
will make appearances before' the,
voters of Dexter and Brooks
Chapel, and Boody Russell will
be at Chestnut Grove, Cherry and
East Shannon.
30,000 VISIT TVA
PROJECT SUNDAY
Cars From 22 States Listed In
Record Smashing Crowd at
Kentucky Dam
A crowd estimated at more than
30,000 visited the TVA Kentucky
Dam project at Gilbertsville dur-
ing the semi-annual "open house"
held by employees working at
the dam Sunday.
Although the bulk of the visitors
came from Kentucky and Tennes-
see, automobiles carrying license
plates of 20 other states were
among the throng that visited the
dam during the day.
All during the day a continuous
stream of traffic poured into the
TVA reservation and all roads'
leading to and from Gilbertsville
were filled to capacity. The
crowd began to reach the project
early in the morning and reached'
its peak about mid-way in the
afternoon.
The entire project area was
opened for the inspection of the
visiting public. Hundreds of TVA
workers served as guides and ex-
plained various phases of the
works Throughout the day,.__.11ie
crowd dispersed over several
square miles, as visitors inspected
work on the dam and viewed the
vast amonnt of construction ma-
terial.an use.
"Open house" at the dam is held
two times each year. Previously
this year a similar event was held
early in June with some 25,000
persons viewing the project. Sun-
day's celebration honored the •vir
tual completion of the giant -cof-
fer dam and, the passing of the
half-way mark in the building of
the navigation lock.
Murray's Tigers Meet Crucial Test in Tilghman High School Tornado
Game in Paducah
'Friday Starts at
8 O'clock
With four wins, a tie and one
defeat> -.all in the conference,
Murray High School's Tigers go
up against the most formidable op-
position they have faced in several
years, when they play the ram-
paging Blue Tornado of Tilghman,
in Paducah tomorrow night at 8
o'clock.
The Tornado .in its games this
season, swamped Hume High of
Memphis, Greenwood, Miss. High,
Russellville, Ala., High. Fulton,
Owensboro, and dropped a 13-6
game to St. Xavier, in Louisville.
With a high-powered polished
offense built around its versatile
captain - Jesse Tunstill, all-state
back for the past two years, the
Tornado has not been successfialy
halted this season. Bobby Abell,
hard-driving fullback. and Mor-
gan, fleet wingback also aid the
NrcRight cause.
To, compete with this aggrega-
tion that many rate as the best
high school team in the state,
•
Coaches Holland and Russell plan
to continue their passing attack
that has brought them victory,
and will try to add more power
in the backfield. Last week against
Marion, Buist Scott, a converted
guarch—catne through at fullback
in fine style, giving Holland for
the first time since the Dawson
game- a backfield that could run as
well as pass. The kicking of Buc-
hanan has continued to imprbliF:
The Tigers won't be outweighed
much, if any, Holland said, after
figuring that his starting eleven
will average 161 pounds. J. L.
Miller, 174 pound center, will start
in place of Linn in order to give
the Bengals more weight in the
line against the hard-running
Tilghman backs.
One thing is pretty definite—
while things are pretty certain the
Tigers will go under. Murray High
hasn't lost yet. The entire squad
during all its practice sessions this
week, have shown more pep, and
drive than at any time since the
Mayfield game.
They have apparently recovered
from the "Mayfield complex", and
now are ready to make a fine
showing against Tilghman.
A special section of the Tilghman
stadium will be reserved for Mur-
ray fans it was learned early this
week.
Coach Holland plats to carry 22
men on the trip—Billy Joe Saun-
ders, Castle Parker, Palmer Out-
land. and Capt. Billy Fair, ends:
George Tomme, Albert Crider, Max
Blalock, and Bearl Cunningham,
tackles; J. L. Miller, and Billy
Linn. centers; Max Gibbs, Tom
Cable, LeRoy Denham. Nelson
Blalock, guards; Tom Penton,
quarterback; Paul Buchanan, Clay-
ton Williams, W. L. Polly. James
Dale Clopton. Louis Starks, half-
backs; Buist Scott and Jack Ham-
rick ,fullbacks.
Tolley Leads Legion
Campaign for Demos
Bryan Tolley is heading the
American Logion and veterans of
Foreign Wars campaign for the
re-election of President Roosevelt,
Hall Hood. chairman of the Cal-
loway County campaign reyealed
today.
choose between two of seven can-
didates for members of the city
board .of -,-education_ Candidates
are Vernon Hale, Ronald Churchill,
Ernest Jones, Urban Starks, A.
B. Austin, Joe Baker and Lloyd
Allbritten.
County voters in three districts
will vote for members of the coun-
ty board of education. In district
1 and 5, Gardie Lassiter and F.
F. Crouch. respectively .are unop-
posed, while in district 4, E. B.
Adams and Lee Donelson are can-
didates.
The presidential ballot in Ken-
tucky will contain the names of
but four candidates, the Com-
munist nominee having been ruled
from the ballots in this state in a
recent ruling by the Attorney
General. In the first column,
from left to right, will be the
Democratic party candidates, then
come the Republican, Socialist
and Prohibitionist, in order named.
The first office to be voted for
will be U. S. Senator. - A. B.
Chandler, former Governor, is op-
posed by Walter B. Smith, Re-
publican. Then comes the presi-
dential electors and at the bot-
tom of the ballot the Congressional
candidate.
The Ledger & Times joins with
party leaders,' both Democratic
and Republican, in urging every
registered voter in Calloway coun-
ty to vote Tuesday. Voters should
bear in mind that this is the only
country in the world where every
qualified citizen is still allowed
to express open opinions and cast
a free.ballot. This national herit-
age should be exercised to its
fullest extent.
Ledger Offer
Continues This
Week And Next
, The Ledger & Times subscrip-
''tion offer continues through this
week, an dthose subscribing will
receive a 40c certificate given on
the merchants below if they are
renewing and a 50c merchandise
order if they are new subscribers.
Merchants this offer applies to
this week are:
Gladys Scott
Frazee-M!lugin
T. 0. Turner
Paschall Cleaners
Murray Laundry
Varsity Theatre
Rudy's
H. B. Bailey
Economy Feed Store
Hendon's Tekaco Station
Murray Food Market
Boone Cleaners
Blalock's Grocery
Tolley .3r Carson
Murray Milk Products Co.
Capitol Theatre
Dale & Stubblefield
Callaway Lumber Co.
- Tv-
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Club attended the regular meeting
wh.ch was held at the home of
Mrs. Noble Fuqua Wednesday*
afternocai. October II
Adfili..Ussa to ibe regular mem-
bers of the club, the folloaring
.gnerits were present: Miss Lou
Smith. Mrs • Mary Hendrick. Mrs
O. J. Buse& Mrs. Melvin Lamb,
Mrs.- Bowie Pigue. Mrs. G. D.
Watson. Mrs. Acidic Creason and
Mira. Lillian Jones.
Following the business session.
presided over by Mrs. Fuqua in
the absence of the president, re-
freshments were sei-ved The next
meeting of the club will be , held
at the home of Mrs. Raymond
Stsvens. November 11
Backnstierg Homemakers Club New slope Society Meets
tsM,e Wednesday Last Monday
S...verireez nwynbers. and guests The Neviateme Society of Chris-
of the Bac.kusburg Homemakers tian Service nIsst with Mrs. Perry
Farris Monday to an oalI-day meet
Mg. The regular snfonthly pro-
gram was given beforespoon with
the president. Mrs. Perry ris, in
charge.
FOLIO* int a pot-lurk
Mrs Lee Lassiter gave the
lesson of the naisaien study. There
were eight members and four
guests present for the meeting.
• • • • •
Rotarians Have Father-Son
Luncheon
Miss Beaman Bride-Elect. Is
Complimenied With Showers
Miss Ola .B. Beaman. daugh-
of Mrs Jesse Beaman of High-
land Park. Mich. and bride-elect
of November 7, was h6inired on
Friday. October 18. when Mrs
Arthur Franklin entertained at her
home on Fleming Avenue. High-
land Park-. with a miscellaneous
shower. There were about twen-
ty-five guests present.
Miss Ruth Gier was hostess at a
personal shower en Monday. Octo-
ber. 21. at her home on Hamilton
Avenue
On fndity. October 25. Mrs. Ma-
delle Taleht gave a miscellaneous
shower for Miss Beaman. with
about thirty guests present. at her
home on Monica AVenue.
Missimiary trAsetety Holds
alerting •
- The Elmo Grove' Minsionary -So-
ciety met Wednesday aftern000 at
tfie church for the Royal Service
program: The theme ter tn.. after-
noon was "God's Unchanging Plan
of Stewarciship". The program
14,11 sus :
Bible Stoly. Romans 12 1. 2. 6.
11: Matt 24 44-51, Mrs. Deihert
Hale
Prater. Mrs. Lornan Garner.
Song. "How Firrn a Foundation."
-thighanging- Stewardship." Mrs.
1Fteg4It McDaniel.
"Unchanging - Tithe.- Mrs. Brig-
'air.' Futrell_
-The' Motive Of the Tithe. - -Mrs.
Garr.
"Beatitudes of .Tithing." Mrs.
Witilcim D Outland. .
Prayer. Mrs AlefMnitrell.
-The Measure of the Tithe."
Mrs. 3'1-tannic Parker.
Song. "When Baptists All Learn
How
"The Method of the Tithe." Mrs. Mrs. J. E. Littleton.
Owen H Hae
Scripture reading, oMrs. Jake Mrs. Hendon Entertains ClubOutland: ,
Debtless Denomination," 'Mrs. Mrs. Carrie Hendon crese-rt.e.eneed
Herman Futrell arid Mrs. _Allen the Sew and So Club at tge last
Was. Thursday afternoon. High. second
Following the program a_ busi- and awarded
ness meellng was held at which Mrs. 0. B. Boone. Mrs. Max
time officers were elected for the
. new year.
e_._
, H. E. Peniecust. Mrs. Marvin
Wrathor. Mrs Hampton Brooks,
Mrs. Shelby Haddon. Mrs. W. D.
'Davis. Mrs. A_ V Havens and Mrs.
i_oren Adams
Members of the Rotary Club met
Thursday at noon at the Woman's
Clue house on Vine street for a
Father and Son luncheon.
Following greetings and a short
talk by the president. Dr. Hugh
MeElrath. the club was enter-
tamed with musical riumbers by
several of the guests. Piano solos
were given by Buist Scott said
Bebby Garrison. and a vocal solo
by William Mason Johnson. The
club quartet composed of Dr. Mc-
Moth. Hail Hood, Ronald Church-,
ill and Glenn Ashcraft. rendered
a number in honor of - the beys.
Mere were thirty-three piesent
in addition to club members in-
cluding sons of the Rotarians and
their guests.
CEP
Dale & Stubblefield
TWO FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
PLUS ONLY ONE CENT
OCT. 30-31 WM. TNUR.
NOV. 1-2 FE. SAT.
ell r.
Club Meets With Mrs. Hart
Mrs. George Hart entertained
members of her bridge club and
several guests at her home on
Olive Street Friday afternaon,
Four tables were placed for the
game. and Mrs. Wells Overby re-
ceived the club prize- for hi
score. and Mrs_ Charles• Stewart
the guest high. .
A party plate was served at the
conclusion of the game.
t Guests
, in addition to members,
included :Mrs. .Charler•Stewart,
Mrs. Wm.'- G, Nash. Mrs. 0. L.
Wsn.ston. Mrs. John Brooks and
Mrs C. J McDeettto
• • • • •
B. And P..-W.) Club
Holds Meeting
The "'Business and Professional
Women's -et & met at Collegiate
Inn Thursday night. October 24.
with a good attendance.' A most
interesting program was sponsored
by Mrs. B. F. Berry and Mrs. A.
F. Deran on the importance of
world events of the present day.
A business session 'was presided
over by the ipresidant Mrs. Grady
Miller. The club room is being
-ruslaccirated--and-will be open for
the next meeting which will be a
torthday supper and program
Hostesses for the accasion were
Mrs. R. M. Pollard. Mrs. Vera
Rogers. 'Mrs. Koska Jones and
.Churcnill and Mrs. • Joe Houston.
respectively. •
Mrs. Bat Parkins was welcomed
as a new members.
Dainty refreshments carrying out
the Hallowe'en motif were served
at the conclusion- of the game.
Mrs. Havens Is Hobby
ChM Hostess
Mrs A. V. Havens was hostess
Thursday afternoon to members of
the Hubby Club and an additional
guest. Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. The
afternoon was spent informally.
and delightful refmnthents were
setveg- #y' the hostess.
-kOn FMay. November 1. the club
will -bb guests for luncheon of
Mrs. Loren Adams at her home
in Mayfield.. The membership
of the club. includes Mrs. Ches-
ley ButtemOorth, Mrs. C.- C. Farth-
er. fdrs. A. F. Dorm- Mrs. Arthur
Farmer, Mrs. Robert Smith. Mrs
airs. Guillory Is Entertained,
Mrs. Jack Guillory of Richmond.
Vs. who is the guest of her sta-
r. Mrs. C. L. She:brim-Khios be-
htfully entertained dur-
l!ig-her visit.
Among those who have enter-
tained in her horu r are Mrs. Hall
Hood. litre E S. DiugtueL Jr.. Mr.
acid Mrs Clifford. Melugin. Mrs.
Joe T Lovett. and. Mrs. Sitar-
bordugh-
Others who will compliment
her dur.ne the week inolude Mrs
T. H. Stokes and Mr and Mrs. H
I. Sledd.
Mt. Carmel &moiety Meets
On Octtiber 29, eight ladies 'f
he Women's Society of Christian
ice, met in the home ul Mrs
Edn Swift for the fall mission
study. The following program
was given...
Song, "Whim a Friend We Have
in .JesUs"; scripture. Ephes:an 4.
Emma Lou Tucklsro prayer. Mrs.
Eunice Carson: introduction of the
migrate mission study. -Mrs. Edna
Swift. The Genesis of Exodus
was well diseussed by Mrs. Emma
Lou Tucker
At the noon hour Mrs. Lola
Staft prepared', well filled table
fur the guests.
The afternoon session begun with
the leader again giving some in-'
formation on the books that were
nut discussed by others: "The Fam-
ily. Pulls Up Stakes", Mrs. Emily
Swift: "Ministering to the Shift-
ing Population." Mrs. Months Lyles:
"The Church Serving the Mi-
grates," Mrs. Gertie Mute; "A Sum-
mary of the Study," - Mrs. Edna
Swift; benediction. Mrs. Lula
Dunn.
Magazine Club Holds Meeting
the Magazine Club was delight-
fully entertained last Thursday
afternoon by Miss Cappie Beale
at her home on North Seventh
Street. Flowers-ln the lovely
autumn colors were used through-
out the rooms.
Mrs. Hall Hood. chairman, pre-
sided and welcomed the visitors
and stew members. Roll call was
answered with the names of
famous women of_ _today. The,
program consisted of a review of
-Headlines in the News. For the
Past Ten Yearn" and was ably
presented by Mrs. W. J. Gibson
from 1930,35 and by Mrs. E. B.
Houston from 1935-40.
A- social hour followed during
which the hostess served a delight-
ful salad plate. There were forty-
five present including -members
and several guests.
Recent Bride Is Complimented
Mrs.. MeTfe'R-dges, who, before
her recent niarrtaite. was WIRI
Mazy Virginia Hoffman. was, haps
euest Saturday afternoon at a
beautifully planned shower which
was given by Mrs. R. IL Hoffman
and Miss, Marjorie Bowden at the
h'orr.e of Mrs. R. L. Bowden.
A color scheme of green and
white was carried out in the deco-
rations 'which.. were of Totted ferns
and white chrysanthemums. In
the dining room the lace draped
table held a centerpiece of a min-
iature bride and groom on a
placque formed of white chry-
santhemums. flanking which were'
turning, while tapers in crystal
11,1d...irs. The dainty ' sandwiches
and other appointments repeated
the bridal motif. Miss Carolyn
1.fohnson presatle,d at the tea ser-
vice.
The lovely gifts were presented
the honoree from a decorated um-
brella.
Those present were Mrs. M. H.
Messes Dorothy Nell Jones,
Ann.e Lee Gatlin, Sue Lassiter.
Oneida Ahart. Lavinia Jones.
Dorothy Broach. Mary Evelyn Rus-
sell. Char-Leese Wear, Nancy Mel-
len. Josephine-Broach. Imogene
Bailey.. Ca.olyn - Johnson. Mar-
jorie Fooshee. Betty Efiye-s. Fran-
ce'. i, Gatlin. and Mrs. B. s.L. Hoff-
man
Sending gins.. were Mrs. L. H.
Presson. Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Parks. -Mrs. Lala Watson. Mrs. '3
• M. Dye. htis. Nannie IVie. Miss
• Martha Lou- ,Hayes. Mrs. Lucille
Davis. Mr. and Mrs. W. & Am-
lsrose and Miss Emma Sue Gib-
;on. '
CONTINUED FOR-
ONE MORE WEEK
Last Day November 7th
To Acquaint More People With Our Fine Cleaning Service
DE LUXE CLEANING
Unequalled for Quality
Plain Garments-Suits, Dresses, Coats
CASH AND CARRY
45c
Each, in Lots of Two or More
a
STANDARD CLEANING
None other so fine in its price class
Plain Garments-Suits, Dresses, Coats
CASH AND CARRY
30c
Each. in Lots of Two or More
BOON1E- CLEANERS
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE PHONE 234
. •
and the University of Kentucky.
Lex ington.
'The groom is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. C. U. Bagwell. He
is welt-known in Murray where
he attended school and has been
engaged in farming for the past
several years. At present he is em-
ployed by the Tennessee Vally
Authority at Glibertsville.
The bride chose for her wed-
ding a Juliette costume suit of
wine WWI' with beaver trim-
ming. She wore a black velvet
bonnet hat and other black ac-
'et:worms.
Immediately following the cere-
mony the couple-left on a short
bridal trip through West Ten-
nessee. On their return to Mur-
say they will reisde at 109 North
Ninth Street.
Miss Edwards
Leads MSC Band
• -
Miss Dedibeth Edwards.
Ky.. has been selected to
lead the Murray State College
band this fall. She will-be rum
majorette,' of a 97 piece band, di-
rected,by Prof. W. H Fox. music
instructor at Murray State. which
" 
•
MISS Edwards , was drum maj-
orette for two Years at Madison-
ville High School, and was elected
the most popular girl in high
school when a senior
The Murray State Band will ap-
pear at the following Murray foot-
ball games: Delta State in Mur-
ray November 2: West Tennessee
in Murray November 9: and Wes-
tern Kentucky Siate Teachers in
Murray 'November 23.
Social Calendar
Friday. November 1
The regular meeting of Delta
Omega Chapter of Kappa Delta .Pi
will be held Friday night at seven
o'clock in Dr. G. T. -Hicks' class
room at the .college. The change
in time is to enable all who -wish ,
to attend the play given at the
college later in the evening.
Monday. November 4
The Monday afternoon bridg.
club will meet with Mrs. Carlisle
Cutchin.
• • • -0 •
Oatland-Starks Marriage Is
Solemnized October .26
Mr. and'Mrs. Leonard Outland
announce the marriage of their
daughter Aleva. to Roy Starks,
which was solemnized Saturday,
October 26. at Murray. The cere-
mony was read by Fad. Bennie
ai-own.
Mrs. Starks wore a gold colored
dress with brown accessories.
The only attendant was Miss
Rubena Dunn of Hazel Route 1.
Mr Starks is the e0/1 of U. G.
Starks, South Twelfth street. Mur-
ray.
Mr. and Mrs. Starks will reside
:n Covington. Tenn.
Progressive Homemakers
Club Meets October 22
The Progressive Homemakers
i i:C) met with Mrs. Mavis Broach
'1-e.sday. October 22. Nineteen
71'embers were present including
treurnew ones recently added tohe 
hat. 
An interesting demonstration on
canning was given by the foods
'leaders. Mrs. Viva Ellis and Mrs.
Christine Grogan.
Our inner project. "Landscape
Gardening," discussed ni . was us e by MissR
Games and songs were enjoyed
by the gr as well as the de-
lightful refreshments served by
the hostess.
The next meeting will bg with
Mrs. Christine Grogan, November
26
Tuesday, November 5
The, , regular rr.eeteng of •
Women's Society of Christian S
vice will be held at two o'clock at
the- IffatEZRIlet--CIMrch Mrs .1 T
Cochran and Miss Alice
will have charge of the to
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will
meet at 2:30 p. m. with Mrs. John,
D. Rather.
-
The Delta Department of the
iVorrian's Club will hold the reg-
ular meeting at 7:30 o'clock at the
club house on Vine St.
Wednesday. November 6
Mrs. John D. Rather will be
hostess to her bridge club at two-
thirty o'clock.
Clels Meets With Mrs. lithitnell
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell was host-
ess Friday afternoon to members
of her bridge club and the fol-
lowing guests: Mrs. Walter Tay-
lor of Washington. D. C. Mrs. Nat
Ryan and Mrs. Will H. Whenell.
The prize .for high score was
awarded Mrs. H. I. Sledd and for
low score Mrs. E. J Beale.
A delightful salad plate was
served at the conclusion of the
game.
Alpha Club Meets' Saturday
The Alpha Department of the
Woman's Club met Saturday after-
noon at the club house with Mrs.,-.
E. J, Beale presiding. Hostesses
for the occasion were Mrs. J. W.
Carr, MU._ Charles Hire. Miss
-Flox-Robbireo Mrso-K A-Johnstoe
and -Nits Lora Frisby.
A - very interesting program
the. French Drama was presi
byohtiss Jane Haselden. Miss H
elden gave a short history of.
! French drama following wrie•:. 1
o. delightfully, entertained with
- review of the French play.
Asrnodee" by Francois Mauriac.
Following the program the
..oests were invited into the-din-
- it room - where lung tables were
.roinged for refreshments. Color-
autumn levies and table ap-
pointments fn the- Hallowe'en
motif lent a festrv'e hote to-rhe.oc-
casion.
• Out,of-t5iOn . guests were Mrs.
Walter Taylor of, Little Rx:k and.
Mrs. George C. Wallace of -metre
phis:
.- ---
Richardson-Bagwell Marriage Is
Announced
Mr ar:d Mrs. Bates RI
ahriounee the *marriage
only daughter. Mary Elio
Harlan 0. 'Bagwell wt.
place aturday afternoon'
'he twentyssixth .at too.
-; he single ring cererffony
by the Rev. W. H ,Saxor: ;
of the First Methodist Chu:
Fulton. Ky, at his home on Was. it
Strtet,
Mrs. Bagwell was graduated
Trorn Murray State Collor, and has
dune graduate work a' '
Peabody College',' Nii
Bin. B. Loved Honored
With Shower
The Elmo Grove Missionary So-
ciety and other friends gathered at
the home of Mrs. Lovett and hon-
ored her with a shower Wednes-
day. October 16.
The honoree was the rectpient of
many lovely gifts. After the gifts
were viewed refreshments were
served Those present were as fol-
lows:
Mrs. 0. 11. Koch and daughter
Norma Dean. Dover. Tenn., Mrs.
Mabile McElroy, Clarksville, Tenn.,
Mrs. L. D. Todd, Mrs. Eunice
Tidwell. Mrs. Edna Stone and baby,
Mn. Willie Emerson. Mrs. I. D.
Brandon, Mrs. Emma Emerson,
Mrs. Ann Garrison and son, Mrs.
Jim Burkeen, Mrs. Ethel Blalock,
Mrs. Guy Lovins, Mrs. Opal Keel,
Mrs. Eueice Futrell. Mrs. Dicie
West. Mts. Leffie Houston, Mrs.
Ada Workman. hirs. Helen Cole.
Mrs. Mildred Geurin and sun. Mrs.
Orval Outland and daughter. Mrs.
Clyde Hale and children. Mrs.' Gus
Geurin.
Mrs. Polly Seaford. Mrs. Ragon
McDaniel, Mrs. Allen Viells, Mrs.
Tellus Mogre, Mrs. Delbert Hale,
Mrs. Herman Futrell, Mrs. Gatlin
Outland, Mrs. Lona Clark, Mrs.
Brigham Futrell, Mn, Owen Hen-
son . Hale, Mrs. Leman Garner.
Mrs. Mary Outland, Mrs. Jake
Outland, Mrs. Alvin Futrell, Mrs.
Meanie Parker. Mrs. Amon Owen
and son. Mrs. End Cotaxm, Mrs.
Ida Lancaster and the honoree.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Aaron Hopkins, Mrs. Estelle John-
son, Mrs. Kitty Vance, Mrs. Lillian
MeClard. Mrs. Mary Jane Cerra-
way. Mrs. Euva Herten. Mrs. Ella
Elliott, Mrs. George Rowlett, Mrs.
Edna Clark, Mrs. Gardie Smith, Alexander.
Mrs. Denny Smith. Mrs. Eula
Clark, Mrs. Eunice Saunders, Mrs.
Walter Tucker, Mrs. Craig Out-
land. Mrs. Lucille Garland, Mrs.
Ella Craig. Mrs. Mildred Lassiter,
Mrs. Ada Lassiter, Mrs. Lubie
Hale, Mrs. Thelma Parker, Mrs.
Lorene Colson, Mrs. Mattie Out-
land. Mrs. Maudie Hopkins.
• • • • •
Club Meets Saturday Afternoon
Mrs J B Wilson was at home
Saturday afternoon to members
of her bridge club and the follow-
ing guests: Mrs. Will H. Whitnell
and Mrs. J. R. Williams.
Mrs. Beale Outland received the
club prize for high score. and Mrs.
Whitnell the guest pzize.
The hostess served a party plate
at the cuncluvan of the game.
HOMEMAKERS
CLUB NOTES
Foods project leaders of the
Homemakers Clubs attended a
training meeting Tuesday, Octo-
ber Nil, at the College Training
School. Mrs. Pearl J. Haak,
specialist in food and nutrition.
University of Kentucky, was in
charge of the lesson vegetable
cookery. She discussed the im-
portance of vegetables in the diet
and demonstrated methods of pre-
paring them to make them digest-
able as well as retain the food
value and color.
Fifteen of the 16 Homemakers
Clubs were represented with 29
leaders present. -
Stone Homemakers Club met
Monday, October 21, at the home
of Mrs. W. N. Thurmond. The
meeting was called to order by
Mrs. S. L. Hargis, president. Mrs.
W. R. Fielmonds and Mrs. Henry
Hargra gave the lesson on meat
canning, demonstrating the can-
ning of sausage and liver and dis-
cussing the methods of canning
other meats.
The group enjoyed games and
contests after which refreshments
were served by the hostes.s to the
members and four visitors pres-
ent.
The club will meet November
18, in the home of Mrs. Raymond
Dexter Homemakers Club held
an all day meeting at the home
of Mrs. A. V. Reeves, October 25,
with 14 members and one visitor
present. One new member, Mrs.
Marie Walston, was enrolled. Mrs.
A, 0. Puckett assisted by Miss
Rachel Rowland, home demonstra-
tion agent, gave the lesson meat
canning.
After lunch the meeting was
called to order by Miss Maud
Woodall, vice-president. The group
enjoyed songs and contests con-
ducted by Mrs. Hugh Edwards.
The next meeting will be at the
home of Mrs. Dommie Cleaver on
Training School
FFA News
By James Newport
Our Future Farmers club seems
to be progressing very nicely this
year. have about 19 new mem-
bers in our organization at this
time, bringing the total member-
ship up to 38 boys.
The."Greenhands" were initiated
October 17. During the two
fololwing two weeks these boys
were required to wear their work'
shirts, overalls, a straw hat and
a green hand pinned over the
heart.
Paul Bailey. president; J. H.
Theobald, vice-president; Randolph
Story, secretary; Clifford Junes,
treasurer; James Newport. re-
porter and Mr. Brooks, advisor,
attended the training school for cif-
freers it Cunningham, Ky., Octo-
ber 19.
-
Bad Road News
-
Relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
,Doering gathered at their home
and enjoyed a happy birthday din-
ner Sunday. A bountiful meal
was served at the noon hour. "
Timber cutters are making great
progress in the woods of the Pas-
chall heirs.
Among those .attending Fourth
Monday at Murray were Mr. and
Mrs. John Paschall and Mrs.
Adolphus Paschall,
Little Wallace Lassiter spent
the week-end with his grand-
parents 191r. anr Mrs. Chesley Pas-
chall.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Jones and
son Pay ii and John B. Nance and
his sister visited in Mayfield Sun-
day.
Lewis deal Paschall had bad
luck with his car when it broke
down Monday.
Charles Morris and Adolphus
Sheridan have been cutting wood
; for John Paschall this week.
November 22.
,Hasnemakers Schedule
Almo-Thursday. Hi:member-To 'at
1:30 at the home of lojittos.
• Reeves:
MeCuiston-Friday, Novembe,f-So
at 1:30 at the home of Mrs. Casa
Lee MeCuiston.
To See the New
Fall Levine
Fashions
The moot exeitin. _gshow_for fall! This complete shoving of Levine
fro-cks smart wonien will be wearing this fall and winter. Complete
pstPles_and designs' are offered, You may wish to Select the models at
the time of the showing. And through special arrangement you will
be privileged to do so.
Monday Afternoon, November Fourth
From Two Thirty to Five Thirty
GLADYS SCOTT'S
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Mr. and Mrs. Stark Erwin are
the parents of a daughter born
Monday morning at the Clinic.
Mrs. Erwin was Miss Lelia Ellis
before her marriage.
Mrs. L. Y. Woodruff has re-
turned to her home in Wichita
Falls. Tex., after a visit with rela-
tives in Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gardner and
children recently of Bardwell, are
temporarily at home with Mr. and
Mrs. F. B. Outland. Mr. Gardner,
who has accepted a position with
the NYA, will be assigned to per-
manent headquarters in the west-
ern part of Kentucky.
Misses Jane Veale and Isabel
Waldrop visited L. L. Veale who
is in a Memphis hospital, during
the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Miller were
called to ,Paris Sunday because of
the serious illness of H. H. Van
Dyke.
Mist La Nelle Siress spent the
past veek with relatives in Cleve-
land, Tenn.
John McElrath of Memphis was
the week-end guest of his mother,
Mrs. Barber McEirath.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale
of St. Louis spent. Monday and
Monday night with Mrs. Jack
Beale, Jr., and Miss Lula Clayton
Beale.
Mrs. A. F. Yancey and Mrs. Chas.
• Stewart were guests Wednesday
Tit ternoon it a party which was
given by Mts. Farland Robbins at
her home in Mayfield.
Dr. and Mrs. Walker and Mr.
and Mrs. Melton of Paris, Tend.,
Visited with Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Brown Sunday afternoon.
Visitors in the home of Mr. and
_Mrs. Eugene Shipley last week-
end whre...Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Wells. Little Rock, Ark., and Mr.
and Mrs. Fulton Voting. Memphis,
Tenn.
Miss Elizabeth Askew, a student
at University of Tennessee. Mem-
phis. spent the week-end with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Semon As-
kew of t'ne Benton Road.
Dr. Frances Hicks was guest
speaker at the Benton -Music Club
banquet held in Benton Monday
evening, October 29. The theme
for the annual dinner was "God
Bless America" and Mrs. Hicks
spoke on Arnterican music. Others
from Murray who were guests of
the Benton club were Miss Ruble
Smith, Dr. Annie- Ray, and Mrs.
G. B. Scott.
Mr.. and Mrs. H. C. pogue of
Kansas 'City were week-end guests
of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Whitnell.
Mrs. G. IV Scott, Mrs. G. T.
Hicks, Miss Ruby Smith and Miss
Annie Ray were guests Monday
evening at a dinner meeting of
the Benton Music Club. Mrs.
Hicks was the guest speaker for
the occas.,:i.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson and
son Randall, of Cunningham, Ky..
spent the week-end with Mrs.
Lula Risenhoover.
Mrs. Kenneth Grogan of Lex-
ington is the guest of her father,
N. G. Wall.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. 'Fulton left
Monday for Paducah where they
will make their home. Mr. and
Mrs. Fulton have recentlY com-
pleted the remodeling of their
home in Paducah.
The Rev. Sam P. Martin left
Monday for Kingsport. Tenn.,
where he will be engaged in a re-
vival meeting for several days.
Mr. and. Mrs. Pat Morris and
children. Tommie and .Pat, of Chi-
cago were week-end guests of Mr.
,and Mrs. Torn Morris.
— 
Mr. Clint Jones remains quite
ill at his home west of Murray.
Mrs. George C. Wallace of Mem- 
7
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15 p. m.
phis is the guest of her cousin, 
Brother Pullias will begin our 
Mrs. J D Rowlett. 
meeting on Sunday evening, No-
. .
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Pogue had
as their .week-end guests Mrs.
Robert Graves of Chicago and
Charlie Pogue of Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott attend-
ed the ball game in Marion Friday
afternoon and in Paducah Friday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe T. Lovett,
Wells and John Daniel Lovett left
today for Frankfort where they
will be week-end guests of Gov.
and Mrs. Keen Johnson and Miss
Judah Johnson.. •
Charles Caldwell of Lynn Grove
left last Friday for Detroit to seek
work. Mrs. Caldwell will join
him soon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Denham of
Hazel visited with his sister, Mrs.
Lockhart in Mayfield Sunday.
. Mrs. R. L. Moore. Mrs. Jack
Beale, Mrs. Florence Beale, Miss
Lula Clayton Beale visited Mrs. J.
W. Denham in Hazel Friday. In
the afternoon the group, with Mrs.
Denham, motored to Paris to visit
friends.
Miss Rhoda Nell Lee spent Sun-
day with Daisy Dean and Velda
Mae Hale.
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Hale and
children Darrel and Linda and Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Roberts were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harley Hale
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Lawson have
returned home after a visit with
their daughter, Mrs. Jimmie Gar-
,rett of Dearborn. Mich. While
away Mr. and Mrs. -Zawson also
visited his brother, Jack Lawson
of Dearborn.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Scherffius
left Tuesday for their home in
Washington, D. C., after a visit
with Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Scherf-
fius.
Bill Slayden, Nat Ryan Hughes,
C. L. Sharborough, and Dave Hop-
kins were among those who at-
tended the Mississippi-Arkansas
game in Memphis Saturday.
. Misses Betty and Cappie Beale
had guests for dinner at their
home Monday evening including
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale of
St. Louis, Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr.,
and Misses Lula Clayton and Mil-
dred Beale.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kennedy of
Rockwood, Tenn., were week-end
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Williamson.
Mrs. D. L. Moore has returned
to her home in San Antonio, Tex.,
after a visit with Mrs. J. P. Lassi-
ter.
Mr .and Mrs. Roy Shirdon, of
near Farmington, are the parents
of a baby boy, Jerry Lee, born
Friday, October 4.
I.
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FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
A. V. Havens, Minister-
Mr. Virgil Havens, a missionary
to Africa now on furlough, will be
the guest minister at the morning
worship service. noxt Sunday. The
beautiful organ prelude palyed by
Mrs. Francis Coleman Johnson
will begin promptly at 10:50.
"The Royal Fool," will be the
sermon subject of the minister, A.
V. Havens, at the Sunday night
church service which will begin
at 7:30. .- •
The Young People's Society Of
Christian Endeavor will meet at
8:30. Sunday evening, in the "Sting
peopfe's parlor.
The Sunday School. led by
Superintendent R. L. Wade. will
Meet Sunday morning at 9:30.
The Tea-Talk will be held
Wednesday night at 7 o'clock at
the home of the minister. All
young people are invited.
The minister will be in room
303 of the college library build-
ing, every Wednesday afternoon
from three, until five o'clock for
student conferences- and personal
counseling.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Prescriptions
Accurately and Carefully
Compounded of Purest
Drugs
Lord's Day: Bible study at 9:45
a. m., worship at 10:45 a. m. and
7:15 p. m. Young people meet at
8:30 p. m.
Wednesday: Ladies' Bible class
at 3:00 p. m., prayer meeting at
vember 10. 1940. There will be two
services daily-3:00 p. m. and 7:15
p. m. He is now in a meeting at
Mayfield, Ky.
Make yaur plans to be present
at our first service. You will be
glad you came.
C. L. Francis, Minister
Kirksey Circuit
R. F. Blankenship, Pastor
The pastor's wife is expecting to
leave Mason's hospital Wednesday
of this week.
Several of our young people
went with the pastor to the Young
People's social. at Lynn Grove last
"ThUrsday night.
Klrksey
Regular services next Sunday.
Church School at 10 a. m. Lowell
Palmer, general superintendent.
Preaching . service lit 11 a. m.
and'? p. m.
Cole's Camp Ground
Next Sunday:
Church School at 1:30 p. m.
Preaching at 2:30 p. tn. A
Approximately 2,000' high-class
northwestern yearling % ewes and
50 registered rams have been im-
ported into Logan county.
FOUR MILLION CASES OF MALARIA
A leading magazine says there
are an estimated four million
cases of Malaria in the South each
year: Have you chills and fever?
Or do you just feel tired, run-
down, bilious, weak and have
nagging aches a•nd pains in back
and legs, which symptoms may
accompany malaria or occasional
constipation.
If you have ordinary malaria,
occasional constipation and awe.-
ciated biliousness why don't you
try Naah's C & L Tonic. Thou-
.sands turn to flash's for relief,
of the symptoms of these ail-
ments, knowing it contains in-
gredients used by many doctors
the world over to treat malaria.
Go to your dealer, read the
directions on the bottle of Nash's
C & L Tonic. See how easy it is
to take—no laying off from work.
Then try a bottle at Mr. Nash's
own financial risk. Take only as
directed in the package.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
If you are not satisfied with
Nash's C & L the very first week.
3ro1sr dealer will return your
money. Get a 50c bottle today.
Featured by
Drug
-
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POTTERTOWN SCHOOL
Those making the honor roll
for the fourth month are as fol-
lows:
First grade: Robert Hicks, Sylvia
Ann Outland, and J. T. Todd.
Second grade: Aaron Colson,
Jimmie Outland, and Betty Hicks.
Third grade: Barbara Jean Wrye,
Mary Frances Kimbro.
Fourth grade: Marjorie Nance,
Eca Grogan.
Fifth grade: Polly Fitts, Calvin
Todd, Hilda Grey Todd, Junior
Roberts, and Bobby Gene Hutch-
ens.
Sixth grade: Annie Rushing and
Clifton Campbell.
Seventh grade: Rubye Smother,
man. Cleatus Nanney, Hobert
Brandon, and Rudell Colson.
Eighth grade: Dorothy Eva Hale
James D. Nance, and Shirley
Nance.
Clinic Hospital Notes
The following patients were ad-
mitted to the Keys-Houston Clin-
ic Hospital this week:
The small child of Mr. and Mrs.
Alton Paschall, Murray Route 1;
Hub Wall, Jr., Murray; Mrs. J. D.
Wall, near Murray; Mrs. Stark Er-
win, Murray RFD; Baby Erwin,
near Murray; Mrs. Johnson Easley,
Mayfield; Baby Easley, Mayfield;
Mrs. Kerby Hosford, Fort Henry,
Tenn.; Mrs. Bonelle Reeves, Mur-
ray; Mrs. G. M. Golsby, Paducah;
Miss Louise Spann, Murray; Mrs.
Nelson Mayfield, Murray Route 1;
Mrs. A. B. Jewell, near Murray;
Mrs. K. S. Block, Murray; Baby
Block, Murray; Master John Pur-
dom, Murray; Ben Allen Brumley,
Murray; Master Hubert Cherry,
Jr., Ft. Henry, Term.; Mrs. Howard
Kelso, Lynn Grove; Harry By-
chowsky, Murray; Tommy Wray,
Murray; Joe Brown Murray; Mas-
ter Charles Fox Mars', Murray; J.
B. Adams, Farminton. Route 1;
J. V. Williams, Farmington, Route
Those dismissed this week are
as follows:
Mrs. Jim Neale, Lynn Grove;
Hub Wall, Jr., Murray; Mrs. Tom
Jones. Murray; J. V. Williams,
Farmington, Route 1; Joe Brown,
Murray; Tommy Wray. Murray;
Harry Bychowsky, Murray; Ben
Allen Brumley, Murray; John
Purdom, Murray.
Cedar Knob News
Hatten Lewis and Noah May-
nard were in Murray Monday.
'Mr. Tom Pool, of near Stone
achool, was the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Elmus Mitchell of Mace-
donia, Wednesday,
Hatten Lewis. Elmo Burton,
Mr. and 'Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
were in Murray Tuesday. While
there Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Sim-
mons visited the high school of
which their daughter is a student.
They were surprised to find that
Pernie Mae wasn't able to attend
school and is under the treatment
of Dr. Fisher. We wish for her a
speedy recovery.
Wiley Miller of Hazel was in
Murray Wednesday.
Mrs. George Freeland and Mrs.
John Freeland of Freeland Mill,
made a trip to Macedonia school
Tuesday afternoon where Dr. E.
W. Miller was scheduled to speak
on "Tuberculosis", but for some
reason he failed to fill the ap-
pointment.
Bill Simmons, of Frog Creek,
left Tuesday evening for Detroit,
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wieshart,
Ogee Lax and daughter Miss
Susan Lax were in Murray Friday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Kingins, Mr.
and Mrs. Bulas Wilson, of Cold-
water, Mr. and Mrs. Scott Shoe-
maker and daughter Helen, Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Sledd and son
Harry were dinner guests of their
mother and grandmother Mrs. Cal-
lie Shoemaker, Sunday. Afternoon
callers in the home of Mrs. Shoe-
maker included Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie Simmons and children Mary
Lucille and E. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Wisehart and
Miss Mary McClure attended
church services Sunday morning
at Blood River. They were the
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Bert Willis.
Hubert Dick of Macedonia left
Monday morning for Detroit, Mich.
Pete Wisehart, Clydè and Decy
Mitchell were business visitors in
Mutra-Y Monday.
'We were very sorry to hear of
the death of Tom Perry Sunday
morning. Mr. Perry was a good
neighbor and friend to everyone.
He is survived by his aged widow
whom We all rearly love. Burial
services were at the Mt. Pleasant
graveyard Monday afternoon.
Kentucky Belle thanks those
who told her Sunday that they
enjoyed her news letter each week.
Kentucky Belle will be with 'you
each week if her illness doesn't
prevent her writing and the editor
is willing. Editor's note: We
trust you will soon be restored to
your usual good health. We ap-
preciate your cooperation in gath-
ering and writing news times each
week. Thanks!)
Hope to be with you again next
week.—Kentucky Belle.
Hardin Circuit
W. T. M. bosses, Pastor
Palestine: 10 a. m.. Church
School; 11 a. m., preaching ser-
vices; 7 p. m, preaching services.
This is our last preaching ser-
vice at Palestine before conference.
Let every member and friend be
present for all thee services.
Church School at all the other
churches at the regular hour.
Our last quarterly conference
will be held at Dexter next Wed-
nesday. November 8. Let every
one cooperate td make the Con-
ference a success.
KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, OCTOBER 31, 1940..
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the quality store of fine fashions
© on iShoppng Sprcee
Duning Or
You've never seen such
a complete assortment
o f those "down - to -
earth" necessities priced
so low! Things you'll
use every day in the
year... Buy them now
and make your "home
sweet home" at little
price.
Here's A Value
Too Good to Miss ...
-Handtwist
_
Imported
Lace
Cloths
$198
Regular values to $5.50
Sizes 72x90 . Light ecru only
Add Charm and Grace
to Your Home
With . .
Custom Made
Slip Coyers
$2395
Tailored to your individual requirements.
Complete set of two pieces and four cushions.
Made from Shipmaster Sailcloth fabrics. ,,A wide range of
delightful patterns from which to tiloose . . . gay florals,
stripes and solids. These sturdy, hard finish materials are
washable and colorfast.
Event
Draperies
Made Free
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY
Choose any material 59c or over. We
will make- your draperies for you abso-
lutely without charge (ruffled curtains
_ excepted). All you need do is select
your material . . . bring your window
measurements and take advantage of
this grand opportunity.
FOR THE HOME BEAUTIFUL
Criss Cross
Curtains
$198pr
0 00
DRAPERIES ... THIRD FLOOR
Here's
a Bright
Idea . . .
Boudoir Lamps
Now $100
Many dainty styles
from which to choose . .
Visit Watkins'
GIFT SHOP
for gifts of quality
and distinction.
Regular
$1.00 Values
Size 52x5i2
LUNCHEON
CLOTHS
•
• Baby-Headed'
• 6-Inch Ruffle
• 170 Inches Wide
21/2 yards long
• Cream and Ecru
Exquisitely made of Pepperell
net that will give excellent
service . . . and, too, these
curtains will launder beauti-
fully.
Blankets Reduced!
4 — 72 by 84 50% wool Singles  Regular $4.50 $325
— 72 by 90 50% wool Singles  Regular $3.50 $2.50
8 — 72 by 90 50% wool Doubles  Regular $5.95 . 14.25
7 — 72 by 84 China Cotton  Regular $3.98 $2.75
3 — 72 by 84 Wool Comforts  Regular $6.50 $3.75
Blankets . . . Third Floor
79c
Sateen finish . . . guaranteed
fast colors . . . assorted pat-
terns and colors.
There's extra
value in
PAGE THREE
-Sleeperaft-
SHEETS
1_1;)0
Size 81x99
Size 81 by 108 $1.15
Pillow Cases 42 by 36 ... 25c
SPECIAL!
Monogrammed
"We" and "They"
‘‘.
BRIDGE SETS
$1.00
Complete Set of eight pieces
•
•
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Clothing Style Trends for Fall and Winter
By Mrs. Bryan Murdock.
County Clothing Leader
We have all asked silently or vo-
cally. what are the style trends for
this fall' What colors are good'
What fabrics will be worn! The
war is responsible for causing the
designers to . place emphis on
simple things. The effect of this
is noted in silhouette. fabric and
detail. Some of the fashions of
the world war have been revived.
Clothing in 1918 was toned down
in effect, sober in color, tailored
and often maninsh because that
was practical and comfortable.
The fall of 1940 will be a season
of sensible fashions described as
classic, casual and comfortable.
Clothing will be„purposeful rather
than fussy. The trend toward
claisic clothes - puts the spotlight
on old favorites, the shirtwaist
dress, the t wo-pleee dress, the
coat dress, the tailored suit, the
reefer, the ensemble. the beret.
and simple brimmed felt, the plain
pump and tailored oxford. _Fab-
rics show the beauty of fine yarns
and good weaving, calling atten-
tion to the superior workmanship
of the finished garment. -
The veering toward simplicity is
bringing back the narrower
straighter lines with less empha-
sis eri curves, small
shoulders and fli.v.,..re4 sk,rts The
new silhouette has roomy blouse.
a comfortable waistline, and a
skirt that fends toward the straight
and narrow. The very wide full
skirt is on its way out and in its
place comes a slimmer one with
just enough fullness for grace and
comfort . ' The presence'.I..of —some
- fullness is unquestioried but it is
controlled and used to emphasise
the slender lines.
Skirts continue short but no
shorter than for summer. Skirt
length should be adapted to the in-
dividual. A good length, accord-
ing to Miss Iris Daveport, clothing
specialist. University of Kentucky,
is midway calf of leg: if one is
tall, the skirt may be shorter but
the short person should wear a
slightly longer skirt. Slim, skirts
must be longer than flared ones
to be flattering.
Necklines are high and more at-
tention is given to collars • now
than. last fall. Shoulders are
broad and smooth but not exag-
gerated. The long sleeve is fash-
ion's favorite and tritilselbw-elbow
or tracelet length comes next
while short sleeves are not so pop-
ular through the winter months.
Sleeves May be fitted, full or bell
shaped. The hip' line is smooth.
the occasionally attention is called
to :t be side-draping or large
pos kets:
There is a wide diversity of
Librics, with the smooth plain
weaves to the fore and the ma-
t, r.ais generally soft to fit into the
and flared lines. Flannel.
t \-ert. gaberdine. 4erset are wool
favorites. Serge, carton-crepe:-
rrepe.back satin' and shantung,
rlassies at yesteryears have been
revived ,but in softer, lighter
v.-eights. Campanion materials, in
el• her color, weight-- fabric,. or
weave continue to be 'favorites.
Pinwale corduroy and velveteen
are featured for better wear as
well as for sports.
"There are 3 types of coats being
worn, the sports. dressy and tux-
edo. The classic tailored, borrow-
ed from men -is noted in sport
coats and in some coats for gen-
eral -wear. Dressy coats are trim-
med or inrimmed. if trimmed
the fur is most. generously 'and
elaborately used. Separate fur
1.11111111111.1111111.111111
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JACKSON
PURCHASE OIL CO.
for
No. 1 Stove Fuel
Water White
Phone 208
neck-pieces and muffs dress up
the untrimmed plain coat. The
coat should be the same length as
the dresses worn under it Both,
coats and dresses show a tend-
ency toward side opening and
draping, quite a contrast from the
many years -Id open-down-the-
center front.
Tailored jacket suits in covert or
tweed, three piece suits and en-
sembles in long coat-dress or dress-
jacket arrangements over a variety
from which to choose. Jackets
are loose fitting and longer, usual-
ly from 24 to 0 inches lung.
Accessories a r e interesting,
"bead" necklaces in single or sev-
eral strands which range from
short lengths to 60-inch ropes are
in contrast to the bib and draped
ones of last season. Broached and
sun-bursts are new. Purusas are
long and narrow and many of
them with zipper closing have no
frame. They are made of leather
or of fabric to matcti coat or dress
or of fur to match hat or neck-
piece. Gloves are in keeping with
the rest of the costume.
Although black is the leading
color for this fall and winter there
has never been such a wide as-
sortment of warro and flattering
color, for every age. Brown close-
ly follows black while gray has a
place all its own in the color
scheme. Greens, blues, wines and
reds are always good winter colors.
and the new soft muted, or grayed
tunes are unusually wearable.
As clothing will be simpler this
fall there is need for millinery tO
have a good bit of dash and inter-
est. This appeal to be fashion-
right-Will not be in gaiety of trim-
ming, oddity of shape or unusual
color but in the quality of design.
fabric, choice and use of color.
While -brims may be wide or nar-
row. regular or irregular_ the hat
itself is more head-fitting. Felts
are leading but there are some
fabric and fur hats to match the
coat or trimming on the coat.
However you assemble your fall
apparel, make, remodel, or pur-
chase ready-made_ you will want
to follow fashion's formula; muted
colors, straight simple lines, and
one best fabrics you cao afford,
for that well groomed, well-dressed
appearance we all want to have.
Murray Route 5
ton over the week-end.
Lige and Ralph Linville are in
Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford-Smith and
daughter, Willie Smith. Mr. and
Mrs. George Linville went to Gar-
vin Linville's last Wednesday to
help him with his potatoes. He
was bitten- by a dug, that was
feared to have rabies and is tak-
ing the treatment and is no%v gets
tiro; along all right Little George
David lonOille returned home with
them and is spending the week
with his grandparents and Dot..
Mrs. Ethel-Walgis and son Billie.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Nisah of Union
City, Misses Sibyl Simmons and
Earlene Stem and Donald Stom
were the afternoon guests of the
Linville & Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Oliver
and daughter and Mrs. Jim Sim-
mons shopped in Murrayy Satur-
day. --(Urn- guessing ,as we saw
them pass by.)
Moving time is nearly here. We
hate to lose any of ow- neigh-
bors.
Willie Smith of Texas spent the
past week as the guest of his
brother Wilford Smith and family.
Mrs. Jasper Johnson and Mrs.
Nell Norsworthy and sons were
Monday afternoon guests of Mrs.
Bess Liz-jellies
Mrs. Bill Harmon is visiting Mrs.
Eunice Cooper of Hazel. Mrs. Har-
mon has been ill but we hear she
is better.
It .hs been, quite, a while since
we sent any news from here, but
wilt try to be auk-you again. It
remains dry and dusty but we
surely have had a beautiful falL
Cotton pickers and potato diggers
have been well blessed.
-Very sorry, to report the death
of -Uncle Tom" Perry. He was
buried at Mt. Pleasant. Tenn.
Monday afternoon. The family
have our sincerest sympathy.
. Mess Edgar Lamb underweht an
operation last Tuseday night. Very
glad to hear she is doing nicely.
Also Mrs. Kelzie Moefielii..one of
our old' neighbors, is an operative
patient at the Mason hospital. Best
wishes for a speedy recovery for
Otth. .. -
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb of
Nashville were week-end guests
here of their mother C Mrs. Edgar
Lamb and family.
Quite a few went to Murray
yesterday 44th Monday).
Several persons from here are
in Memphis and Detroit.in search
of work. Some are getting work
and others are returning home.
A hdusehold shower was given
in the home of Mrs. Lamar Hen-
don October-d8. complimenting Mr.
and Mrs. Clifford Farris, Several
Were present for OTC occasion and
a number of others sent gifts. A
nice lot of presents Were received
and lovely refreshments .. were
served the guests.
Mr. and WS_ WitfOrd Smith and
daughter visite Mr. andoMrs. Her-
bert Smith and family of New
Concord Sunday. .
Misses -Hilda May Scarbrough
and Lita Gray Waldrop were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Har-
mon Wednesday' night.
Mrs. Lala Linville and Miss
Francis visited Mr. and Mrs. Bill
McClure. and Miss Lola McCuis-
•
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"We Girls" Ready For College Stage
Here, Friday Night, at 8:14 O'clock
In times like these when all we
can hear is War and Election, isn't
it a privilege to live in a college
town where college students can
go to the land of '.-Make Believe"
instead of a land of "Make Death"?
Isn'r it a privilege to be able to
enjoy their buying a shipyasd in a
play, when shipyards couldn't be
bought at any price? Isn't it a
privilege to just- be alive so you
are free to go where you want
to go. and Sock and Buskin hopes
you want to go to the auditorium
Friday night,. November 1, to see
their first play, "We Girls."
This story deals with a 46 year
old lady who by the help of pas-
tic surgery refuses to reveal her
age. Her 19 year old daughter
must be kept In convents or any-
where away from home-so she
may remain the wealthy social
butterfly.
So goes the two hour story which
is full of fun for the whole fam-
ily.
The Woman. Emma Sue Gibson
of Murray and her 19 year old
baby, Betty Phillips from Rich-
mond. Va. These two will delight
you with their mix up in the fol-
lowing cast: ,
Mrs. Duran& the mother, Em-
ma Sue Gibson,
Louisa, Mrs. Durand's maid,
Jean Hicks.
Frances, Mrs. Dorand's secretary.
Maxine Pybas.
Harriet, Mrs. Durand's daughter.
Betty Phillips.
Ryan, the policeman, Bill Wil-
son.
Pilgrim, Mrs. Durand's butler,
Mack Scott b..
Dr. Tom Brown, Wallace Stegall
'James Stedman, Frank Shires,
Mrs. Embree. Clara Isham.
Lucy Darragh, %Josephine Craw-
ford.
Winthrop Hale, Bob Arnoldi,
Lawrence Ferris, Jaldt Bulks,
Samuel Welsh. Bob Evans.
The play starts promptly at 8:14
and doors will be closed to late
corners until end of act 1.
Almo High School
The Community Day was a grand
success. Everybody enjoyed the
day and the faculty play that was
given the night following the oc-
casion.
The morning program was very
interesting. It consisted of a
mixed chorus which sang two num-
bers. "I'll Take You Home Again,
Kat hl se n" and -Grandfather's
Clock:" mixed quartet. male "quar-
tet. one act play, devotional and
a flag drill.
The athletic events were very
successful and at the same time
interesting. This part of the pro-
gram began at 1:00. The winners
were as follows:
Girls' 50-yard dash: Clara Jean
Valentine, Almo, first; Mary Bur-
keen, Independence, second; and
Bobby Poyner, Utterback, third.
Girls' 75-yard dash: Mary Lou
Farris, Alm), first; Nadeen Dun-
can, Independence. second; and
Bonnie Lee Brown, Dexter, third.
Girls' potato race: Almo, Inde-
peodence and Dexter.
Girls' softball distance throw:
Mary Lou Farris, Almo, first; Nell
Ramsey, Brooks Chapel. second:
and Nadeen Duncan, Independence
third.
Boys' standing broad jump: W.
J. Farris, Almo, first; R. F. Pitman.
Dexter, second; and L. W. Hill,
independence. -third.
Boys' standing high jump: Glenn
Watkins, Utterback, first; L. W.
Hill, Independence, second; and
W. J. Farris, Almo ,third.
Boy's' sack relay: Almo first and
Dexter. second.
Boys' 50-yard dash: Joe Watkins,
Utterback, first; Junior Culpepper,
Dexter, second; and Bonnie Lee
Hale. Almo, third.
Boys' 75-yard dash: Glenn Wat-
kins, Utterback. first; Kenneth
Morris, Almo, second; and J. W.
Peeler. Independence third.
Buys' softball distance throw:
Ervie Schroeder, Independence,
first! Glenn Watkins, Utterback,
second; and W. J. Farris, Almo,
third.
Boys' 150-yard daah: W. J. Far-
ris, Almo, first; Glenn Watkins,
Utterback, second; and L. W.
Peeler, Independence, third.
BA's' tire-rolling race: W. J.
Farris. Almo, first, and William
Lee Thorn, Dexter, second.
Immediately following this Almo
and Faxon met in a softball game.
It was a very exciting game
throughout. At the end of the
game the score was tied3-3. An
extra inning put Faxon one in
the lead, ending the game with a
score of 5-4.
Schools entering booths placed
as follows: Dexter, first; Utter-
back, second, and Brooks Chapel.
third. The booths were beautiful
and showed much school enthus-
iasm.
A very"hice crowd attended the
play entitled- "Grandpa's Twin
Sister." Mr. Story, our agriculture
teacher, makes a very typical
"grandpa".
The school has purchased about
$140 of library books. We hope
•
to have a first class library soon.
Students ere looking forward to
the showers and fountains which
will be installed in a few days.
All the students enjoyed the
speech Dr. Ed Fisher made on
"Tuberculosis" Wednesday after-
noon.
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THE BIG VALUES
YOU'VE WAITED FOR
THE
ONE CENT SALE
Dale & Stubblefield
BUY YOUR
House Wiring Supplies and Fixtures
 
FROM 
M. & W. AUTO SUPPLY, 
Mayfield, Ky.
LARGE STOCKS ... LOW PRICES
amihaimmak
WINNNG VALUES..
TASIET
cVaihly7air
INTIMATES
-.They're so cool and tight.ond
admirably cut, to assure you
cocoon-like fit with the great' 
eSt degree -14._ecimfort.
,Tbey're as' perfect with your
frothy formals as! theyare
with your afternoon and -
tailored togs ...ond so yen/
inexpensive. The shimmering
Tasket fabric of viscose
rayon wears/and wears,
No. 1864. Portie in
sizes 4 to 7. 79c
pr.
Tastet Intknates o..,r et tr et. 1.arc1raw. ve,t# rtimit•s.
J. E. Littleton & Co.
Murray, Kentucky
-
Has the little woman consigned
you to the place usually occupied
by your folii--footed, dumb friend?
Are you afraid to enter the house
for fear of encountering an object that should be used in a much more
pleasant way, like making pies? Are you just a man without a castle?
Well, quit worrying. The following merchants haVe banded together" in a
society for mutual defense and have evolved a plan whereby any unfortun-
ate husband can get back in the good graces of his better half again, easily
and quickly. So, if you're in this unfortunate position, read the suggestions
below and learn how to escape. If you're in the dog house
Here's How to Get Out!
IF
You're in the
Here's How
To Get Out
SHE
LOVES
JEWELRY
Live her something
nice from -Bailey's
and she'll forget her
peeve. We have lock-
ets, pins. brareiv-ts,
jeuelry at reason-
able prices The Jeweler
The Finest Selertron of Jew lery in Town
IF
You're in the
Here's How
To Get Out
SEND
US THE
LAUNDRY
Tell her that she
should send the...Hin-
di-) to Murray Laun-
dry . . . that she'll
be relieved of this
haek-hreaking, dirty
stork. She'll love
you for it.
MURRAY
LAUNDRY
We Wa#11 in Pure #441 Rain Waif,
,moo•41.
3—*
IF
ou're in the
Here's How
To Get Out
PLEASE HER
WITH COMPLETE
LUBRICATION
Try Hendon's Texaco Service.
Its euperior results tells in your
driving. , •
HENDON'S TEXACO
North 4th at Walnut
WE
IF
You're in the
Here's How
To Get Out
LEAN
LEANERLOTHES
For You
PASCHALL'S CLEANERS
Phone 87
IF
You're in the
Here's How
To Get Out
TAKE
HER OUT
TO DINNER
Relieve her of the
task of preparing the
meal and washing
the dishes tonight.
She'll appreciate the RUDY'Sopportunity to dress
up and go out to eat Restaurant
Fine, Well Prepared Foods at
Reasonable Prices
IF
You're in the
Here's HojwAntittr.
To Get Out
TAHKERE  
ONE
ADMIT 11
TO SEE' r",i'';';;'•
Rosalind Russell as the
"HIRED WIFE"
at the VARSITY
Sunday and Monday
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THE RAMPARTS WE WATCH
Congressman John Lawton of "The Ramparts We Watch"
is played by Clarence Stowell a lecturer and educator.
This is one picture everyone should put on their "must
see" list as it deals with the present situation in Europe.
At the Varsity Theatre Sunday and Monday, Nov. 10-11.
HAZEL NEWS
Thomas Perry, WI
Funeral and burial services
were 'held at the Mt. Pleasant
Methodist church Monday after-
noon for Thomas Perry, 87, who
died Sunday morning at 9.30 at
his home three miles southeast of
Hazel. follewing a long illness.
Mr. Perry was one of the oldest
and most influential men in that
section of the county.
He is survived by his widow,
Mrs. Mamie Alebritten Perry; one
daughter, Mrs. Charlie Douglas;
two .sons Jake and Wayland Perry;
six grandchildren and four great
grandchildren.
,Funeral services were conducted
by Bro. Boykin. Bro. R. L. Hart,
Bro. K. G. Dunn. and Mr. Platt.
.me" " Kentucky Quartet was in
charge of the music.
The pallbearers were grandsons
and one nephew, Wess Adelich,
Jutumie Valentine, Preston Perry
Garvis, Prentice and Trellis Doug-
.iss.
Honorary- pallbearers were J. L.
Craig. J. I. Craig. W. L. Hill. W.
G. Blakeey. Fate Fulton. Will Ade-
lieh, Charlie Perry and Hall Per-
ry.
Interment was in the church
cemetery.
Mrs. Wm. Mason is the only sur-
viving member of this entire fami-
ly.
Christian Service Group Meets
Wednesday.. Afternoon
The Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service met last Wednesday.
October 23, in the home of
Claude Anderson.
Mrs. Alice Jones. leader of
program, held the devotional,
using "Stewardship" as the theme.
The Mission topic, "Investing
Our Heritage." was discussed by
Mrs. Audrey Simmons. Mrs. Claude
White, Mrs. Lois Newport, Mrs.
Helepe Dick. Mrs. D. C. Clanton
and Mrs. Claude Anderson,'
Mrs. L. S. Herron, president,
presided over the business session,
after which the hostess served re-
freshments to the 18 nembers and
two visitors Mrs. Gertie Grubbs
and Mrs. Otto Swann.
Sunbeams %and Meets
The Sunbeam Band of the Hazel
Baptist Church met at the church
Tuesday afternoon at 4 o'clock
and held its regular monthly
meeting with 12 members and one
visitor present.
The meeting was opened with
the singing of "Be a Little Sun-
beam"; scripture reading, Acts 16:-
1-10. by Ida Jane West: prayer,
leader; story of Paul's Conversion.
Mrs. Neely; song, "Praise Him";
Acrostic—Europe, six little girls.
Following the program, a short
business session was held. The
following officers were elected:
Dorothy Overcast. president; Ida
Jane West, secretary-treasurer;
Bonnie Ruth West. song leader;
Volene Clayton. pianist.
After the song, "Jesus Loves
Me," Betty White dismissed the
group with prayer.
Mr. And Mn. Neely Hosts
To Sunday-school Teachers
The officers and teachers of the
Hazel Baptist Sunday-school met
Ttiesday night at 8:30 o'clock en
the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. I.
Neely to discuss plans for work
In the Sunday-school. Those prep-
ent were Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn.
Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hawley, Mrs.
Lela Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Lay-
mon White, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
Turnbow. Paul Dailey, and Miss
Libbie James.
Mr. and Mrs. William Chester,
of Murray. were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. H. I. Neely Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and daughters.
Peggy. Pat and Mary of Nash-
ville were week-end guests of
their parents Mr. and Mrs. H.
I. Neely.
Mrs.' Jessie Lassiter and daugh-
ters Misses Ruth and Mary of
Murray were guests of Mrs. W. E.
Dick recently.
Rev. J. E. Skinner of Jackson.
Tenn., filled his regular month-
ly appointment at the Hazel Bap-
tist church Sunday at 11 o'clock
and in the evening at six o'clock.
His daughters, Misses Ona and
Marie accompanied him here.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon CThtland, of
Murray. were Sunday dinner
guests in the home of Mr. and
Vote Next Tuesday
Vote in the CIRCLE under the Rooster!
Many voters are away on government works and we are
glad for them to have a job but it will make a loss in the vote
of the county.
It -evidently will not reeetP're begg_ing to get those who can
to come out and vote: the farmer who gets his AAA check, the -
old age pensioner who gets a 'ebeck monthly, the WPA worker
who is getting such aid, the ones getting food and clothing from
the food distribution Of the government, and those who are able''
to own a home with credit from the FHA. Oh. there are so
many things coming to many citizens that should make them
loyal to the present national administration, for saving the,
people from the terrible condition of 1932, saving the farms
from foreclosure. the banks from total ruin, insuring your
money in banks to the amount of $5.000.00. (Remember, Roose-
velt and a Democratic congress did this in most cases with the
Republicans voting against them.)
I am sorry that we have a third term, but under present
circumstances the Democrat.. thought best not to change. This
does not disqualify Roopevelt nor does it qualify Willkie. One
'term was too much for Roosevelt's predecessor. One third term
in 150 years is not so bad.
Willkie's deal with John L. Lewis does not sound good.
Lewis said things about Roosevelt that no citizen of the United
States should say. Al Smith is mad because he was not nem-
inated, Irvin Cobb. an intemperate, so-called funny man, does
not deserve to be considered. Willkie has been a success in
making money, but in the bucket shop, not in a legitimate
businTss. and now Congress has passed a law that holding
companies like Willkie aces so successful with, can not run
any more.
It is the best to have a Republican party as well as a
Democratic party, but those interest tthat switch for expediency
to carry on an unhealthy scheme against legitimate bonds and
. stocks is not for the best interests of the people.-
Better vote under the ROOSTER!
T. 0. TURNER
•
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Mrs. Bob Bray in west Hazel_
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Garrett of
Memphis, Tenn., were the guests
of Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White and
F. Denham recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Smith of
Paris weee Hazel visitors Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Doris Orr of
Eiruceton, Tenn.. Were in Hazel
over the week-end to visit their
father e. C. Orr who is quite
sick at his home west of town.
Mrs. Comic Bailey and daeigh-
ters of near Buchanan, Tenn.. were
in Hazel Sunday and attended
preaching services at the Baptist
church.
Miss Pearl Thompson of Tobac-
co spent a few days first part of
the week with her cousin Mrs.
Owen Brandon and lamely.
H. I. Neely was in Murray Mon-
day on business.
The ladies of the Baptist
Misisonary society met Tuesday
afternoon at the church for their
mission .study, "Publishing Glad
Tidings," with the Mission chair- ,
men. Mrs. Paul Dailey, teaching
the book.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Bray and Mr.
and Mrs. A. H. McLeod and son
A. H. Jr.. were Paris visitors Sat-
urday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall Perry and
daughter Ruth, Mrs. Lucy Perry,
Mrs. Matthews, Charlie Perry and
sisters Daisy and Kitty of Brewers.
Ky., and Mr. and Mrs. Fate Ful-
ton and sun and daughter-in-law,
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fulton
of near Penny attended the inner-
al service of Tom Perry Monday
aftetnoon at the Mt. Pelasant
Methodist Church.
Mr,. and Mrs. Garvin Douglas
and children of Farmington. at-
tended the funeral of their grand-
father, Tom Perry, Monday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Moore were
Murray visitors Monday.
Mr. and' Mrs. F. W. Outland had
as their Sunday guests, Mr. and
Mrs. Falwell from Sugar Creek
community.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom "Braeidon of
the Lassiter community were Hazel
visitors Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowden Cole left
Sunday for Paris. Tenn.. for a
week's visit with 'Mrs. Cole's broth-
er Carroll Key and Mrs. Key. and
will visit other relatives and
friends while there.
C. C. Orr, who has been sick
ter several months, is muck worse
at-etiels writing.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Maddox
and baby of Murray spent Friday
night with their mother Mrs. Ber-
tha Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown of
Paris, Tenn, spent Saturday night
and Sunday with their daughter,
Mrs. James Wilson and Mr. Wil-
son.
Bro. and Mrs. Sam Jones of
Hale's Point, Tenn , were here
Monday visiting his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Will Junes.
John Farmer 'of Murray was in
Hazel Mopday on business.
Mrs. Ruth Hamilton of Stone
Fort, Ill., spent two days with' her
mother Mrs. Tem Gibbons and
Mr. Gibbons, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White. Mrs.
Dorotha Oliver and Mrs. Sallie
St. John motored over to Gil-
bertsville Sunday afternoon to see
the dam.
Miss Verna White, Mr. and Mrs.
H. L. Marshall were Memphis
visitors Sunday.
Mrs. Sallie St. John of Murray
spent the week-end in Hazel
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Herron and
visitors Mr. and Mrs. Frank Her-
ron and daughter Mai Katherine,
spent Sunday in Troy and St.
Louis, Ill., visiting Miss Ann Her-
ron who teaches in Troy.
North Lynn Grove
No need to report that the
weather is very 'dry and every-
thing is quite dusty.
Large crowds attended the As-
sociation at Salem church Wed-
nesday and Thursday of this week.
We were very glad to see our
cousin. Oma Pogue, able to attend
the Association sessions.
Miss Annie Paschall was the
guest of her brother Cratic Pas-
chall and Mrs. Paschall a few days
last week.
Mrs. Land Crouch was greatly.
missed at the Salem meeting.
Miss Mettle Crawford, alga- usually
present for the association meet-
ings. was unable to attend.
Mrs. Bowden pinered some of
her rooms last week.
Mrs. Maybelle Sctibey recently
visited her brother in Illinois.
We are hoping for Mr. Marvin
HoWard and family much success
in their new home and store which
they have recently bought" from
Mr. Howard's father Rowland
Howard.
Vester Todd visited his aunts
Mrs. Anna Jones and Miss Belle
Enoch ,over the week-end.
Fred Pasch41 is building a new
stockbarn for his_ tenant house.
Tosco and J. C. Paschall were
in Murray Friday on business.
Miss Inez Byars and Miss Mary,
Katherine Morris were dinner
guests of Miss Opal Wicker re-
cently.—Old Maid.
Card of Thanks
We want to thank the doctors.
nurses and our dear friends and
neighbors for every effort they
did to save our dear husband and
father. To those who sent flowers
to brighten the sad hours of death,
and were so kind to minister to
1 us after h
is passing away.
MO God's richest blessings rest
upon each one is the prayers of
your friends. .
—Mrs. H. C. Vinson and family.
Poultry culling demonstrations
again have been held in several
Pike county communities.
W. R. Jackson. Lyon county, used
the soft cure on tobacco to im-
prove the color,
•
As a Man Thinketh
In His Heart, So Is He.
It does make a difference as to who teaches your school, writes
the literature you read, and to whose preaching you listen, and it does
make a difference to us all to whom we elect our president. There are
cruel, vicious, hardened sinners who on occasion do noble deeds, but
such deeds are the exception not the rule.
The power of big money is great; just how great it is we do not
know, but we in America may well prepare to say farewell to our
liberty when the time comes that BIG MONEY can determine the
election of a President, or when a New York newspaper, the hireling
of Wall Street, can influence the thinking of honest people.
Who is the Master of Wendell Willkie? The answer shouts from
the housetops by the company he keeps. The Public Utilities, and
international Bankers his backers, his time keepers and the ones from
whom he receives his hire, whose philosophy is that if government
will sufficiently subsidize Big Business, the crumbs that fall from the
master's table will feed the dogs underneath.
Who is the master of Franklin D. Roosevelt? The answer again
is in the company he keeps. No man in the history of America has
been and is so hated by' the Vested Interests. Why is that so? It is
thus because those interests have not been able to dominate him. He
is the one president America has had who put into practice the phil-
osophy that government is FOR THE PEOPLE. A man who himself
has suffered greatly, his heart goes out to all suffering and sufferers,
the farmer, laborer, the destitute and the helpless. His is a passion
akin to the Divine. His thoughts are comprehensive, comprehending,
and compashionment.
America is in its period of greatest danger. No man in America
is so well informed internationally as is President Roosevelt. Under
the conditions as they are, no man can take his place and serve with
maximum efficiency. He loves peace for America, wants peace for
America and is determined to have peace for America and no man
has prestige equal to his in obtaining that goal.
Let us each, every man and woman, go to the polls on next Tuesday
and stamp in the circle under the Rooster, and by that vote say that
the Divine virtues of LOVE and CHARITY still mean something to
our people; that we as a people want a government by the people and
for the people, and not by Wall Street and for Wall Street and the
Public Utilities.
HALL HOOD
THE PUBLIC VOICE'
Contributions to this column
upon topics of interest are al-
ways welcome. They do not
necessarily express the views
of this newspaper.
- 
GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY
The citizens of the progressive
City of Murrayfl have a golden
opportunity to do something
worthwhile for our rapidly grow-
ing city as they go to the polls
next Tuesday where they witi be
given an opportunity to votQ for
playgrounds and parks for the
city.
All wide-awake parents and
other citizens clearly understand
the great advantage of having
well located and properly super-
vised play grounds for children of
al lages. As long as proper play
grounds and play ground facilities
are not provided for the boys and
girls of . Murray, it is only natural
for them to indulge in the most
dangerous practice of playing up-
on the streets. The fact that the
city of Murray can have suitable
play ground parks, without in-
creasing taxes, should lead every
progressive citizen to vote "yes"
for the bond issue. The children
'of Murray are just as much en-
titled to play in safety where they
can enjoy wading pools, during
the hot summer days and where
they can ,enjoy "slides", "merry-
go-rounds", etc., as are the children
of other cities.
When you vote "yes" on the
bond iSSLIE._ neat_ lueedae. YOU  are
voting in the interest of safety
and normal life and normal de-
velopment for the boys and girls
of our beautiful city. The boys
and girls are Murray's most preci-
ous heritage and we should not
fail to provide for them the privi-
lege of enjoying .recreation under
the most beautiful, the safest and
the most carefully supervised cir-
cumstances possible.
When you vote "yes", you will
vote in the best interest of the
children. yatth and adult popula-
tion of our beautiful, progressive,
wide-awake city and you vote
"yes" with a definite assuranae
that ,youare not increasing taxes,
one cent.
S. A Huskier
NOTICE!
Anyone desiring to erect fences
or cut shoulders of state highways
for sewer lines (Sr water pipes or
any such obstruction, please get
permission to do so.
LEON HALE.
Calloway County Maintenance
State Highway Department.
•- ••• le• Air.
Lassiter Hill News
Holton Byars and Robbie Jones
hauled barn wood from the Bon-
nie Jones farm Monday.
Mr. and Mrs.....Lewis Cosby at-
tended a birthday dinner at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Jones Sunday. The dinner was
in honor of Mrs. Jones' birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Morris and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Doug-
lass Vandyke and children Sunday
and enjoyed a most delicious din-
ner at the noon hour..
Miss Connie Lamb was the guest
of her sister Mrs. Lewis Cosby
and Mr. Cosby last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kurkendali
attended the Baptist Association
meet at Salem church Wednesday
of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Paschall
and baby, visited Mrs. Paschall's
parents Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Jack-
son over the week-end.
Odle Morris sold a tine heifer
and a nice filly last week.
Monnie Wicker and family were
the, dinner guests .of Parvin Young
and family Sunday.
Mrs. Clyde Scarbrough and chil-
dren visited Mr. and Mrs. Add
Paschall Sunday.
I imagine Mr. and -Mrs. .J. C.
Paschall will ride "some" now as'
they purchased a car last week.
—Humming Bird
Murray, the birthplace of Radio.
TRAINING
SCHOOL
JUNIOR PLAY
Juinor classes at the Training
School have always had success-
ful plays. This year is no ex-
ception. A strong cast, coached
by Miss Pat Billington, a major
in dramatics and sponsored by
Miss Lora Frisby, is earnestly
working on "The Path Across The
Hill."
The cast of characters is as fol-
lows:
Grandpa, Logan Watson; Robert
Post, John Nanny: Walter Conrad,
Vernon Cohoon; Dr. Jimmie Reed,
ndolph Story; Salamander Al.
ander John Henry Jones, J. H.
Il'heobald: Ruth Conrad, Marjorie
Arnett; Flo Gray, Ruth's 'cousin,
Marion Sharborough% Lutie. a
neighbor. Betty Jo Lassiter; Zuzu,
the cook. Mary J. Corbin. Coach,
Miss Pat Billington.
This is a delightful play featur-
ing country life and abounds in
dramatic moments and humorous
situations. •
Several McLean county farmers
are:cooperating in buying a soy-
bean mill.
A survey in Rowan county..in-
dicates a larger vetch crop than
in any year in the ecninty's history.
ORNANS-11! 
They're Living on Borrowed Time !
"ACE" LILLARD and his troupe of daredevil auto
drivers risk life and limb in every thrilling
performance of—
CIRCUS OF DEATH
A Two Hour THRILL SHOW, full of Spine-Chilling
Crashes and Death Defying Auto Driving!
Sunday, November 3 2:30 p.m.
Hook's Park
Presented by
PADUCAH SCHOOL PATROL
Under Direction
Chief W. E. Bryant and Police Department
Admission 25c Federal Tax 3c Total 28c
A :THRILL A MINUTE!
Kicking 'Em
Around
WITH
Edd Kellow
TILGHMAN AT LAST
The time has come for the first
time in many years for our Tur-
rible Turbulent Tigers to be led
to the slaughter, and Friday night,
in Paducah, most people seem to
think that a Tornado will sweep
across the gridiron and all our
boys will be pitiful—in fact utter-
ly helpless before the Bountiful
Breeze,
Sam Livingston, in speaking of
the Tilghman Blue Tornado, who
_like Genghis Khan is the scourge
of all civilized football teams,
says they are 'oozing power" . . .
This in itself seems to indicate
that the McCracken County team
is coming apart at the seams.
But all kidding aside .. . Mur-
ray is really the underdog, and
most persons are willing to settle
for a four-touchdown Tilghman
win. This corner isn't however.
We think that if the Tigers are
clicking ihe same way we have
seen them click at times this
year, that even Tunstill, "Down
Sports Avenue", and the whole
gosh-darned Tilghman outfit can't
stop them.
We're not outweighed if Tilgh-
man's weights are correct. What
if' they have beaten Greenwood,
Russellville, Fulton, Owensboro,
Humes High, and lost to St. X.
Humes is the doormat of West
Tennessee teams. We all know
that Fulton hasn't got much, even
if they did tie us. Owensboro has
an in-an-out team, while who ever
heard of Russellville. Ala. High?
It's a smaller town than Murray,
and never has a really outstanding
team. This season Greenwood
has been losing more than it's
share of games. And didn't Man-
ual beat St. Xavier by 20 points
or more . . . And Manual hasn't
even got a .500 rating This year.
So the "Breeze and I" are going
to - - - not predict a victory for
Murray, but be on the safe side
and say that the Tornado is in
for a tough battle.
IN THE OPEN AT LAST
An article in last week's Eastern
paper, put Eastern on record defi-
nitely in favor of all the four
teachers colleges in the state of
playing each other in both football
and basketball.
The Student Government at
Eastern is the proposer of this at
the present time. and I'm certain
that Coach Stewart would wel-
come a contest with the Maroons.
It's been hard enough for him to
even get nine teams on a schedule.
This is logical, feasible, and would
then settle a dispute.
, A lot of people are inclined to
ehink. Eastern is afraid to Play
Murray and. western. Murray
played Eastern once in football—
we needed an adding machine.
We've played Eastern several
times in basketball . . . Most of
the time in tournaments, and we've
•
always managed to win.
Now Murray can't even arrange
a trip into central Kentucky be-
cause no one wants to play the
Racers . . . If there's anything
this column can do to promote re-
lations between Eastern and Mur-
ray it is willing to do so.
And while people are talking of
a post-season game between Wes-
tern and Eastern, how about saying
Eastern and Murray or Western?
There's one thing certain: MUR-
RAY STATE WILL PLAY EAST-
ERN IN ANYTHING ANYWHERE
AND ANY TIME, BECAUSE IT'S
THE WISH OF THOSE WHO DI-
RECT MURRAY'S ATHLETIC
PROGRAM AND IT HAS BEFJe
FOR YEARS!
In Memory
NA.c
In. memory e; one we dearly
loved. Wayne Nanney, who was
killed in a wreck one year ago.
August 10,- 1939.
"Our silent tears are often shed
While others are asleep,
We think of him, and miss him
When no eyes can see us weep.
Oh. what would I give, his face
to see
To hear his voice, to see his sweet
smiles
That meant so much to me.
-The voice we loved is still,
I often sit and think of him
AS he lies in death's cold chill,
For memory is the only thing
That grief can call its own,
So I mourn for him in silence
When I am all alone.
"He will never be forgotten •
Tho on earth he lives no more.
But in memory he is with us
As he always was before.
He said no last farewells,
He said goodbye to none,
His loving heart had ceased to
bcat
Oh, we knew that he was gone.
"His cheerful smile and loving
way
We pleasantly recall;
He had kind words for everyone
And died loved by all.
Sleep on dear Wayne.
God in His wisdom has recalled
The boon his iove has given.
And though the body slumbers
here,
The soul is safe in Heaven."
—Written by a friend,
Dorothy Jackson
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Think!
When you spend a dollar for insurance,
are you getting your money's worth? Are
you getting an insurance policy in a
sound, reliable, stock company, correctly
,written by a long established, thoroughly
modern insurance agency?
That's the kind of insurance Ydr_want.
That's the kind of insurance WE supply.
;of rt.....
Frazee & Melugin
INSURANCE AGENTS
Phone 331 Gatlin Bldg.
Fire : Casualty : Bonding
"It Does Make a Difference
Who Writes Your Insurance"
FOR --
UNITED STATES SENATOR
WALTER B. SMITH
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE
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- 'Continued from Page 11
73-114 J. T Dixon
74-136 Bearel Van Stubblefield•
75-820 Hollin Jones
76-228 James Howard Kelso
77-612 Dewey Turnbow
78-231 Cecil Cleaver
79-1421 Jim Lewis Donalson
80-303 Lowell Hillis Harris"
81-190 Claud Darnell
82-1803 Karl Irvan
83-1918 John Cleatus Richardson
84-21 Ira Gilbert Morgan
88-165 E 1-lasting Kenny
86-768 Eldridge Brandon
87-747 Willis H Ahart
88-159 Rastus Bryan-Calhoun
89-79 William Flennoy Outland
90-681 R. P. Farris
91-782 Floyd Taylor Herndon
92-2006 Newt Outland
94-1476 Tom Ecid Travis
95-1873 Lewis Wade
96-678 Claburn McCuiston
97-1930 Edward R. Hicks
96-78 John Falwell
98-45 H. James Warren
100- la4-4 Joseph Meader
101--1869 Pat Gilbert
102-25 C. L. Markwell
103-609 Clair R. McGavern
104-803 Dick Adams
/05-154 Wm Harmon Ross
SUCTION DAY
RED
WHITE &
BLUE
40e(470
• Patriots
Kitchen Refrigerator Set
THIS WEIR Tr palocaosh Yr workiMom ofe.
19Apb I Rai RNA (salaam)wA Mow cows Ian ad Simms••••• mimeo cow& Car= maimidlsjelf.
504 VAllti MaNlij
ba. MO SIM 10 • IMNOM
###### nwvicom wwoos Vo 163-809 Paul Dunn
106- -1428 Herbert Mason Marshall
107--77 Aubrey Wyatt
108--160 James Ralph Pate
109-784 Ross Smith
110-886 Ants Ellen Beach
111-190 Buton McCuiston
112-210 Bun Harlan tliaghes
113-1431 Hal Mathis •
114-87 Wm. Paul Morris
115-107 Eurie Keys
116-2069 Edwin Thompson
117--193 T. C. Colkie
118-59 Floyd Scott
119-74 Joseph C. Jackson
120-1925 Dotphus Christenberry
121-246 Herman Handley
122-667 Max Churchill
123-176 Royal S. Parker
124-- 781 Robert Tress
125-134 Allen McCoy
128-130 Wm. C. Roberts
127-124 Edward Steely
128-104 Alvin Elkins
129-1349 J. B. IT-van
130-370 Vernon Pick
131-1375 Charles Hutchens
132-225 J. D. Overby
133 642 Chauncy Dee Worthy
134-703 Will Stanton Rogers
135-656 James Fielder
138-J28 Robert Edgar Weaks
137-150 Vernon Jackson
138-2068 Oveta Bogard
139-278 Glyco.Wells
140-716 Earl Nanny
141-1015 Dave Burkeen
142-883 Chesley Tharpe
.143-346 Vernon Spate Tucker
144-692 Carvel Overby
145-341 Samuel Adams
146-1998- Clifford Garrison
147-1354 Kenneth Outland
1+8-1000 Carl Wyley
149-1187 Harvey Hill
150-1850 Refus Lashlee-
151-1314 Milton Walston
152-412 Roy Austin,
153-436 James Wilson
154-175 Henry Farris
155-1053 Joe Wilson
156-905 Ivan Thompson
157-1954 Reuben Morrison
158-226 Robert Franklin Williams
159-1285 J. T. Miller
100-1784 Hassel Brown
161-1064 Charles Bucy
162-1241 Ernest Oakley
'9WARM WINR RETURNS 164-282 Prentice 'Burrel Fulton
165-1613 Bradford L. Russ
Purdom Hardware 166-1116 L E. Coleman167-889 Ernest M. Madrey
N. 5th St. Murray, Ky. 168-2104
189-1074 Willard J. Pace
170-584 Alfred Williams
Swarm's Grocery
24-PHONES-25
Nice Texas Juicy Oranges ----lie
• California Oranges. Doz. 
Texas Pink Meat Grapefruit
7 for
Yellow Apples, Gal. 
Red Cooking Apples. GaL lee er 15c
Onions. 10 lbs.  241e
New Cabbage. 50 lbs.  60e
Nice Turnips. 6 lbs. .  lie
Good Flour, 24 lbs.   Sac
Ky. Rose Flour, 48 lbs.  $1.15
Lynn Grove or Exclusive
Flour. 24 lbs.  711c
Meal. Bushel 
Sugar. 10 lb. Cloth Bag   51Ie
Pineapple Juice. 46 oz. can 15c
12 oz. can. 10c; No. 2 can. 2 for 25e
A nice Round Table Chat on
Contest. Get blanks here.
Tupelo Extracted Honey, the
Finest. Gal. Jag. $1.15; % Gal. lee
Snowdrift. 6 lb. bucket.  lee
3 lb. Bucket  51Ie
Staley's White Syrup. Gel.   Sec
Field's Finest Oleo. lb.  10c
171-1163 George King
172-1411 N. Preston Perry
174-1765 Clifton Thurman
175-1152 Frank B Harris
176-536 C. C. Eldridge
177-1252 Harold Speight
178-1574 Ralph D. Morgan
25c 179-1682 Lloyd Sills
180-161-1 Austin Wilkerson
Lae 181-771 H. H. Orr
10e 182-434 Floyd D. Henley
183-251 Ray Bean
184-1367 Edgar L. Washburn
185.-1417 Ray L. Vaughn
188.-1960 Cunard H. Billington
187-1902 Guy Price
I 188-2067
189-659 Relmon Wilson
190-1879 Tummy L Parker
191-698 Kenneth Keys Bailey
192-863 William Calvert Harris
193-1089 J. N. Ryan
.194-1286 Charles Bradburn Hale
195-617 Noble Jones
196-1916 Lavern Nord
197-893 Rex Tabers
198-15 Hafford Darnell
189-206 Cleo Travis Furgerson
200-2049 Glen Smyth
It pSys to read sue
PIANOS-
3 lbs. for  
  25 Both New & Used
Mutton. lb.  10c For Less
Hind Quarter .11)  15c Why Pay More?
Good Pork Sausage, lb.  15c
Chilli Brick, lb.  15€
Tender Beef - Nice Fryers
Want to Bay Hill Onions
W. E. DYE
IN. 13th & Cairo Rd. Padoesh, Ky.
JOHNSON STAMPS
JOHN L. LEWIS AS
ANOTHER 'JUDAS'
Governor Addresses District
Demo Rally in Benton
Saturday
Murray Food Market
Phone 12 Prompt Delivery
SUGAR, 10 lbs.  45c
FLOUR, Red Rose, 24 lb. Bag  55c
COFFEE, Our Special, lb.  10c
COFFEE, Max. House or Chase & Sanborn, lb. 24c
MUSTARD, Full Quart  10c
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart  21c
CRACKERS, 2 lb. Box  12c
SPRY and Measuring Cup, 3 lb. Can  Mc
-POPPED WHEAT, /;irge-lra-ir-  Sc
SALT, SODA or POTTED MEAT, 3 for 10c
LARD CANS, New, Eitig .35c
PORK & BEANS, 2 Large Cans  I5c
MARSHMALLOWS, 1 lb. Pkg.  be
JELL-O, All Flavors, Box  5c
APPLE BUTTER, Quart  15c
PUMPKINS; Large, Nice  15'c
Snow King BAKING POWDER, 2 for 11c
OATS, 3 lb. Box  20c
COOKIES, Sandwich Type, 2 lbs. for 25c
COCONUTS, Fresh, Each  5c
EVAPORATED PEACHES, Extra Nice, lb. . 10c
STOVE PIPES, 2 Joints  25c
STOVE PIPE ELBOWS, Each   15c
GLOVES, Pricer from 10c to 50c
RUBBERIZED GLOVES, Pair  25c
PEACHES, No. 2': Size Can  10c
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, Reg. Size, 2 boxes 15c
SALT,   100 lb. Bag, 90c; 50 lb. Bag, 55c
SORGHUM - Quarts, Half Gallons or Gallons
Only two more weeks of grace for the delin-
quent account lists. Come in and pay your account
before then and save embarrassment on our part
and on your part.
PAYING HIGHEST MARKET PRICE FOR EGGS
Wimm- i
LEWIS' OFFER TO QUIT
POINT FOR ROOSEVELT
Murray Lions 
GALLUP POLLERS
Attend Fete 
SHOW MORE GAIN
Most of tile members qt the
Murray Liorfi. Club attended the
District Get-Together at the Hall
Hotel in Mayfield Tuesday night.
according to Lion Bryan Tolley.
Clubs from all over this district
including representatives from Pa-
ducah, Mayfield, Fulton, Benton.
Union City, and other nearby
towns were represented.
Stamping John L Lewis' en- 1
dorsement of Wendell Willkie as
added reason for Presiednt Roose-
velt's re-election to a third term
on November 5, Gov. Keen John-
son open a vigorous campaign
tour with an address before a first
district Democratic rally crowd
Saturday in Benton.
Also in the crowd, which com-
pletely filled the Marshall coun-
ty circuit court room and packed
the yard outside, was Congress-
man Noble Gregory. candidate for
re-election. and Robert Hurnphriea,
former head of the state highway
department.
The speech of last Friday night
in which Lewis, CIO labor chair-
man. swung his favor to the Re-
publican Presidential nominee was
referred to by Gov. Johnson as
the "most shameful betrayal since
Judas betrayed Christ". In 1932
and again four years ago. Lewis
had his labor groups solidly be-
hind Roosevelt and contributed
heavily to his campaign.
"Lewis' offer to resign as CIO
chairman if Roosevelt is re-elected,
as he will be". Johnson declared,
"provides Kentuckians with an-
other great reason for supporting
the President'.
Governor, Johnson opined that
the reason -for Lewis' support of
Willkie was refusal of the national
administration to give him all the
favors he wants_ By supporting
.'Windy' Willkie. Lewis has stabbed
in the back the greatest friend the
working man has ever had in the
White House". .
A comparison of the qualities of
the two candidates was urged by
the Governor, who stated that
such could lead to but one con-
clusion' -Roosevelt iS the man for
the' off ice".
Calling on the voters of Ken-
tucky and the nation to think of
the depression years that followed
Republican administrations. John-
son added that -this State will join
in giving President Roosevelt one
of the greatest majorities any
Presidential candidate has ever
received-.
Following the Benton meeting.
the Governor moved to Madison-
ville, where he spoke to a third
district rally audience.
. OUTLAND SCHOOL NEWS
Maar Roll
First grade: June Shaw. Dorothy
Calhoun.
Second grade: Thomas. Cohoon,
Harold Lassiter.
Third grade: Sue Cohoon. Jean
Lockhart. Rob Wayne Parker. -
Fourth grade: Frank Redden.
Fifth grade: Joan McDaniel. Gene
Williams. Martha Nell Redden.
Sixth grade: Kathleen Lockhart,
Robert Moody Charles Redden.
Seventh grade: Thelma Faye Co-
hoon, Harold Vernon Hopkins.
Eighth grade: Cozy Edith Co-
hoon. Euel Franklin Lockhart,
Hospital News
Patients admitted to the Mason
Memorial Hospital during the past
week are as follows: '
Mr& Cora Sullivan. Wickliffe:
Mrs. E. M. Wolfe. Benton; Olga
Glang. Cleveland, O.: Mrs. J. D.
Sexton. Murray; Hubert Marshall,
Paris, Tenn.: A. W. Roddy, Et-
hridge. Tenn.: Jerry Glover, Pon-
tiac. Mich.; Mrs. Kelzie Moefield.
Hardin; R. H. Joyce, Granite City.
Ill.: D. D. Conway. Alamaso. Colo.:
Robt. Burkeen. Dexter; Mrs. W.
B. Brown. Murray; " John Willis.
colored. Murray; Mrs. Jesse Wet.
ford. Ft. Henry. Tenn.
Patients dismissed during the
past week are as follows:
Mrs. Rex Huie, Winnfield, La:
D. M. Thomas, Hymon: Howard
Titsworth. Bandana; Mrs. H. H.
Grogan. Murray; Mrs. R. K.-Black,
Hardin: Hubert Marshall, Paris:
Jerry Glover, Pontiac. Mich.; Mrs.
Cora Sullivan. Wickliffe: R. H.
Joyce. Granite City, Ill.; Mrs. Wm
Brown, Murray; Ogla Clang.
Cleveland. 0.
JOBS ON THE UP IN
W. Ei,,Emerson Is
First to Report All
Cover Crop for '40
FOR GOP WILLKIE 
W. B. Emerson. Vancleave com-
munity, was the first to report
100% of his land covered to a
Republican Hope Cute Into cover crop for 1940. Others re-
Democratic Lead as porting are Henry Burkeen,Brooks Chapel; James A. Parker,
Election Nears Blakely; and I. D. Brandon, Van-
cleave.
KENTUCKY IS STILL Anyone in the cciunty seeding all
STRONG FOR FDR land plowed in 1940, except land
that is overflowed during the win-
, ,-- tor months, should report same to
That the Presidential election the Extension Office that his name
hinges on the outcome .of balloting may also be entered on the honor
in 18 states which control a total roll. Names will be added to the
of 270 electoral votes was shown honor roll each week as .,t,V.y are
reported to the county office and
will be reported in this paper.
in the last Gallup poll covering
the November 5 election.
President Roosevelt. the poll
claims., continues to lose favor for
the third straight week and now
leads his Republican opponent by
54.5% to 45.5";., a loss of one-
half of one percent in a week.
Despite the seemingly superior
Democratic lead, most observers 
ty farm. the last cutting as large
as the first.
contend that the election depends 
on how last minute favor swings 
Two Gallatin county community
meetings have been held to study
in 18 doubtful states. At present. 
hGallup potters show, 8 of, these 
federal tobacco grading sys-
states favor Willkie with the other 
the
me
In 1936, three Boyle county farms
leaning toward Roosevelt. In the
Willkie camp from this group are 
had the beef-cow-and-calf project;
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa. Maine,
' North Dakota, Michigan, New
Hampshire and Wisconisn. Dem-
ocrats claim Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Massachusetts, New Mexico,
KY SAYS REPORT•1 
Minnesota. Missouri. New York,
KENTUCKY FARM NOTES
Approximately 6.000 tons of
limestone have been delivered by
However. Roosevelt continues to truck to Johnson county farmers.
run well ahead in 26 states that Livingston county I a r mers
I have 238 electoral votes, bought 100 western ewes duringwIliN
Winkle's only certain margin the past two months.
present comes from Kansas, Ver- In seven Trigg county commun-
mont Nebraska and South Kako- ities, demonstrations were held on
ta. These four states are allowed best ways to cure dark tobacco.
to cast but 23 electoral ballots J. W. Judd and Son cut alfalfa
a fourth time on their Lee coun-
Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wyoming.
In Kentucky, according to poll
Five Thousand Find Joie' in State figures. Roosevelt leads by 55%
During September I to 45%. Mississippi gives the
This Year President his greatest margin. 92-8.
Willkie's greatest lead is in Kan-
sas. 59'; to 41'%.A total of ;63.000 persons were
employed in non-agricultural es-
tablishments in Kentucky during
September, an increase of 5.000
over the preceding month, accord-
ing to a report by the Labor De-
partment -issued this week.
Nearly every state in the nation
shared, said the report, in a total
increase of 600.000 jobs in ran-
in 1940, 100 farms have it.
Approximately 150 Grant coun-
ty men and women attended the
annual "fine colt show."
In Oldham county, 91 farm
Women went on a tour to see four
hornes improved at low cost.
CIASSIUEID
AUMEIRIUSIMI
A $10 BILL WAS LOST Monday
while getting draft number some-
where near East side Court
Square. If you lire honest enough
agricultural industries between were shown trailing in *their re- to-return to Ledger & Times, will
August and September. This in- spective home states. Henry A. give $2.50 reward. Stanford
crease brought the total number Wallace, Democrat, was behind in Smith. Farmington, Route 2. ip
of persons employed in such work his home state. Iowa. by 55'; to 
UP to 36.000.000. FOR SALE-Year old Jersey bull
The report revealed the em- registered. First prize bull from
ployment gains were fairly well first prize age cow last fair and
distributed over the major gee- grand champion last year. R.
graphic areas, although the east M. Miller. College Addition. lp
central and South Atlantic reg:ons
showed the largest increases.
It was claimed in the report
that, although many industries had
been stimulated by war orders, the
expansion of non-agricultural em-
ployment was "by no means cone
fined to the defense industry".
The figures released concern-
-ing Kentucky are for employes
only, and do not cover domestic,
servants, self employed persons,
proprietors, persons work:ng on
NYA or WPA projects. or CCC
enrolees. -The figures for Septem-
ber show an incerase of 3.000 over
those of September, 1339 in this
state.
Card of Thanks
I wish to express my thanks
for the kindnesses extended me
during the illness and death of my
husband; for the untiring services
of Drs. Mason, Stark. Hale and
Fisher and the Churchil Funeral
Home: to Bro. Frances for his con-
soling words: to Mrs Susie Far-
ris for her, timely visits during
his four years' illness to cheer him
with her sunny disposition; and
to the odnors of the lovely flow-
ers. Kay God bless you all.
-Mrs, John F. Smith
/n Appreciation
We wish to express our appreci-
ation for the kindness and aspect
shown us in the death of our -fath-
er and grandfather. Tom Perry. We
especially want to thank Bra. Hart,
Bro. Platt, Bro. Dunn, Bro. Boykin.
the Kentucky Quartette, and the
undertakers in charge, for the
beautiful service. We remember
all of our many friends and neigh-
bors who were so very kind and
thoughtful. May God's blessings
be upon each of you.
-The family
During the past 30-day period,
3.200 tons of limestone *ere
Murray,. the birthplace of Radio, brought into Magoffin county.
It takes/ only a little extra milk to pay the difference
in cost of feeding your cow 'The best. Even as little as
two extra cups of milk at a milking can make it more
than worth while to feed a balanced milk-maker like
one of the Purina Dairy Chows to your
family cow. And think of all the good,
nourishing milk you'll have for your family!
Find out what your cow can do for you
on one of the dependable Purina Dairy
Chows. Come in-see us today.
Economy Feed Store
••••
Latest figures reveal Roosevelt 
gaining 'favor in 17 states. Winkle
remaining unchanged. Kentucky
stock rising in 23 With 8 states FOR SALE-Llewelyn Setter Male, 
5 years old, $35. Guaranteed.
showed a 2'; swing toward the Clovis Byerly, Brandon. Ky. lp
GOP hope. 
Most surprising development of
the week came when both native
son vice-presidential candidates
45%, while Sen. Charles A. la1c.
Nary (railed in Oregon by 58%
to 42'; but showed a slight in-
crease an the past week.
UTTERBACK SCHOOL
HONOR ROLL
- -
First grade: Mason Crouse, Jua-
nita D. McReynolds and Ruth Roy
Rowland.
Third grade: Joe Watkins.
Fifth grade: Wilbur Lacy and
Billie McReynolds.
Seventh grade: Gene Thurmond
arid-June
It pays to-read oar Classifieds.
Not EvervDody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
KIRK A.POOL
Office Supplies and Equipment
505 W. Main St. Phone 20
Murray. Ky. 031
APARTMENT FOR RENT-Heat.
Garage. Van D Valentine, 504
Elm St Phone 523.
FOR RENT-5 room house, furnace
heat. Mrs. W. R. Ryan, 1101 W.
Olive, Murray. lp
FOR SALE- 'Furnished garage
apartment, 3 rooms and bath,
garage. Also large unfurnished
apartment. 7 rooms and bath,
garage. John G Ryan. lc
WANTED-Man and wife want
home where they can help with
work. Wife a neat housekeeper
- -
and man able to do work around
place such as cut wood, feed, draw
water. Write Tom Herndon,
Murray, Ky. Route 2. lp
APARTMENT FOR RENT-3 or
4 rooms, with steam heat. Elec-
tric stove and electric refrigera
tor. Large rooms. About 100
yards from college campus. Mrs.
J. G. Glasgow, Phone 278. lc
FOR SALE-Fine Jersey cow with
calf at side See Q. T. Guier,
South 16th St., Murray. ip
FOR RENT-4-room apartment
with private bath. See G. D.
Johnson or call 56. tfc
i
1
' st"el''s CUT
1
BEANS No. "an 10c
' Crushed PINEAPPLE No,2 Can 15c
CORN
OR
TOMATOESN°.2 Can 1 e
CRACKERS 2 ". B." 13`
PEANUT BUTTER "ART 20c
SUGAR 10
LB. CLOTH BAG 50c,
;BAKINGPOWDER
Two 
n (s)c 11c
MATCHES-SODA-§ALT boxes10c
TOMATOJUICE 46 ox. Can 15c
.HEINZKETCHUP 14 
oz.
13°"le 18`
'LmtIrsEELL COFFEE 1 LB. 25c
25c OXYDOL
andBars
P 8, "c'als 26`
10cIVORYSNOW "c ivory 
Soap
11`
LUXSOAP 3 Bars and Pickle Dish 23c
JELL-0 Any Flavor 5c
PIMIENTOS 4 oz. Can 7`
ALL CUTS K. C. ROASTS & STEAKS
Phone
1*- .
Blalock's
375
Grocery
We Deliver
-
8-A-V-El S-A-y-R!
$ $
3 DAYS ONLY-
475-500x19-$4.49
See your Firestone Fire Distrbu-
tor- MILLER-PRYOR MOTOR
CO., Studebaker. Sales and Ser-
vice-266 . E. Main, Phone 21,
Murray. lc
FOR SALE or RENT-5-rotim
house. Also car. ;Phone 598J. tfc
"CYANAMIDE" for Plant Beds in IL L. SMITH
100-1b. bags. We have it. Sex-
ton-Douglass Hdwe. Co. lp
NOTICE MR. HOME OWNER-If
you have a new house or an old
one and want Evergreens, Shrubs,
Roses or Shade Trees, why not let
a disabled World War Veteran
plant them for yqu and save you
money. I serval oversea with
3rd U. S. Div. A. E. Barnett. 301
S. 8th St. Phone 142. NI4c
NEW STOCK of Baldwin and fine
used pianos. including one grand
slightly used for $125. McLaugh-
lin and Smiley, 618 Broadway,
Paducah, Ky. tfc
_
Winter! Winter!
Time Is Coating
HERMAN JONES
SERVICE MANAGER ,
MILLER-PRYOR MOTOR CO.
106 E. Main. Phone 31. Murray
FREE-FREE
Important F.7
Facts ...
The price of funerals
Is often a misleading
factor In selection of a
competent funeral di-
rector. We, in the 50
years we have been es-
tablished here, a a v e
earned a reputation for
making possible com-
plete freedom from eon-
ern about pr es at a
time when eh free-
dom Ira more than
anything else.
What this mean.; to
you is simply this: Our
reputation for fair deal-
ing and the same fair
price to all whom we
serve is your protection
that the services you
request will be render-
ed with dignity, rever-
ence and economy. We
invite your inquiries at
all times.
Sincerely,
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Telephone 7
Murray. Ky
Inspection On Your Car-Why
Not Drive in Today?. lc
FOR RENT-Apartment with bath
and all modern conveniences.
Mrs. S. Higgins, 712 West Main
Street. tic
FOR RENT--Furnished apartment,
newly papered and painted. 505
Poplar. Telephone 315. tfc
FOR RENT-Store and dwelling-
house. viith garage and cream
station. Also large garden. See
Mrs. W. C. Dunn, Route 2, Mur-
ray, . tfc
ST- REAMI.17:= 1939 WRECKER
SERVICE. New equipment. 24-
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker
Service. Charges reasonable. Day
phone 97; Night phone 
543-WS.,Porter Motor Co:, Chevrolet Sales"!
sad Service. tf
Pure Food Market
•
Our 1O('( cut is still in
effect for this week.
Don't miss these real
prices. Sale will be
over Saturday night
and we will be closed
for some time remod-
eling.
•
Watch for our ad in
about two weeks. The
world is changing all
the time so we think it_
time to change the food
business to a new sys-
tern.
•
Thanking one and all
for past favors, we will
be back soon with fav-
ors for you folks.
T. L. SMITH
TOLLEY& CARSON
FOOD MARKET
BETTER FOODS at BETTER PRICES
Tr:= TENDERPEAS
No.
2 Can
 
15'
ARMOUR'STREET PER CAN 27c
OLEO 2 
POUNDS
i 21c
'WHOLE
REEN BEANS N°.2 Can 2 
for 
25c
FRUIT COCKTAIL 16 oz. Can 15c
MACARONISHELLS Lge. Pkg. 9c.
sny3 Lb. Can and Measuring Pitcher 60c
I IHNAGTDNOGOEDR COFFEE 2 "L-- 25e
FOLGER'SCOFFEE LB. 27c
MONARCHCHILI
N°.2
2 for 35c
1 SUPERSUDS& 1 Palmolive Soap 10c
TOMATOES N°.2 Can 2 f°r 15`
LARD 4 LB. CARTON 33c I!
SKINLESS WEINERS 2 LBs. 45c
ELECTRIC CORN POPPER 98c
FRESH
HIGHEST
EGGS
PRICES
& CTRY.
PAIDFOR
HAMS
-
Prompt Delivery Phone 37
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SECTION TWO
Four Pages THE LEDGER & TIMES
Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
$1.nn a year in Calloway,
Marshall, Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1•50 the YState tof ear
t9 nn a year to any address
v"''' other than above.
New Series No. 675 COMITLITI coviatoz Or ALL CALLOWAYNUM ICVERY WIWI Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 31, 1940 Vol. CVIII; No. 44
FRANKLIN, D. 
ROOSEVELT
PHILCO JUBILEE SPECIALS
CELEBRATING THE 15 MILLIONTH •
PHILCO
Its an engineering and precision achievement—the produc-
tion of the 15 Millionth Philco Radio is a proud day for
Philco and its thousands of enthusiastic dealers, and for
every home that buys a new Philco Radio. It represents
the peak of reception perfection, beauty of cabinet and
fidelity of performance.
Niew 1941 Pfilko Photo-Elirctric
Rodeo
-Phonograph 608P
Showy, with Tilt-Front •freve
NE* 144"AftA togew..--
.01 ottet 13: 
S 
duoaciosg 7:077
svec, viwzble e's' • s 17491
Ssle . Cloct
Slectnt two, • • •
PbAC°.
Plays Any Record on a
BEAM OF LIGHT!
Brings you new delights in the enjoyment of recorded music!
No needles to change! Records last 10 times longer. New
beauty of tone! Convenient new Philco Tilt-Front cabinet ...
no lid to lift. See it ... buy it ... get your $25 Home Record-
ing Unit free during this Celebration Sale!
$129r
•
, 
aotIseams.1-arovlawshawilanniavspawwiragrav-.0.,
. t • .44:1‘ ...,.,`,4-4-- -211AzAkil-, 
#
BI T,',.
iflloolfialf
•-__
(CELEBRATING THE
6/Iiii&n4X
PHILCO
Free gifts .. . special easy terms ...
amazing values . . . are yours during
our big Celebration sale!
Come in—see all the Philco Jubilee
Specials. Especially this sensational
280x with New Kind of Overseas
Wave-Band, Built-in American and
Overseas Aerial System and many
other exclusive features—priced at
only—
$69•"
COME IN - Let Us Rieke A Re-
cord of Your Voice ... Only 10.
Surprise your family or friends. Mailed
anywhere in U. S. free. .
SEE YOUR PHILCO DEALER
9pb,/
LET US MAKE A RECORD
OF YOUR VOICE! 0,4
Yes . . . make a real, professional
phonograph record. Surprise your
family or friends. We'll mail it any-
s‘.rhN.ein the U. S. free!
5.
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(Continui
73-114 J. T
74-138 Beare
75-820 HoIlii
76-228 Jamet
77-812 Dewe
78-231 Cecil
79-1421 Jim
90-203 1..4.)wel
81-196 Claud
82-1803 Karl
83-1918 John
84-21 Ira Gil
R5-165 E Ha
86-768 Eldrii
87-747 Willis
88-159 Rastu
89--79 Williar
90-681 It P.
91-782 Floyd
92-2008 New
94-1076 Torn
95-1873 Lew
96-678 Clabu
97-1930 Edwi
98-78 John I
99-45 H. Jar
100-1944 Jose
101-1869 Pat
102-25 C L
103--609 Clair
104-603 Dick
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aign Reveals Wenclell L. Wilkie as an n
-Many columnists, mlitical reporters and other so-called ..experts" say that the
nation is crying fin- a man who can get the defense program into high gear,
who can cut away government red tape and sweep aside bureaucratic ineffi-
ciency—in short, ,a man of action. They believe the election will turn on the
nation's appraisal of the two candidates as judged by this standard. What
kind of man is Willkie? Pictures taken on his campaign trip, excerpts from his
speeches, reveal him as a big bear of gman with boundless energy, tireless in
action, unfigiling in good humor, vet always with a sober sense of responsibility.
&Denounces New. Deal "Inner Circle"
Attacking huge New Deal bureaucracy and "brain trusters- in his Cof-
feyville. Kansas, speech, Willkie pleads: -To that tast. mistaken, deluded
government of ours in Washington. I say. Give our country back to us.
We want it We love it We should like to share the burden of it amongst
ourselves We should like if necessary, to suffer for it, so that we may pass
it on intact to other generations-
AgainsttFr.aioritism in Draft
-In the event of an emergen Willkie said. "the industries and assets
of this country are at the disposal of the people I can not ask the
American people to put their faith in me without recording my conviction
that some form of selective service is the only democratic way in which to
secure the trained and
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Farm Spokesmen on Ticket
Willkie, who has invested his own savings in five Indiana farms in the neighborhood of his-Elvirrxxl
birthplace, personally asked for the nomination of Senator Charles L. McNary of Oregon, veteran
Republican farm leader in the Senate. to be his running mate_ „They are pictured here together
Winkle says that ''the Federal Government has a responsibility to equalize the lot of the farmer
with that of the manufacturer." He has announced that he would not change the present farmi
program "until a better one is devised." •
Demands Firm Foreign Rolicy
—Walk softly and carry a big stick: was the motto of Theodore Roosevelt. It is
still good American doctrine I should threaten foreign governments only when
our country was threatened by them and when I was ready to act. Under the
13306P1314 ad:sun/straw= the country has been.Waced in the false posktion of shouting
insults and not even beginning to prepare to take the consequences. The first task
of our country in its international affairs is to become Aeong at hOme. We must
regain prosperity, restore the independence of our people, and protect our defensive
—
T_.
•
Believes in Social Security
"I want to keep the Social Security Act on the books, to spread it. and
make the Government solvent so that when you get old and come to
collect it you'll be able to get your social security instead of a promise
unfulfilled." Willkie said in Michigan speech
Wants Jobs for Everybody
, -
-I have no confidence in the leadership of the man who, in seven years
of accumulating power, could not make one man a job. When I read
of blood and destruction in, Europe I am frightened to think that our
only shelter is—not airplanes and tanks—but a man who in seven years
of peace could not get factories producing our peacetime needs. Only
the strong can be free And only the productive can be strong."
forces_ If that is not done promptly we are in constant danger The President
has courted a war for which thecountry is hopelessly unprepared We must face
a brutal, perhaps a terrible fact. Our way of life is in competition with Hitler's
way of life.-1--promise to outdistanceieffec..in -any contest-he Chooses-in-1940 or
after And I promise that when we beat him, we sliall• beat him upon our own
terms, in our own American way "--Wendell L
1110A MESSAGE TO THE VOTERS OF KENTUCKY
The American tradition against the Third Term for any President is the
nation's oldest political tradition. It is the one final check against the growth
of personal power or the perpetuation of any powerful influence that might
entrench itself in the national government. It says to both reactionaries and
to radicals that "'you may rule if you can for eight years, but at the end of that
time you must turn the government back to the people" Wendell L Willkie
says that this tradition must not be broken by any claim that "we are in the
4.
middle of the stream." He asks, "Why did you get us into the middle of the
stream in the first place?" Mr. Willkie and others are asking, "For what will
this Third Term be a 'mandate'?" Four years ago, President Roosevelt in-
terpreted his re-election as a "mandate" to "pack" the Supreme Court. What
undisclosed schemes would be sprung upon the people if the Third Term
should be approved? That is a question which many people are asking. It
is a question that may easily decide the outcome of the election. Mr. WiLlitie
.. •
•   •
has promised "complete candor and frankness" to the people. He has told
what he stands for and what he proposes to do. President Roosevelt has, not
yet said what he would do if the people gave him a Third Term. You would
not buy an automobile or a house or a cow, sight unseen. A vote for a
Third Term is a vote to give the New Deal brain trust unrestricted permission
to spring more of its undisclosed schemes upon the American public.
. Kentucky Committee for Willkie.
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THE CHOICE OF A CANDIDATE
The New York Times, inierica's leading news-
paper, which hi supported the Densorratic nomi-
nee lor President in every election since 1908 with
but two exceptions, recently announced its decision
to support 'Pinkie in the lollowing editorial:
The New York Times supjxmrted Franklin 1).
Roosevelt for the Presidency in 1932 and again
in 1936. In 1940 it will support .,Wendell
Willkie.
It has made its choke, as allAmericans must
make their choice, in one of thc great crises of
this Nation's history. The liberties of the
American people are in danger. A hostile
Power, openly proclaiming its hatred of the
democratic way of life, has swept across Europe
and is now battering at the gates of England.
seeking to grasp the Eastern approaches to that
Atlantic world in which our own democracy has
lived and prospered.
Both Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Willkie under-
stand the critical nature of this threat to the
United States. Both are citizens of the world.
Bath know that it is impossible to isolate our-
.
selves from du. consequences of a world revolti-
t ion. Both know that we mtist•take sides morally
or count for Aiothing. Both are opposed to actual
intervention in the war. but short of wv- both
favor every possible aid that can be given to the
one democracy in Europe that still stands in
Hitler's path.
This agreement between the two Presidential
catulidates on the fundamentals of a foreign
policy is a deeply fortunate fact for the American
people. Without it ive might now be involved in
a bitter controversy which would wreck -our
unity. As matters stand, the eh( mice before us
has been narrowed to this question : In whose
hands. Mr. Rooseveles or Mr. Willkie's, is the
safety of the American people likely to be more
secure during the critical test that lies ahead?
We give our own support to Mr. Willkie
primarily for these reasons: Because we believe
that he is better equipped than Mr. Roosevelt to
provide this country with a'n adequate national
defense; because we believe he is a practical
liberal who understands the need of increased
production ; because we believe that the fiscal
jxmlicies of Mr. Roosevelt have failed disas-
trously: because we believe that at a time when
the traditional safeguards of democracy are fail-
ing everywhere it is particularly important to
honor and preserve the American tradition
against vesting the enormous powers of the
Presidency in the hands of any man for three
consecutive terms of office.
Our readers are entitled to a statement of the
reasons which. upom mature consideration. have
_
led us to these opinions.
I. Defense of the United States
In the field of national defense We-recognize
that ..MT. ,Roosevelt has taken a number* cif
necessary steps, all of which have had our whole-
hearted endorsement. both before he Was ready
to take them and later, when he had acted. 14e
has re-created the Defense Advisoett Commis-
sion and called some able men to Washington.
Ile has recommended that Congress appropriate
large funds for defense equipment. He has sw-
eet:clod in negotiating leases for new naval and
air bases-which are of great potential importance
to the defense of the whole North American
continent. 14e-strongly urged Congress to adopt
a system of compulsory selective military service.
But there are a number of other equally
important steps which Mr. Roosevelt has not
taken. He has withheld power from the Ad-
visory Contiiiissioti-and made it a mere' consulta-
tive agency. unable on its own authority to cut
the endless red tape in Washington. He has
kept jxmwer for himself, tried to be his own
defense administrator and retained in his own
hands control over too many details of a defense
program which still lacks central planning-. lie
has seemed to regard the whole business of
defense a's a sideshow to the ordinary activities
of the country, requiring no fundamental change
id the habits of the Ameritan_ people and no
revision of any of the policies of his Administra-
tion. We find Mr. Willkie's .early .call for
sacrifice, for hard.work, "swearand toil." more
reassuring than Mr. Kposeveles cheerfid con-
fidence that we need not let ourselves become-
••••
"discomIxximerated" by the task that lies before
But all these Unts. important as they are.
only touch the surface of the matter. At bottom
adequate national defense means much more
than airplanes, tanks and cannon, even when all
of these are actually lin hand and not just "ini
(wder. " It means a nation strong in its economit
health and power, with a thriving industry, full
employment, both of manpower and of money.
new capital flowing vigorously into new channels
of production. It means, in short, a nation .with
gigantic industrial force behind its army and its
navy.
The record shows that Mr. Roosevelt has
achieved least success in the solution of this very
problem. He has failed to create the conditions
for a confident and expanding business. It is a
reasonable assumption that this same problem
can he managed better by a man who under-
stands business, who has the confidence of
business, who has himself been a part of business.
whose interest in business problems has been
firsthand and continuous rather than casual and
intermittent. and whose experience includes a
successful personal record in stimulating busi-
ness and expanding industrial production.
In this field Mr. Willkie is the professional
and Mr. Roosevelt is the. arnateur.
II. Liberalism and Reform
In the field of domestic policy this newspaper
has recognized the need of the sound social and
economic reforms of the two Roo;evelt Adminis-
trations. It has given its support to these
reforms. Sjwcifically, it has endorsed the pin--
pose and the principle of the Social Security
Act, the National Housing Act of 1934, the Slum
Clearance Act of 1936, the Wagner Housing
Act (of 1937. the_,Soil Conservation Act, the
Securities Act of 1933. the regulation of the
Stock Exchanges, the supervision of investment
trusts. The reforms at which every one of these-
measures aimed were long overdue.
Mr. Willkie has affirmed his own belief in the
necessity of reform and his own support of the
major reforms of the Roosevelt Administrations
Because of this he has been attacked by the
President's friends as a mere plagiarist who is
now attempting to steal the New Deal's thunder,
and an innxmster who is trying to run "on the
President's own program... This is a curious
attitude for the President's friends to take. It
is a curious attitude, because it suggests a belief
that the New Deal has a monopoly on reform
and wants nolxxly else to share in it. But the
truth is that no faction and no party has a
moniaxmly on reform in the United States: many
men have shared in it and will continue to share
in it. -Plagiarism- is beside the point. For
seven years Mr.. Roosevelt himself has been
making daily use of imPortant reforms intro-
duced by Republican Administrations—among
them the Sherman Anti-TrUst 1.01w. the Pure
Foxxl and Drug Act. the Children's Bureau, the
executive budget. the Reconstruction Finance
Coryx-wation.
For ourselves, we welcome the fact that Mr.
Willkie stands pledged to conserve rather than to
destroy what is best in Mr. Roosevelt's reforms.
We believe that these reforms would he safe in
Mr. Willkie's hands, not only because Mr.
Winkle is a man of goodwill. but because his
approach to the problems_now before-us shows
'mini to lw a liberal. He is enough of a student
and enough of a realist to. know that we are liv-
ing in a changing time and that it is both neces-
sary and desirable that the Government .should
take an increasingly active part in policing the
financial markets, in safeguarding labor's right
to bargain collectiv4 and in achieving social
justice for underprivileged people.
More than this, we believe that Mr. Wink
could be relied upon not to make some of the
mistakes and not to take some of the risks which
Mr. Roosevelt has made and taken. For we
believe that while Mr. Roosevelt has helped
enormously to awaken the social conscience of
this country. and that while hedeserves lasting
credit for this leadership. Mr. Roosevelt has
also put his own reforms in peril. He has put
them in peril by ignoring or by failing to under-
stand the fundamental_problem of increased .
production ; by encouraging great numbers, of_
Americans to believe that it is wissible to grow
richer by working less and producing less; by
fostering the idea that there exists...soinewhere a
great fund of wealth which has only to be divided
more equitably in order ter make everybody
prosperous; by permitting important members
of his Ad iii i i Ustration to preach the (1(x-trines of
class jealousy and class hatred.
Mr. Willkie stated the case accurately when
he said that "American liberalism does not con-
sist merely in refon • g things : it consists also
in making things." It consists in expanding the
proeluction of the necessities and the goxxl things
of life. Wealth is only another word for produc-
tion ; and in the long run there is no other way
to achieve a higher standard of living for the
Whole people of a nation than to produce in
abundance.
We believe that Mr. Willkie understands this
crucial jxmint better than Mr. Roosevelt. and that
he would be more likely to succeed in putting
this principle into practice.
a•
III. "The Road to Bankruptcy"
In the field of fiscal policy our dissent from
the course pursued by Mr. Roosevelt dates from
his first year in office. We expressed thie•dis-
sent in 1936, even while supporting him for re-
election. and ventured then to express the hope
that he would pursue a more responsible fiscal
policy during his second term in office. Un-
fortunately, his course (hiring his second term
has become still more reckless.
We cite evidence .at three points to Support
this statement.
(I) The fantastic silver policy of the Roose-
velt Administration. scarcely begun in 1936. has
now grown to almost incredible proportions.
More than two billion ounces of a metal for
— •
which our Government has no earthly use—ap-
proximately a, hundred times as much silver
all the silver mines in the United. States pro-
duced in the year before this policy began—
have been bought by the Treasury at over-
valued prices in an artificial market. This policy
makes no sense, except as a ixilitical maneuver
to win the support of the so-called "silver bloc.-
Otherwise its only visible results have been to
drive off the silver standard the one important
country which had previously been on it and to
take from other nations useless silver in .ex-
change for our own good wheat and oil and
motor cars and other exports. There is only one
way to describe such a policy-as this. 4t4oads
over the hills to the poorhouse.
(2) The national budget, which was originally
to be balanced so courageously, has been con-
tinuously out of balance since Mr. Roosevelt
entered office. The national debt has more than
doubled in seven years. It is true that the new
defense program has now made a balanced
budget hopeless at the moment. But even before
this program was proposed the Administration
was operating under a gigantic deficit and spend-
ing far more money annually than had ever been
raised by taxation in any year in the whole
history of the United States. Moreover, the
problem of the budget is not less serious, but far
more serious, because of -the new difficulties
presented by the defense program. For the sake
of conserving the national credit in a time
of danger, expenditures other than those lot
defensegnight now to be cut to a point at' which-
.
they balance tax yields. But the Administration.
 
 
- -
with whom borrowing has become a habit. has
not proposed a single iniportant economy as an
offset - against its huge defense sPending.
(3) The fundamental trouble is that the Ad-
ministration has thrown overboard the central
fiscal theory in which it professed to believe.
even as late as 1936. It has abandoned the idea
that the list contribution it -Could make to re-
_ _
employment and recovery is to put its own fiscal
house in Order. It now believes, and the Presi-
dent frankly says this in his huaget messages.
that when liminess is lagging the Government
ought to go in debt deliberately in order to
-create purchasing power" and -energize pri-
vate enterprise." This is the perfect Politician'!.
_Paradise—a paradise in which, public money is
spent all a gigantic scale withottrany responsi-
batty of raising an equivalent amount of money
by taxation.
We believe that-41w results Of a cominnation
oi• •
of this policy will be precisely what Mr. Roose-
velt himself said they would he in 1932—"If.
like a spendthrift, a nation throws discretion to
the winds and is willing to make no sacrifice at
all in spending . . . it is on the road to bank-
ruptcy." We lidieve that there is no real possi-
bility whatever of checking the Kesent trend
toward bankruptcy so long as Mr. Roosevelt
remains in office. It win be a desperately hard
task at best. The only present hope lies in a
change of Administrations. •
IV. The Third Term Issue
We come, finally, in the choice before us. to an
issue which has been defined by more than a
hundred years of American history. by the de- •
liberate decision of some of our greatest Presi-
dents and by the reluctance of many Americans
toolay to surrender what they believeto be-a safe-
guard of the democratic system—the issue of the
third term.
From 'Mr. Roosevelt's Men statement in his
radio acceptance speech to the Democratic Na-
tional Convention the country knows that even
as late as a year ago he had no intention of dmal-
lenging the tradition against a third term : "Last
September it was still my intention to ammonce
clearly amid simply at aim early date that under
no conditions would I accept re-electS This
announcement was never made; when the Presi-
dent.finally declared his.intemions regarding the
third term he did not say that "under Ho condi-
tii ons would he accept re-election.' • but merely
that he "had no wish to he a candidate again"--
a very different statement. The practical effect
of the postponement was to lessen greatly the
chance of any other Democrat to receive his
party's noinination. The practical effect of the
change in the character of the President's an-
flounce-mem was to encourage the "draft."
which some of the. highest officials of his own
AtIministration had long favored and long
-worked to bring about. From these facts it
seems to 'us that only one conclusion can be
drawn. As the situation created by the war de-
veloped. the President came to regard his own
personal leadership as indispensable and to be-
lieve that there was no other member .0_1ns
party, however trusted, however closetp
however deeply in accord With his own convic-
tions about the war or about domestic issues.
. who could safely take his place.
-- The doctrine of one man's indispensability is
"anew doctrine for this country. It is a doctrine
which less scrupulous men iti Europe have used
to ront themselves in power. It is a doctrine
which we in the United States have good reason
to question. particularly when we consider how
the powers of the Presidency have grown. what
i lllll wnse patronage. what gigantic expenditures,
what enormous power to perpetuate himself in
yffice is now within the gLasp of any President
(Luf the United States.
These considerations are especially relevant
‘.vhen the particular President who now chooses
to remain in office four a third term is the same
President who has never surrendered volun-
tarily a single one of the vast "emergency"
jxnvers which Congress has given him. He is
the same President who has shown himself so
impatient of constitutional restraints that he was
willing to circumvent the Supreme Court itself
by adding enough members to it to give his 4/W11
• (minions a majority.
In the defeat of Mr. Roosevelt aniline deetiOti - •
-
of Mr. Willkie there io an opportunity to
guard a. tradition with the wisdom of long ex-
perience behind it.
are ottr primary reasons for supporting
Mr. Willkie and for strongly urging his election.
In supporting him we do not intend to lose
,that independence upon which we have always
put chief emphasis or to compromise our own
convictions. We- shall continue to support such
of Mr. Roosevelt's views and acts as we find de-
serving of support. NVe shall criticize and op-
pose any of Mr. Willkie's views if they seem to
us to lack merit. Above all, we shall do our best
to keep our own part in this campaign free of
personal controversy'and focused on the great
issues now before the country. In a time Of
danger the clearest duty of every good American •
is to IwIp conserve that national unity which is
our richest heritage:
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KELLEY'S
IMPROVED STANDING UP BURLEY TOBACCO
SEED-THE LONG LEAF CIGARETTE TYPE
• KELLEY-Originator Smoking Type.
• KELLEY-More Leaves per Plant.
• KELLEY-More Weight per Plant.
• KELLEY-Standing Up LeaL
• KELLEY-More Easily Cultivated.
• KELLEY-In Production for 40 years.
• KELLEY-Constantly Improved.
• KELLEY-The Tops Today.
Sold 0, 
each
hNeLaYin Packages, printed in RED. with the Facsimile of ourfirm
package. Sold only in I/4. 1/2, and I ounce packages
See our AUTHORIZED AGENTS. They are over the ENTIRE
BURLEY BELT and make delivery from their office.
or order direct from
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SECTION THREE
Four Pages THE LEDGER & TIMES
Your Progressive Home Newspaper for Over Half a Century
I.
el nn a year in Calloway,
.1"• Marshall. Graves, Ken-
o and Steuart Counties.
$1.50 a year elsewhere inthe State of Kentucky.
$2.00 a year to any addressother than above.
New Series No. 675 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAYCOUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon October 31, 1940 Vol. CVIII; No. 44
SQUIRREL SEASON
ENDS; HUNTERS
READY FOR QUAILS
Miss Rogers, Lynn
Grove, Outstanding
Student at MSTC
Miss Tennie Wilson Rogers,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Rogers of Lynn Grove and a senior
Report Crop of Birks. Bunnies at Murray State College. has been
Unusually Large This elected president of two major
Season clubs on the college campus. Miss
Rogers, a physical education ma-
With one of the best squirrel 
jor, was chosen president of the
Woman's Athletic Association. Dur-
hunting seasons in years ended,
Kentucky hunters are looking for-
ward to the open season on quails
and rabbits which starts Novem-
ber 24, according to an announce-
ment by Major James Brown. Di-
rector of the Division of Game
and Fish.
Hunters are also reminded that
the open season on migratory game
fowls, ducks and geese, extends
until November 24.
The dove as well as the squirrel
season closed today. October 31.
The 78-day squirrel season which
opened August 15 has been view-
ed as one of the best in many
years, says Major Brown. From
every section of the state came re-
ports that this was one of the
finest seasons in the past 20 years.
Reports and indications point to
BUY THE BUDGET mwn
B-I-C-Y-C-L-E-S
Boys and Girls
R-A-D-I-O-S
Home and ('Sr
B-A-T-T-E-R-I-E-S
Firestone, Delco and Others
L-I-G-H-T-S
Head - Fog - Spot - Driving
H-O-R-N-S
All Kinds
Seat Covers
T-I-R-E-S
Firestone, Goodyear & Others
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
Preston's Anti -F  Zerone
Why Pay Cash!
Buy the Budget Way!
MILLER-PRYOR
MOTOR CO.
ing her four college years, she
has excelled in swimming, games,
and all recreational activties, mak-
ing the number of tioints required,
an,d winning the college emblem
for excellency.
Miss Rogers attended grammar
and high school at Lynn Gorve,
making second highest scholastic
rating "of the 1937 class and secur-
ing the medar for activities, as the
best all round student in her
class. She has also been out-
standing in 4-H club work, at-
tending camp and assemblies, was
a most popular camper and is an
active member of the Eprwcrrth
League. She also won 4-H club
contest as healtihest girl from Cal-
loway County in 1935 and at-
tended Junior Week at Lexington.
Miss Rogers was elected secre-
tary of Geography and Geology
Club at Murray State in 1939, and
is at present president of that club
which is sponsored by Dr. Ploy
Robbins. Mrs. Franklin Inglis is
sponsor of the Woman's Athletic
Association.
UK Investigates
Possibilities Of
CAA Training
Possibility of bringing Civil
Aeroanutics Authority training to
the University of Kentucky is
being investigated by President
Thomas P. Cooper, following a
recent authorization by the execu-
tive committee of the Board of
Trustees.
After the president expressed
his favor toward the flight train-
ing, the committee asked him to
investigate and make a study of
CAA possibilities, and to report
to the regular meeting of the
Board in December
Murray State College at present
has this CAA program.
• a good quail season while the out-
206 E. Main, Murray Phone 21 look for rabbit shooting is the
best in many years.
BAG WELL HEADS
NYA SHOP PROJECT
Murray State College Grad To
Aid In Construction of
Dorm Furniture
Key Bagwell, Heath. Ky.. grad-
uate of Murray State Colelge, was
selected as head of the Murray
NYA woodwork and .metal silos?
Monday, October 7.
After graduating from Murray
in the spring of 1939, Mr. Bagwell
continued his work in fine arts a
year a Bradley Tech, Peoria. Ill.
Having been -here only a few!
weeks, he stated that the shop is
not yet producing at full speed.
At present the quota is full with
10 boys, but he says that will be
raised later to 20 when heavier
and more tools are installed. "The
tools at present," he said, "are
not sufficient to handle the heavy
work demanded of the shop."
The furniture for the Warlren
S. Swann Memorial dormitory will
be constructed by the shop. Be-
sides building tables and chairs
for the girls' project the shop will
build other needed articles on the
project. In his work Bagwell has
induced a new process in the mak-
ing of chair backs, instead of saw-
ing them, they are steamed and
bent at the heating plant.
Besides being head of the shop,
Bagwell offers mechanical draw-
ing to the NYA boys who are re-
quired to take it as a -related
subject to the type of wogk they
are doing.
Bagwell resigned a teacher's po-
sition in McCracken county to take
this position, while his wife is
still teaching there. His young
daughter is living with Mrs. Bag-
well.
Showing that he is not only in-
terested in shop work. Bag4vell
wants to get the NYA boys more
intersted in sports, especially bas-
ketball and boxing. He played
basketball in &Wiese and made a
tennis letter in 1039.
The proceeds from the basket-
ball genes will go to the Murray
Lions Club for the new sight
preservation club that they have
induced to help NYA boys that
need glasses.
Pulaski 4-Wets have the best fat
calves to show and sell of any
year. .raports County Agent Jack
S. Kidd.
SUNBURST MILK
This Sterilized HOOD
protects our milk
during DELIVERY
use
• SEALRIGHT•
SANITARY SERVICE
>fir
Protection
HOOD PROTECTION AT NO EXTRACOST! -
4%
It has always been our policy to carefully guard-the purity of our milk through
every step of our dairy operations to its final delivery to your home.
As an added protection to the standard cap which we use on all our bottles, we
now heat-seal the entire bottle top with a water-proof SEALRIGHT HOOD.
A special machine at the dairy not only seals the capped bottle with this
sanitary hood, but also automatically sterilizes it, at the time of application.
This extra cover is tamperproof. It cannot be removed without breaking the
seal. It means that the top of your bottle of milk is protected against
HANDLING in delivery. The HOOD acts as a silent sentinel, guarding your
milk bottle, as it stands exposed on the doorstep.
It guarantees that our milk reaches you 100% dairy-pure.
This extra Health protection is yours at no extra cost.
Murray Milk Products Company
PHONE 191 MURRAY, KY.
vlurray Racers Win Over Union
Bulldogs 21-14 for First Victory
Penalty Aids ond half. Francis LaBonte, ffeetMurray wingback. gathered Tip-
In Closing Seconds ton's kickoff in his arms on the 12-
Of Game yard 
stripe and behind perfect
Murray blocking raced for a
Murray State's Thoroughbreds,
aided by a penalty in the final
period, won their first victory of
the season Friday night in Jack-
son. Tenn.. as they disposed of
Union University's Bulldogs 21-14
in an exciting football game.
The contest, played before over
4,000 fans, had everything—from
an 88-yard run kick-off run for a
touchdown to a slugging match
late in the ball game.
The Racers' first touchdown was
chalked up in the first five min-
utes of the ball game. After
forcing the Bulldogs to punt to
Inman in mid-field. the Purchasers
steam-roller attack got underway
and on the churning legs of Cob-
ble Lee. who at last is playing his
best ball, and Jalcie Inman, who
twisted and squirmed through
holes in the Bulldog line, it took
the Racers only 11 plays to plow
the ball over, with Lee scoring.
Big George Speth placekicked the
extra point.
Murray, kept on the defensive in
the second quarter by Union
punts, repulsed the home club
three times within the 5-yard line
before Williford .finally crashed
over from the 1-yard line after a
penalty. had cost Murray five im-
portant yards. Williford's place-
kick tied the score at 7-all as the
half ended.
On the opening play of the sec-
.-
42 MORE FLYING
CADETS—MAYBE
Applicants Now Being Weighed
As To Educational
Qualifications
Applications of 42 more Ken-
tuckians who have apolierl for ap-
pointments as Army flying Cadets
have been forwarded to Washing-
ton for final review of educa-
tional qualifications, it has been
announced by Col- S. G. Talbott.
Adjutant General. Fifth Corps
Area Headquarters. .
If these latest applicants, who
have successfully passed their
physical examinations, win ap-
pointments they witi be enrolled
for a nine-month traini course.
Completing this, they will be ap-
pointed Second Lieutenants in the
Army Air Corps and go into ac-
tive flying duty.
Included among tin applicants
is Robert Bennett Holland. son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Holland of
Benton. In the two examinations
he has taken thus far. Holland. a
graduate of Benton high school
and Western- Teachers college,
ranked first both times.
To qualify for positions with the
Army Air Corps. applicants must
be unmarried male American citi-
zens who are physically fit and
possess the ability to pass an edu-
cational examination. Two years
of college training exempts appli-
cants from the scholastic examina-
tions
Colonel Talbott also announced'
that an additional 120 Flying Cadet
scholarships are being offered
every month to youths living in
the Corps Area's four states. Ohio.
Indiana, West Virginia and Ken-
tucky.
Relief At Last
For Your Cough
Creomulsion relieves promptly be..
Cause It goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, in-
flamed bronchial mucous mem-
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creornulsion with the un-
derstanding you must like the way it-
quickly allays the cough or you
to have your money back.
•C R EOM U LS 10 N
for Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
TAXPAYERS
•
The 1940 Tax Books
Are Now Open
2% DISCOUNT
On All Taxes Paid
Before November
1, 1940
Tax Books Are Now in My
Hanas—Ready to Receive
Payments
Don't forget your dog taxes
J. I. FOX
Sheriff of Calloway County
touchdown. Speth again added the!
extra point.
The Bulldogs came back strong,
however, and after Tipton had
blocked Perkins' kick on the Mur-
ray 37-yard line, Jimmy Jones took
in hand, and after a 7-yard
off-tackle slant, faked a pass and
ran around his own left end, cut-
back through the entire Murray
team and ran 30 yards for a touch-
down. Tipton's extra point tied
the-ball game.
The Racers' final touchdown
came as a partial gift from Bull-
dog Captain GUY Lawler, who was
ejected from the game, and his
team penalized half the distance
to the goal-line for slugging-with
"Pee Wee" Nanney. Murray's Gold-
en Gloves haT!back from Fulton.
With the ball on the 27-yard line,
Lee and Inman, under their -own
power, propelled the ball to the
1-yard line where Inman went
over standing up. Speth converted
once more with less than a min-
ute to play.
Each team made 11 first downs,
but Murray outgained the Ten-
nesseans from\ scrimmage 191 to
177. Murray completed 5 of nine
passes for 46 yards. Lee, Inman,
LaBonte. Johnson. and Walters for
Murray and Jones and Dick Tip-
ton for the Union team were stand-
outs.
IN GRATITtDE
We sincerely thank our good
friends and neighbors who gath-
ered at our_ home and cut and
hauled wood for us. The group
consisted' of Solon Griffin. Polie
Duncan, John Barnett, Harlon
Nanney, Riley Peeler, Gaylon
Chapman. 'Henry Dixon. Tommie
Nannev. Leon Hill. Stanford
Schroader. Otho Schroader, Solon
Duncan, Ora Bennett, Buell Dun-
can, Arthur Hill, Treman Duncan,
James Barnett. Willard Duncan,
and Edward Burkeen
May God bless each of you and
may you never have cause to re-
gret your assistance.
—Mr and Mrs.
Crawford Barnett
Murray, the birthplace of Radio.
SMITH SELECTED
AS RADIO HEAD
Murray State Offers Training In
All Forms of Radio
Work
Coming to Murray from an as-
sistant profesosrship at the Uni-,
versity of Kentucky, Paul Smith.
Bardwell. Ky., heads Mufray's first'
NYA_radio work project.
Smith formerlyrtaught a course
in circuit designs at the University
of Kentucky and was of late with and lodging Friday 105115 and
International Relations Clubs
to Convene at MSTC in Nov.
200 Members Are' at one ofprogram the gathei ings. An aat-1 tractive has been r-
Ed For 'ranged for 
the two day-meeting
xpecte and is under the direction of Dr.
Forrest C. Pogue.
A registration fee. of $2.50 will
be charged each 6'! the delegates
to the meeting, but that fee in-
cludes luncheon Friday. banquet
Meeting
the Central State Power 8c,Light
Company. He was a district en-
gineer of that company. .
Smith. with the help of Willie
Fox. also operated the first radio
station on the Murray campus.
W4AXI. The station was located
in the basement of the Training
School where amateur station
W9ZTM is now operating.
In regard to the shop Smith
states, "All type sot radio equip-
ment will be built, photo-electric
equipment for use as burglar
alarms Ind to open and close,
doors, radio ' sets, receivers and
transmitters for police cars, trans-
mitters for our own use, and we
hope to build a "ham" transmitting
unit and secure amateur radio ope-
rators license. This will be for
as many of the boys that are able
-fto pass the 'est. When the boys
are eligible for the test we will be
able to provide transiTortation to
Nashville so they may take their
examinations. To pass, they must
be able to send and receive the
Continental Radio code at the rate
of 13 words per minute."
The boys will receive their re-
lated training in the mornings and
will receive college credit for it,
hi the afternoon the NYA boys
will receive four hours of labora-
tory work. This includes the
building of all types of radio
equipment. The boys will be of-
fered a chance in their afternoon
lab work to take lessons in code
sending and receiving. This will
be especially valuable for boys de-
siring to become radio operators,
and after completion of this course
the, boys should be atfle to s-ecure
their amateur license.
At present Smith states there are
14 boys in his unit. Later on
when more interest has developed
in the course he expects to have
from 30 to 40 boys participating in
the radio project.
It pays to read our Classifieds.
Outstanding Speakers
Will Appear- On luncheon Saturday. An attempt
will be made to provide lodging2-Day Session 
given.
ay night and breakfast Fri-
day' morning if sufficient notice is
More than 200 members of the
Ohio Valley district of Interna-
tional Relations Clubs are expected
to attend the falL meeting of the
group which will 13,i held, Friday
and Saturday, November 15 and
16. on the campus of Murray State
College.
Three states. Kentucky. Ohio
and West Virginia, comprise the
Ohio Valley International Rela-
tions district. -------,- • -
The meeting will mark the first
time that Murray has been honor-
ed by being selected as host club
• Sessions during , the two days
will be under the direction of
Miss Amy Heminway Jones, who
is the Carnegie Endowment rep-
resentative in charge of the Inter-
national Relations Clubs. A form-
er resident of Germany and Italy,
Miss Jones has traveled widely .in
the Far East. where she was active
in club work. She will conduct
the meetings called to discust the
Club Work.
Principal speakers during the
(See "International," Page 41
FINE CLEANING CAN BE DONE
AT LOW PRICES!
Mondays and Tuesdays Cash Prices
DRESSES
SUITS
COATS
CLEANED
and
PRESSED
Wednesday thru Saturday 35c cash price in effect
TROUSERS 
Call 141 Now 
SKIRTS
2 Pair 29c 2 for 29c
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
Coy MODEL
719 W. Poplar St.
Cleaners
Murray, Ky.
REMEMBER THE 7240..te DRUG STORE FOR BEST VALUES IN TOWN
Icon,
DRUG STORE
ro) pool°
ool so;
0/02
4/.
k
(7.1,
',\•sr,t so. sizE FACE 2 for
1 LOR1E POWDER 51c
TWO RIB TIE ME OF ONE, ONE CENT
Mi31 Antiseptic Solution
A big favorite. Antiseptic even when diluted
2 to I. Extra value. 2 For 3—c
49c 100 2 toy
PURETEST ASPIRIN 50c
THESE ARE JUST A FEW SAMPLES
OF THE 250 BIG VALUES
Tin of 8 Firstaid
 
Quik-Bands
(Readyrnad• Bandages)
FOR 4 WITH
 
 ONLY '-ivc ANY
individual item purchased
th.y 1.0 on this sale
50c Size LIPSTICKS
Lori,' OR ROUGES
2 for
Sic
39, Tube Briten
Tooth Paste
FREE
II
with a purchase of $2
worth or more of One
Cent Sale Merchandise
one to a customer.
49c S;is RIKER'S
Full Pint PETROFOL
2 for
SOC
) .
exan Dale & Stubblefield
ONE [ENT Oct. 30-31 Nov. 1-28080,7 1 MORE THAN 250 FINEST QUALITY
Sate 
OCT. 30-31
. 
ITEMS ON THIS SALE
NOV 1-2 Many people wonder how Rexall Stores can offer such
quality at such tremendous money-saving prices. This
is our way of advertising—of making new friends for
Rexall quality. The more new friends we make the
better values we will be able to offer. So when you
become a friend of Rexall you save now and 4. the
future.
Mi31 DENTAL PASTE 29. SIZE
Clvnses thoroughly. Leaves th• mouth feel- 2 for3Oe
ie.g clean and refreshed.
MAGIC HOUR SPECIALS
WEDNESDAY • THURSDAY • SATURD
iii:...' '..;41 2 larbgoettleis" IlaS01
200 KLENZO FACIAL
You'll love Ilasol for lisping skin
soft despite rough weather—end
many uses for the facial tissues.
MOLT ONE TO A CUSTOMER REXALL
Ay • ONE TO A
CUSTOMER
Sec ',able LINEN Sic
LORD IIALTIMQRE 2 for REXILLANA 2 for60c 5:44 COUGH SWIM, MC-
50c pkg. REXALL
of 60 ORDERLIES
2 for
C
SO. S'vse COCOANUT OIL 2 for
TeKlenzo SHAMPOO Sic
50c PURETEST RUBBING 2 for
full pint ALCOHOL 51C
25. PURETEST 2 for
lb. EPSOM SALT 26c
SI Size III Puretest
PERCOCOD TABLETS
MADE FROM COD LIVER OIL
CONCENTRATED WITH 2 for
PERCOMORPH OIL $1.01
and pkg. of
TISSUES
and hands
you hi,. All for
QUALITY 51,
WEDNESDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
***
72 SHEETS 60 ENVELOPES
MEDFORD -Statics ne-ty---
Biggs', statiopery value you'll see this
year. Smart, s.ylish, finest quality paper
you'll us* and be sure it is correct.
OMIT ORE TO A CUSTOM REXALL QUALITY
THURSDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
25c Site TOOTH 2 for
Kier's° BRUSHES 26c
L. ENZO49c She ANTISEPTIC
2 for
SOC
Retail ANALGESIC 2 for
31. BALM 36c
20c Size TINCTURE 2 for
Puretest IODINE 21c
79c BREWER'S YEAST 2 for
Purettst FLAKES 80c
I9. Klenio RAZOR 2 for
Double Edge BLADES 20c
U. D. 1 oi. ZINC OXIDE
20. Size OINTMENT
2 for
21c
25. Size CASTOR
Puretest OIL
2 for
26c
35c Size CREAM OF
dented! ALMONDS
2 for
36c
Resell NASAL JELLY
25c Site with Ephedrine
2 for
26c
50c
7 oz.
CHERRY BARK
COUGH SYRUP
2 for
SIC
Purities+ AIDG
$1.65 50 CAPSULES
2 for
$1.66
Puretest Mineral Oil
G•retle action, bc•Ilent for
use on salads in reducing
diets.
Full POO
75. SIZE 2 for 7
Symbol Water Bottle
Live, long-wearing rub-
ber. Gives real service,
2 fo'$1•01VALUE
SATURDAY ONLY AS LONG AS THEY LAST
44;
SMART
HIGH
QUALITY
29e
BQX 
6 CAKES
OF favonadar Soap
Imagine, 6 cakes of this delicately
scented real high quality soap at this
extremely low price. For home or guest
use.
ONES OM TO A CUSTOMER REXALL QUALITY
COMPLETE
PKG. ONLY
37e
777_1. _ ------
DURING THIS SALE ONLY A.A. ,41,7(-A
Three 39c tubes Reza!! Milk ors,1/2)-- -7.81.41'
!.41 Magnesia Tooth Paste
••
pi.
A
--
Th• tooth paste that neutralizes mouth 1•;th this
acids as it cleanses. Aids in keeping coupon and
your teeth clean, sparkling. And what
• value yea get with this coupon offer. 39e
NAME 
ADDRESS 
Cash Redemption Value of Coupon 1/10 of One Centv. 
• •• ••• •• • ••• • • •12...t.•:.,•• • •••• .m.
ALL REXALL PRODUCTS SOLD ON A MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION
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Conflict of Traditions
Like the man a ho couldn't decide whether he would rather be
. slugged with a black-jack or a lead pipe the South has found itself tO?tt
. betweep the pres(rvatior. ot one of two trachuons in the current Presi-
dential, election. No matter which candidate wing 'Dixie stands to lose
a cherished tradition. ' ..
On the one hand. the South has always voiced opposition to a third
term for any man in the Presidential driver's seat. The most recent
show of this opposition came when Theodore Roosevelt and his third
term aspirations ..were --unotbered _bene_ath )iin avalanche of Southern
votas. From. out of the past comes the . tlices of Thomas Jefferson.
. William Henry. Harrison arid Grover C1eyeland-;a11 who pro
tested
- against third terms—to strengthen this tradition.
In contrast to this anti-third term idea is the equally strong Demo-
cratic party "soh,/ South" tradition. Even the most optarrustic Repub.
• bran leaders seldom expect to better the GOP cause so completely do
es
the Democratic party control the-eating in the land of Gone With the
Wind. There are bat few instances when the Soath has not backed the
. Democratic candidates to the end. And the two previous campaigns o
f
-
President Roosevelt have certainly not been among the few. % ,---:. .
At present. accordingato-polls. President Roosevelt is running well 
I
ahead in the 12' Southern states. Supporters of the President contend
that his margin below the Mason-Dixon .line may exceed' even their
fondest desi'res. This indicates that the "solid South- will remain as such.
-
Still not matter which candidate wins, the South, will lost a tradition. 1
,. • .
Why Not?
. Besides electing a president Tuesday. the people of .Murray will vote
on an important issue that is vital to the welfare of the entire conunu-
nity—the possibility of floating a $25.000.00 bond or less to provide
adequate pllegrounds and plarks for the city of Murray.
This action has been approved and supported hardily by every ene
of blurry's 'civic organizations. Let's take a glime at what we have.
Without any increase in taxation. the City of Murray will be inmow- •
ered t., farat a bond issue' hot exceeding 425.000. to be used in the
. .
location, equipping. and operating of a city set of parks and playgrounds.-
The bonds will be retired at the rate of $2.700 per year. with the
first to be retired in 1944. when the present indebtedness is retired_
The sinlar.g fund will require about fifteen years to retire the ertire
trnount if that much is required.
The Ledger & Times urges every voter in the .City of Murray to
„vote "Yes" on this issue4next Tuesday. We don't want tragedies such I
sa those that happened last summer to occur again. And the logical and
and only way to pre‘ent this is to supply the city with an adequate
systems of playgrounds and parks.
IStellt: Gossip
Lh E.dcl Kelley.% associate baseman.as'a new sign board 10 feet longcross from the front door which
is very &tractive and is a "lotoi
speaker" for the Ledger & Times.
And by the way the -loud speaker"
in the Courthouse Saturday p. in..
representing the Democratic - cam-
paign. -was not very distinct. How••
ever, what was said pleased "Ole
Eagle". you betcha! Guy Moore,
my. good friend, said "Chandler
did not treat them right in regard
to i country road.' Nothin* and
Torrawalkeia. Chandier had noth-
ing to do with it It was entirely
in the hands of the road commis-
sioner. Thittszall.
The Clarene and AzIlee Story
heirs haVe sold the extra -fine farm
to Gene Pitman of the East Side.
Bee Cochran is
building a new
ay:elling house in
front of where
the old one was
on the black-top
highway No. 121.
Cloys Baucum is
foreman carpen-
ter; Hassel Hud-
son, Connie Mills,
Brent Butter-
ri h. - El
Smith and par-
ts Swift are cap-
able assistants.
Me and brother
Jim are silent
spectators.
Mrs. Mattie ones and Mary Sue
Enoch have moved into the new
Freeman Jones house at the old
Goshen schoel cistern. All build-
ings are now on concrete founda-
tions. _
Another sin was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Butterworth re-
cently. Preparing for Peade in
time of war and runtora o a .
Mrs. Rose Wright of Bruteton.
Term.. is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Jim Cochran and Miss Bessie
Cruteher's family.
Luther Pogue will preach at
Boydeviae Sunday afternaon at
2:30 and 'Garvin Curd will preach
at the Farmington Church of
Christ at 10:45 a. m.. and Herbert
Lax will preach at Goshen Metho-
dist church at an all day meeting.
Pelase "be on time". Are you
listening!
. Paul said for woman to keep
silent in church, also in same chap-
ter -for man to keep silent—of
eourae in a church "fuss" or speak-
ing in other language with no in-
terpreter. 'Read last chapter of
Romans and see how Paul praised
woman's work in the church. Al-
ways 'read the context.
Mr. and Mrs. Tam B. Thurmond,
north. of Murray. were in the home'
of Mrs. Thurmond's brother,
"Eagle" (Joel F. Cochran) amid
family. last Sunday afternoon. Mi.
and Mrs. Connie Millen of Stella
brought ' them in their auto. It
was quite a treat for the aged
folks.
Pia-nan Vinson. out Pine Bluff
way, was in Murray Saturday with
some real good yellow pumpkins
for sale_ Yes,apunipkin pie is my
favorite. but deliver me from mac-
aroni and the buck-jumping spot-
ted pony! Hold the phone!
Bob Parker; out east, gave me
a fine delicious apple to compro-
mise the magic trick on me, but I
pretended to swallow a blue pen-
cil and fooled him.
I sweltowed a little bitty sampli;
pill as a laxative, but oh! my
goodness it must have been croton
oil. Never before have I experi-
enced anything like it!
With due leave-at to all the read-
ers of the Ledger & Times. I sign
off —"Ole Eagle".
,
Lynn Grove High
School News
Our cafeteria which was sched-
uled to have opened List Friday
was postponed due to difficulty in
securing qualified women to man-
age the calataria. We are lOoking
forward to our first appetizing
lunch which is to be served on
Thursday, October 31.
Our first basketball game of the
season was at Puryear. Friday ev-
ening, October 25. The Wildcats
were victurious by a score of 25-
13. The net squad has been prac-
ticing diligently for the past weeks
and show promising aitaterial for
a good basketball season. The
next game will be at Cuba Friday
evening. November 1.
The cheer leaders. Barbara Nell
Harris. Lady Ruth Marine. La-
wane Rhodes and Margaret Key
made their debut at Puryear. Fri-
day evening. Dressed in their
costumes of black and gold, our
School colors, they led a number
of, peppy yells.
We were delighted to have Dr C.
H. Jones with us Friday me:ru-
ing. October 25. He gave a spa .n-
did -talk on tuberculosit and the
advantage of sanitation. He a:so
mentioned the progress our sea. -al
has made in the last few years.
The visitors for last week were
Isaac • Ford. Donald Crawford.
Beauton Smith. Veget Glen Ke:ly.
Mary Sinaleton, Wayne Ed Gup-
ton. Treasie Wright: Odine Swaim,
Josephine Crawford. and John
Junior Hutchens.
-. •
Many Barren county farmers are
using a large tonnage of limestone
for the first time.
THE NATION COMES FIRST
The regular quarterly Board meeting of The Nashville, Chattanooga
& St. Louis Railway was held in Atlanta, Georgia, Tuesday, October 22nd.
An excerpt from the minutes of that meeting follows:
"Captain Wal,ter Stokes, Jr., offered the following resolu-
tion and moved its adoption:
'Resolved, that the President of this Company be
and he hereby is authorized and directed to put
all the facilities and services of The Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway at the disposal
of the Government in cooperation for national
defense.' e,
"Second;c1 by Lieutenant Robert Strickland said reso-
lution was unanimously adopted.
Save that it offered its all on the altar of the Confederacy, this is now and
always has been the policy of this Company.
THE NASHVILLE, CHATTANOOGA & ST. LOUIS RY.
•
os• •
a
Some Early History
By
JOHN WRIGIT1' ItOLSAPPLE
It is a source of pleasure to know
that our efforts are appreciated. I
would be less than human if I did
not appreciate the nice .things said
about me by your editor and by
others in private letters received
since my picture got into the
Ledger & Times. Who would not
appreciate the following words re-
cently received from a reader who
is a native of Calloway? Among
other things he says:
"I am a native of Calloway
county, and have been reading for
sevetal months your articles on
some early history, in the Murray
Ledger & Times, and I just wanted
to tell you how very much I
have enjoyed reading them. I
hope you may continue them in-
definitely, for I assure you they
are much welcomed and appre-
ciated by numerous readers. I
have never seen you but have
heard of you for a good many
years. Most likely you knew my
parents, for I distinctly remember
hearing my mother Speak of you.
. ....Father died in 1920, moth-
er in 1924. Father practiced medi-
cine for two years in Texas. just
after he finished medical school
41870) and before he was married
(1873) . . . . Let me say again
that I hope you may continue these
letters, for they are surely appre-
ciated.
The writer of the above letter
is practicing medicine himself
now but does not reside in Cal-
loway. I remember his parents
with pleasure and am- happy to
hear from their son. He is evi-
dently trying to follow the advice
of the .vise man. Solomon, who
said -Thine own friend, and thy
father's friend, forsake not."
Versa-Wry few of my personal
friends and associates are left in
Calloway; but I am extra glad to
be remembered by their children.
some of whom, like the writeraaaf
the above, never knew me per-
sonally but have -heard their par-
ents speak of me: It is indeed a
pleasure to be thus rerntyrnbefed.
It helps to keep me feeling young.
Indeed a man may be old at 20 or
I yuung at 80. Webster darted 'to
!study 17 different languages whenhe was 30 and Franklin began tostudy philosophy at about the same
laic Cato began to study •Greek
, m..80, Plutarch took his first !ee-
1 sas in Latin. and Socrates be-
ban to play musical instruments
about . that age. Watt learned
German after he was 85. Tom
Scott began the study of Hebrew
, at 86. Voltaire began his import-
ant work at 60 and did the best
' of it after he was 75. Cervantes
i' wrote Ste . best part of "Don
I Quixote" at 68. Clemenceau was
writing goad fiction at 79. Glad-
stone did some of his greatest
work after he was 80. Between
the ages of 79 and 83 Commodore
Vanderbilt added $100,000.000 to
his fortune and incerased his rail-
road mileage from 120 to 10.000.
The sec and part of "Foust" was
written by Goethe at 80. Michael
Angelo was drawing the design - of
the wondrous dome of St. Peter's
at ninety. Titian, the venetian
magician of color, was painting
masterpieces at ninety-eight. Hob-
bes made a complete translation of
both Illiad and Odyssey when he
teas eighty-seven. Verdi was com-
posing immortal melodies when he
was nearing eighty.
Tallyrand was serving France as
Ambassador at the Court of St.
James when he was eighty. Bis-
mark was at his best after he was
seventy. Newton was enriching
the world with discourses when he
was three score and ten. Tennyson
composed his 'celebrated "Crossing
the Bar" at 83. Von Moltke was
still chief of the Prussian Army t
88. John Wesley preached alai y
after becoming an octogenarian
and Michael Angelo painted his
immortal canvasses at 89. Rollo
Ogden, editor of the New York
Times,,not only worked at his desk
regularly after he was 80 but
went to the movies and played golf
occasionally. Hindenburg, of whom
we heard much during the World
War. was President of the German
Republic after he was 80. Ma-
saryk was President of Czechoslo-
vakia after he was 80. Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes remained on the Su-
preme Court bench until he passed
the ninetieth milestone. George
Baker retained his position as
chairman- of the -First- --- National
Bank of New York until after he
was 90. Wr. William Henry Welch
was teaching in Johns Hopkins and
said to be learning faster than
his student a when he was 
80.
Thomas Edison kegan to make
rubber out of goldenrod - after he
was 83. .
But why prolong this list, or
why be surprised at the longevity
of these men? We read in our
Bibles of men who lived much
longer. Adam, the first man, lived
to be 950; Seth lived to be 9)2;
Enos lived to be 905; Cainan lived
to be 910; Mahaleel lived to be
895; Jared lived to be 962: Enoch
lived to be 365; Methusaleh lived
to be 969; Lamech lived to be 777;
Noah lived to be 950. Compared
with these, and others that could
be mentioned, an octogenarian is
but a kid. War) acalled ,ane "Old
Man Holsapple"? ,
From one to 2a5 acres of alfal-
fa have been seeded by many
Daviess county farmers as an ex-
periment..
DR. C. C. KEMPER
DENTIST
Bhiyileld, Kentucky
(Next to J C. Penney Co
West South St. Phone 205
Political
Announcements
The Ledger & Times is author-
ized to announce the following
candidates, subject to the actual
of the Democratic primary, Tues-
day, November 11, 1940:
For County Board' twation
E. B. ADAMS
(Fourth District)
LEE DONF.LSON
(Fourth District)
Take a Tip From
A Smart Old
Bird . . .
*ROOFING
We carry a complete supply
—Lift -nfit- -types of rutifiilg
insulation.
*MILLWORK
Whether you wish to replace
worn-out millwork or install-
new storm windows, this is
the place to come.
*LUMBER
We have ;at you field
for every burpw .
at prices that are really
reasonable.
.*PAINT
Your every redecorating
need can be 'satisfied here.
If you Check your home this fall and fix-up all those'
little things that may have developed during the,
long, hot summer, you'll be assured of a warm, com-
fortable home all winter long, A small leak in the
roof can very easily be patcliwd up now. Later it
can develop into an expensive re-roofing job as well
as cause you plenty of inconvenience and discom-
fort. So take the time now to go over the entire
house from top to bottom, inside and, out and you
can forget winter weather worries al far as your
Thome IScont erned.
This Smart, Old Bird ...
*Take Another Tip From_
When you've decided what your home needs to put in in tip-top
shape for the wintry winds to come, come over to Calloway
County Lumber Co., and let us help you with both good advice
and fine material. Our years of experience, will help you get
your money's _worth for every cent -you spend for repairs and
our low prices on quality building supplies will help you further
in making your home "ship-shape" at very low cost.
Call Us for Free Advice--No Obligation
CALLO WAY COUNTY
LUMBER COMPANY
PHONE 72 MURRAY, KY.
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GAME OFFICERS
HAVE BUSY MONTH
Clubs Urged To Aid in Work
of Preserving Wildlife
This Winter
A total of 60 arrests, 20 convic.-
tiOns for breaking game laws and
Checking of 3,690 hunting and fish-
ing licenses for the month of Sep-
• timber were reported by the Con-
servation officers of the State Di-
vision of Game and Fish.
Large quantities of contrabrand,
. including fish traps, nets qf all
kinds, fish, fishing tackle, seines
W and boats, were also confiscatedby game wardens over the state.
At the same time, Major James
Brown, director of the Division of
Game arid Fish, reminds persons
interested in the preservation of
wild life that with cold weather
due soon, now is the time to erect
feeding stations and set aside
food supplies for wild animals and
hIrds. This appeal applies especial-
ly to Game and Fish clubs, Boy
Ileouts, FFA clubs and 4-H clubs,
says Major Brown.
With the harvesting of crops
TICIW under way, landowners are
requested to leave small patches
of grain, sorghum and fodder-
shocks at the field's edge where
they will serve as cover and food
for Wildlife.
"Extreme cold weather, combined
with fetal_ shortage, .takes a ter-
rific toll among quail and small
animals each winter. We can all
remember what happened in Ken-
tucky early last year when the
deep snow stayed on the ground,
for over a month arid untold num-
bers of game birds and animals
starved and froze to death be-
cause the sportsmen of the state
were not prepared_ for such an
emergency", Major Brown points
out "let's all prepare now for
such weather again this winter and
the wildlife will be saved untold
puffering and death".
111
.Obituary
Henry Cullen (Bub) Vinson,
was born May 13, 1883, in Trigg
County. Ky., and died at the Wil-
liam Mason Memorial Hospital
Ociaber 22, 1940 After a fatal .ac-
cident, at the age of 57 years.
At the age of 16 years, he pro-
/eased faith in Christ and united
with the Rushing Creek Mission-
ary Baptist Church. later moving
his membership to Elm Grove
Missionary Baptist Church where
he remained a most faithful and
loyal member until death.
On November 15. 1903, he was
married to Amey Susan Knight,
daughter of Mancil Knight and
to this union were born four chil-
dren. One died in infancy and a
son. Wildy Vinson, died at the age
of five years and those who sur-
vive him are his daughter. Estelle
Vinson Outland and his son. Men-
et' James Vinson, a son-in-law,
Milton Outland and one grandson,
Billy Dale Outland, whom he loved
so much.. He also leaves
brother, Roy Lee Vinson an
sister, Amanda Griffin and sep-
mother. Minerva Vinson near,
Dover. Tenn., together with &her
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friends and relatives to mourn his
going.
"Bum" Vinson, as we all knew
him, was a Christian gentleman
in every respect, being a good
business farmer of Calloway
Cuunty, having served as Farm
Supervisor of the Calloway Coun-
ty Farm Program for four years
and Associate Member of the Farm
Control Committee at the time of
his death. For many years he was
Superintendent of the Sunday
School of Elm Grove Church and
enjoyed his work along this line.
In the going of this Christian
man the home has lust a loving
and devoted husband and father,
the church a very devoted Chris-
tian worker, the community a good
neighbor and the county a very
valuable citizen. To know "Bub"
Vinson was to love him as he had
a nice record of pelasant smile
and joyful greeting for all with
whom he carte in contact. The
sudden going of this man is a
great shock to the entire com-
munity but, not our will, but the
Lord's will be dune. May we
all be reconciled to his going and
'trust in the Lord, 'whom he loved
and served, because we all feel
that our loss is his eternal gain.
--A friend
THE PUBLIC VOICE'
Contributions to this column
upon topics of interest are al-
ways welcome. They do not
necessarily express the views
of this newspaper.
LET'S GIVE • THANKS
As our national Thanksgiving
day approaches, let us as a nation,
with one voice renew our allegi-
ance to the God of the universe,
for today, by means of the radio
and the press, we can hear the
heart rending cries and shrieks
of crushed and dying humanity, as
they writhe and groan in their ter-
ribLe suffering and agonies.
While the black clouds of Hit-
lerism grows- blacker and blacker
threatening - to throw the entire
Eastern Hemisphere into total
darkness.
Then, should not the very heart
strings of America vibrate with
thanksgiving to the God of Heaven,
for the peace that we are yet per-
mitted to enjoy?
We will never be able to fully
realize the wounderfulness of be-
ing able to live individual lives in
a land of individuality, where we
are allowed freedom of press,
freedom of thought and freedom
of religion, untll these great bless-
ings have been snatched from us
by the long bony fingers of some
satanic power.
There is one great weapon by
which the terrible, withering storm
of Hitlerism can be prevented from
creasing into our hemisphere and
crushing us. and that i's the un-
wavering faith of our nation in the
God of Creation, if our hearts are
filled with thanksgiving and sim-
ple humble trust in His power
and.) guidance, He can and will
protect our nation.
The nation that forgets God, it
shall fall.
—Mrs. Care Christenbery
Though vetch had never before
n used in Hancock county, it
w is growing in every com-
unity.
"LET ME EXPLAIN, DEAR—"
No, I didn't SLEEP in these clothes—
I just forgot to send them to Jones
yet. But when I do they'll fix 'em up
to look fresh and spotless . . . and all
will be Home.Sweet Home again!
PHONE 567
Suits, Dresses, O'Coats  39c
Cash and Carry
JONES CLEANERS
A RI DCA
IS PREFERRED ,
The Claridge is the only hotel in St.Louisiiidt
tub, shower and circulating ice water in-e;cri
room. A superior hotel offering splendid
commodations at ordinary hotel rates:7.7m:
and one-half blocks from Union Station; C011
Ven ient to all points of interest: The Marine
Dining Room- finest in town.- FR(E
350 ROOMS FROM $2. PARKING'',
TUB, SHOWER AND RUNNING ICE 
WATER a
NO. 1 GLAMOUR GIRL
Here are artist Kaprallk's impressions of Elsa M
axwell's "Public Deb.
No. 1," the laugh sensation from 20th Century-Fox whi
ch comes Tuesday
and Wednesday to the Varsity Theatre. Produced by Darr
yl F. Zanuek,
the hilarious bit has a fine cast headed by George Murph
y and Brenda
Joyce. Other favorites in the features cast include Elm 
Maxwell, Mischa
Auer and Charlie Ruggles all illustrated above). ......
Sorghum Co-op Might
HelpCountyGrowers
An. article in the Louisville
Courler-Jrurnal of October 6 tell-
ing of the success of the Hancock
county Sorghum Growers' Co-
operative in getting better prices
for growers through standardiza-
tion, high quality and attractive
packaging and labeling has shown
the fine possibilities for increased
income to Calloway county farm-
ers.
Calloway county has long been
noted for the fine quality of its
sorghum arid produees thousands
of gallons of it annually.
The Courier - Journal article
stated that Hancock county farm-
ers were getting a practically uni-
form price of 70 cents a gallon
for their sorghum through the co-
op in comparison with prices that
ranged as low as 35 Fealsta.gallon
in the old price-slashing days
when growers peddled their pro-
duct and competed with each
other. Members of the co-op - de-
liver their product to the central
grading, blending, and labeling
plant in Hawesville and do not
have to hunt individual purchas-
ers of small lots to dispose of their
quantity.
Ivan Jett, director of Marketing
for the State of Kentucky, Frank-
fort., has written Joe T. Lovett,
managing director of the Ken-
tucky Chain Stores Council, who
assisted the Hancock county grow-
ers in finding initial outlets for
their product through Kroger and
A&P food chains, that if Calloway
county sorghum growers are in-
terested in the formation of a co-
operative that they should write
him in care of the Department of
Agriculture, Frankfort. Ky. Sev-
eral growers have already con-
tacted Mr. Lovett.
NOTICE OF SALE
Persuant to judgment of record
in Calloway Circuit Court, I will
offer for sale to the highest and
best bidder for cash the follow-
ing assets of the estate of E. P.
Phillips deceased:
Notes: Guy Bean et al. $500.00;
J. V. Lawson, $100.00; J. D. Poy-
ner, $69.40; R. M. Alexander, $7.50;
V. A. Phillips, $250.00; A. B. Hood,
$108.00; S. E. Bynum, $313.00.; W.
G. Irvan, $136.45; Noah McDanield,
$35.00; Jess Gibbs, $55.00; 13. L.
Jones. $35.011; Henry H. Miller,
$58.00; W. K. Wall. $30.00; Boyd
Wear, $40.00; R. G. Lamb. $180.00;
a). T. Venable, $380.75 and $261.80;
Wm. Purdum et al., $125.00. These
notes will be sold without war-
ranty of any kind.
,I will also offer and sell 150
shares par value per Share one dol-
lar of Kentucky Mineral Co. stock,
without warranty.
Also two and one half shares of
United State Clay Co. stock par
value per share $100.00.
I will also offer for sale certain
personal property consisting of
book cases, books, and other small
property.
Sale to be held..November 6. 1940
AT COURT HOUSE DOOR IN
MURRAY. KY., AT OR ABOUT
1 o'clock p. m.
BEATRICE PHILLIPS.
Administratriv of the estate of
E. P. Phillips, deceased.
Rewarding 4-Hers Eugene Blan-
kenship for outstanding service, R.
A. Chiles of Morgan county gave
him a purebred hog.
where this
will help you
In your kitchen 3001
find that a 154await bulb
gives your eyes and your
spirits a lift. Its bright
and cheery light makes
seeing easier, speeds
kitchen tasks.
Par ping-pomp I30.watt
bulbs in inexpensive,
shaded fixtures, put
plenty of light on the
table to make the game
more fun. Helps you
feel fresher afterwards.
In many Boor
lamps, a 150-watt bulb
gives generous light to
add enjoyment to game.,
gives new seeing ease for
reading or gel • ing. And
incidentally, you'll be sur-
prised to find how little
it coo, to enjoy the extra
benefits of better light.
KENTUCKY-TENNESSEE
LIGHT & POWER COMPANY
ir
Protemus Palaver
I enjoyed the editorial last week
concerning the New Deal and the
aid it has given to Calloway
County. Although all the bene-
fits listed are vastly important,
one of the most significant to we
humble farm folk was not men-
tioned, namely the Farm PTO-
gn,in. I would not attempt to esti-
ITtat the help to u sin increased
fertility, crop control and farm
payments. Not to mention the
laber by the CCC to control eros-
ion and reclaim waste land.
- Current reports that factories
are hiring men in Detroit is hav-
ing its effect on this community.
Several men have already left in
search of "greener pasture" and
more are planning- to leave in the
near future.
Mrs. .Dolphus Lawrence, who
recently 'underwent an operation
at the clinic, is convalescing satis-
factorily at her home near Bell
City.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Jackson,
of Paducah, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Will Murclack Sunday. Mrs. Jack-
son, before her marriage, was Miss
Erma Jones.
Even as I write this the urgent
bulletins are reporting that war
between Greece and Italy has
officially begun. With France and
Spain dancing to the tune of Hit-
ler's piping and winter almost
here, we can't envision the suffer-
ing that the unfortunate populace
will endure.
The children of Edge Hill school
are busily preparing a program
to be given .Thursday afternoon.
The men Of the district met last
week and built a stage. They are
planning a free program to be
given some night next month.
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Todd visited
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Holsapple of
the Stella vicinity Sunday.
Miss Rubena Johnson, daUiEter
of Mr. and Mrs. Sid Johnson, and
Bill Hill, son of Mrs. Fannie Hill,
were married Saturday. Con-
gratulations and best wishes to
them.—Oilve OyL
Puryear Route One
Mr. and Mrs. James Lloyd Jack-
son -were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jun 'Merrell Sunday even-
ing.
Miss Dorothy Jackson visited
Miss Brenda May Clayton Satur-
day night.
- Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Merrell and
son were the week-end guests of
Burton Boy dand family.
Bill Jackson left for Centralia,
Ill., in search of work. Sunday,
Marshall Clayton and -daugh-
ters were dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. James, Lloyd Jackson Sun-
day.
Mr. anr Mrs. Goeble Smith of
Evansville, Ind., were the guests
IM11r.s. werreentehe 
Mgeurersets1 I ooff wCaerytralit.
ond
Jackson and family over the week-
end. Mr. Jackson accompanied
thetn to Centralia for a week' TREATMENT SHOWN
visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Merrell were
the week-end guest of Mrs. Connie
Wilson and family.
- Rollins Boys is spending the
week with Mrs. Waymond Jack-
son and daughter.—Whippoor Will.
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
Sunday, November 3, 1940
We Wish to remand our people
that, .the' fourth quatrerly confer-
ence of the year will be held at
the church on Wednesday night,
November 6, when Bro. Jolley, our
district superintendent wili.be with
us, to hear the-finael reports of the
work of the year.. Every organi-
zation of the church will be ex-
pected to make a complete report.
Our good stewards are working
diligently to report "out in full" on
all items of the church budget.
Their wish is that 'every mem-
ber shall have a part in the sup-
port of the church. Every mem-
ber made that promise and we
hope every member will be true
to it. The pastor will preach at
the morning worship hour, 10:50
o'clock, on. "The Reasonableness of
Religion", from the text: "Come
noW, and let us reason together,
saith the Lord." Isiah, 1:18. Fol-
lowing this short sermon the
monthly comrnuion service will
be held, and we invite all of
God's people to share with us in
the sacrament of the Loed's Sup-
per. At the evening hbur, now
7:15 instead, of 7:30, the pastor
will preach on "Life's Uncounted.
Blessings",
Bro. Max Hurt will give a warm
welcome at the Sunday-school and
will place you Properly for re-
ligious instruction and for Chris-
iron fellowship. Do not fail the
Sunday-school. No one is ever
too old or too wies to go to Sun-
day-school. It has been the moral
"back-log" of the religious life
of America. Come, and bring your
children.
Our young.epople meet at 6:30
each Sunday evening and will be
glad to have your children meet
with them. These children need
the strength that can come only
through the church.
As we come to the close of the
conference year we hope that
every member will be found faith-
ful to every duty.
We welcome all visitors and
strange-ea to out-Services.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
First Presbyterian Church, 16th
and Main. Sundayhoul at 10:00
a. m.- Sunday-school classes for all
ages. Morning worship, 11:00 a. in.
of Mrs. Smith's mother Mrs. Con-
nie Wilson, last week-end. Johnson county's
Mr. and Mrs. Ralf McClain and allotment totals 112
rural electric
miles of line.
DISTINCTIVE JEWELRY
In All Modes
Watches by Bulova, Elgin, Hamilton
Pen & Pencil Sets - Diamond Sets
Silverware
PROPER PLANT BED
40 Calloway Fanners See Right
Way to Start Plant
Bed Treatment
A demonstration on the starting
of tobacco plant bed treatment
which is to be carried on in co-
operation with Calloway county's
Agricultural Extension program
was observed by 40 county farm-
ers Wednesday. October 23, on the
farm owned by Hall Hood and
operated by Chesley Adams.
Arrangements for the location of
the demonstration were made by
Hampton Brooks, Smith-Hughes
teacher at Murray Training School,
and the Future Farmers of the
school.
Also present at the meeting was
Russell Hunt, University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture to-
bacto spechilist, who gave- instruc-
tions on preparing the plant beds
and applying cynamid for weed
control. The bed was first worked
into a fine dust mulch by Mr.
Adams and during the meeting the
cy-namid was applied broadcast by
hand at the rate of 100 pounds for
each 100 square yards.
approximately three-fourths of
the material was applied and
worked into the soil by going over
the bed one time with a 14-tooth
harrow. The bed was then made
amootas with a hand rake and
the remaining part of the material
applied and raked into the soil
lightly.
Mr. Hunt explained that farm-
ers should be very careful to car-
ry out all of the necessary details
and precautions in the use of this
material, namely:
I. The soil should be, pulverized
to a dust with no clods left in it.
-2. Three-fourths of the cyanamid
should be worked into the top
two or three inches rof the soil
and the remaining part raked into
the surface.
3. The material spends its
strength in killing weed seeds in
from 14 to 20 days after ft is ap-
plied to the bed and becomes wet.
There is -no reaction as long as
the material remains dry.
4. No material, such as' manure,
Murray Circuit
H. L. Lax, Pastor
We will have an all day home-
coming and registration at Goshen.
next Sunday. Church-school at.
10 a. m., preaching by the pastor
at- 11:00 a. m.; lunch at 12:15; at
1:30p. m., the Woman's Society of
Christian Service will present a
short play, followed by registra-
tion of the members.
We are asking every member to
make his pledge to the church
budget on a weekly basis and get
his envelopes for next year.
We thank you for your fine co-
operation in the weekly pay bud-
get system this year and feel that
you are going to do no less next
year.
Every one is. Invited to be at
Goahen next Sunday and bring a
lunch.
Peraching at LynmeOrove at 7
p. m. by the pastor. Next Sunday
is the last service at these churches
before conference. Other services
of songs will folio* the registra-
tion hour.
`ea
which might contain "weed seeds
should be put-on the bed after it
is treated.
5. Under no circumstances should
the soil be stirred deeply after
treatment, therefore seeding of the
bed should be done while the'
ground is frozen, or raked in very
lightly.
6. Cyanamid should be applied
while there is some warmth in 'the
soil and preferably 90 to 100 days
before the tobacco seed are to be
sown.
No cyanamid should be left
where livestock might get to it
and eat it. -
The fal-mers present expressed.
much interest in this method of
preparing plant beds as it saves
much labor and expense which is
involved in burning beds.
This demonstration will be ohe
served by the Future Farmers and
by farmers at future dates, and it
is located near the road .-where it
may be easily observed by any
farmers of the county who may
wish to drivg out to see it.
,
West Side Court Square
H. B. BAILEY THE JEWELER
Vote "Yes" To Provide Playgrounds and
Parks For The Children of Murray!
On next Tuesday, November 5, the people of
Murray wilrgo to the polls And vote on the,
proposed municipal law that will allow the City
of Murray to float a bond issue, not exceeding
$25-,0(10.(f0, The Pinch to---be used in= bu'vn. ig,
building and maintaining municial parks and
playgrounds for the children and citizenry of
Murray.
Municipal Park and Playground
Bond Issue
Election Tuesday, November 5, 1940 _
Vote "YES" or "NO"
"Are you in- favor of the City of Murray,
Kentucky, incurring an indebtedness of not
exceeding Twenty-five Thousand Dollars
($25,000.00) 'and in no event to exceed, includ-
ing all existing indebtedness of said City, a
gteater sum than is allowed by the Constitution
and the Laws of Kentucky for the purpose of
furnishing funds necessary to purchase lands
and, or property for public parks and -or play-
grounds and for equipping and maintaining
same and of the City's raising annually by
taxation for an interest and sinking fund to
retire said indebtedness an amount not to ex-
ceed Two Thousand Seven Hundred Sixty
Dollars ($2,76040) each year which atnount
shall be raised by whatever tax rate is necessary
on all taxable property within the corporate
limits of said City?"
NO - 121 _
YES  .
D
TAXESNO INCREASE I
If two-thirds of those pprsons voting on the issue vote "Yes"
' 
en without any additional tax burden or a
higher tax-rate, thel3Onds will be issued with the first bond du to be paid in 1944. These bonds wil
l be
retired at the rate of the present taxes. The present _Sinking Fund is sufficient to retirg the bonds i
n 15
years.
Without any increase in your present tax rate per year, our children, your children, and the P
EOPLE OF
MURRAY may then enjoy the fine privileges and opportunities that could be .ours under an adequate
system of parks and playgrounds.
When this is passed, the City of Murray will set up a Park Commission or Board to supervise the 
location,
building and maintenance of these playgrounds and parks.
The City of Murray is one of the most Progressive of any city of its size anywhere. Let's not 
fall down
by making our children suffer front inadequate and unsupervised playgrounds.
Playing in the Street is Unsafe! LET'S GO TO THE POLLS AND VOTE "YES"
And Thus Provide a Safe Place for Play
— Approved by — 
MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB ROTARY-CLUB LIONS 
CLUB
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James Leans to Hazel as New
Concord Basketball Gets Going
Ranks Own Team '':f—the Resibiz ds will be right in
the fight for Calloway County hon-
Last Among 8 , era. and might even cop the crown.
Schools
BY EDD KEI.LOW
(This is the second of a series of
articles destine oith basketball
prospects in the schools of Cal-
olway County).
New Concord High's Redbirds,
lens toward Hazel as the cham-
pion for 1041'bot thinks that both
Kirksey and Murray High will
give them plenty of competition.
In face he talked about almost
ever:Ailing but his prospects at
New Concord. Despitesthe fact he
has practically everyone heels that
could not be adequately replaced,
he is just a little -leery" of the
Redbirds in Sirstsclass competition,
James has what some might
call a "darkhorse ball club. Lack-
ing in finesse, and smoothness, the
boys make up for it with drive,
spirit and the will to win. Three
of last year's- first five—Tommy
Hamlin. Edward' Hendon, and Max
Oliver are back.
To these three boys he expects
to add Hardeman Hendon. a fast
durable guard: and Lilloy Eld-
NEW CONCORD—Coach Ver-
ridge. who prornises beeome
non James. new at she helm ortsone of the classiest floor men Ne*
But James always has been a
pessimist. While .at Gilbertsville. rgrau only
he annually had just about the 
-
Edward Hendon is lost by 
duation.
beet team in West Kentucky, and ,
The New Concord C0.64ell thinkshe always thought he was "luck L y" .
to win. At Hazel last season, he thathisball . sclubwill a slow
turned out the finest quintthe starter but improve as the ' season
boys from -Millerville- ever had. progresses. James says he has
but he thought that back kept shim been 'messed up" a number of
up there then, times by bringing his earn along
too fats and have them reach-But there's no use kidding your-
  peak during mid-season, and by
--- tonrnament time be on the down-
"Build-Up " Important
Protector of Women
A weak, undernourished condition
often enables 'see-hewed- dr-nu-aces
silica to get a foothold; thus leads
to much of woman's suffering from
headaches, nervousness, and other
periodic discomfort. -
CARDISI'S principal help for such
distress comes from the way it
usually stimulates appetite; .in-
creases flow of gastric juice; thus
aids digestion; helps build energy,
strength, physical resistance to
periodic pain for many.
Another way, many women find
help for periodic distress: Take
CARDUI a few days before and dur-
ing "the time." Women have used
CARDLI for more than 50 years!
Concord • has ever had. -
• Jemes bat .15 boys.oitt practicing
daily—says he don't want very
many more because he couldn't
give them personal attention it
too. many were out He's spend-
ing Joust of his time with the
eighth graders, freshmen, and
phomores for he is going to use
this year to -build for the future".
Of course he's going to win
games in the process, but by 1942
he will really have a fine, outfit
grade again. He's determined that
this won't happen at New Con-
cord.
The former Murray *State _bas-
ketball ace thinks that with the
, re-districting. Calloway County
! will hare a much better chance
"seeing light" in the regional and
possibly state tournaments, now
that Marshall County has been
"pushed accost the river".
His schedule, tricomrPlete at
present stands:
November 8—Big Sandy at New
Concord.
November 15—Lynn Grove at
New Concord. .
November 22—Almo at Almo.
November 27—Faxon at New
Concord.
December 6—Farmington at New
Concord. .;
December 7—Kirksey at Kirksey.
December 14—Mattoon at New
CAPIT
ADMISSION-10c and 16c
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
WAGON
OA
" F log
ROBERT LIVINGSTON
RAYMOND HATTON
DUNCAN RENALDO
SAT Ginifitit
GEORGE DOUGLAS
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
,•••••
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
' and Comenience of the
KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's*Newest and 1:p-to-Date in ;All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
- Write TURNER MILANI, Manager
for Reservations
Concord.
December 20--Kirksey at
Concord.
Jan 10—Faxon at Faxon.
January 24—Flazel at Hazel.
February 4—Lynn Grove at
-Lynn Ginve.
February 14—.Almo at New Con-
cord.
February 21 — Farmington at
Farmington.
Around Paschall
School
We are still having very dry
-Warm weather. Water is getting. to
be quite- a porposisSon around here
forob oth .the farmer and his live-
stock,
Sorry to hear of the serious ill-
ness of Claud Orr. Hope he im-
proves soon.
Miss Arnie Paschall spent part
of last week in the !atone of her
brother Cratic Paschall and Mrs.
Paschall and attended Sunday
school at North Fork church Sun-
day morning.
Rollin Jones hat been elected,
superintendent of gm Sunday
School at North Fork church.
While Ancil Wicker has been eiee-
one of the teachers at this
place
• Miss Clore Nance was the guest
- Mrs.- Mary Jane Paschall Sun-
day night.
"Aunt Jennie" Jones spent the
week-end with her son. Commo-
dore Jones- and Mrs. Jones and
family of Lynn Grove last week-
end.
_MS. and Mrs. Holton Byars were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
-Hardin Chester Sunday.
J. C. Paschall purchased a new
car recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Cidie Morris and
family were Sunday dinner guests
of •Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vandyke.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Paschall at-
-tended - Sunday School at Oak
Grove Sunday morning and were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Paschall.
The road from Jesse Smother-
man's leading to the state line
road is being graveled. The dona-
tion to' this work is highly appre-
ciated. -
We're sorry to 'learn of the ill
nese of Mrs. Stark Erwin. We
hope for her a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Cecil Paschall is cooking
for several .boarders - who ,re
working -4 in the timber at •Cratic
Pasch all's.
Lowell Key pliyed ball at pur-
year Friday night. Lowell attends
school at Lynn Grove and is a
member of the Lynn Grove ball
team.
Miss Mars Catherine Morris was'
the over-night guest of Miss Inez
Byars Thursdays •
Max and Wren Smptherman
listed Ben Byars in spreading
gravel en the., road near here
Seturday. Mr. Byars reported
that they were two working little
gentlemen.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Jones and
daughter Joan of Coldwater were
at the Lassiter Cemetery Sunday
viewinssosgraves of their loved ones.
Mr: and Mts. Hollin Jones and
daughters_ Annie and Bobby and
Oat Paschall visited Claud Orr.
who is very ill,. Sunday night.
'Would _like to say hello to the
Rev. anti—Mrs. J. H. Thurman and
hope each are Well. -
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs
Ben E131%arHas nnehdned fa
l.r.
ugh. andter  werem
J. C. Paschall and Misses Arnie
and. Laurine Paschall.
'PEACE
Talk peace, do things to make it
so.
Peace begirs with the individual:
One should be at peace with ideals.
With his family and friends. -and
Practice the art of unmaking
enemies.
-
Smile iiinnothe face a the world
and a smile.ccitnes back;
Render 'good service to others' and
'RUM service is returned to you:
ow a spirit of helpfulness and
that spirit will surely send back
aid to you of like kind:
Think, good thoughts. and the same
good thoughts Will be thought
of you.
--Golden Lock
Kirksey High School
News 
Success of Blood Plasma
In Transfusion Announced
Dr. Sidney 0. Levinson of Chi-
cago explained recently to mem-
bers of the American Medical asso-
ciation at a pathology and physiolo-
gy meeting how blood serum or
blood plasma may be used instead
of a regular blood transfusion in
einergeney cases where delay
caused by the typing of" the pee-
tient's blood might prove fataL The
serum and the plasma, constituting
as they do the liquid content of the
blood without the cells, may be giv-
en to any patient regardless of what
type his blood may be.
Reporting on experimental studies
made by Dr. Frank E. Rubovits Jr.,
Dr. Heinrich Necheles and himself,
Dr. Levinson said that of 47 pa-
tients treated with the serum or
plasma, all of them benefited by
the injections and some made 'dra-
matic recoveries." - - -
Sixteen of the patients, he said.
were suffering from shock and hem-
orrhage, a common condition after
A Caesarian operation, and it was
the prepared blood serum, which
can be kept on hand for long- periods
of time, which helped them in their
eventual recovery. Otherscases, he
said, were suffering from plain
shock, burns or hypoproteinemia, a
low Protein content in the blood, and
although some of them would have
recuperated, without the injections,
the Serum was of great aid in their
recovery/
rtz. Levinson said that only one of
his Patients had -tiny heacti6n to the
injection, and that was confined to
local pain and swelling.
At the same session Dr. Elmer L
De Gowin and Dr. Robert C. Har-
din of Iowa City, Iowa. reported on
the effects of using preserved blood
In regular transfusions. They have
performed 2,423 blood transfusions,
295 of which used fresh bloods and
Dr. De Gowin said that no reac-
tions were encountered from pre-
seryed blood which have not oc-
curred from the use of fresh blood.
The most common reaction, he said,
was chills arid fever, which occurred
In 2 per tent of the casts during or
immediately after the transfusion. •
Use Airplanes to Locate
Center of Old Civilization
How the modern airplane has tak
en man on a flight into time—go-
ing back 6,000 years in one or' two
hours—is related by Dr. Ettch F.
Schmidt, of the University of Chi-
cago's Oriental institute. I es
Schmidt. made many such flights in
trim where he was field director of
Ili archeological expedition. Through
aerial observation, he explained, it
Wasspossible to find rich areas nev-
er.before penetrated—centers of an-
cient civilization.
"From the air," declared Dr.
Schmidt, "we have been able to fol-
low routes followed thousands of
years ago by caravans. We have
I found mounds covering ancient elle -------
fit. Some of these places Would.
have required weeks or months to
i locate by an overland rehte. They
i were found -in a few hours by air."
I In one venture, Dr. Schmidt said,
1 aerial archeologists flew for 2%hours to find the 'route of an ancient
overland caravan. It took three
weeks of overland tracking to fol-
low this route after it was discov-
ered by air, but it led to a sanctuary
of the Assyrian empire period of
aiaout 800 B. C. As a result there
were uncovered many valuable ob-
jects relating to the period.
"The exploration of this place,"
said Dr. Schmidt, "gave a remark-
able picture of the mixture in this
i -remote place of the sophisticated As-
syrian and the l rough mountain cad-
hires,"
s
Arsenic From Tobacco
Dr. Edwin E. Barksdale of Dan-
ville, Va., advises persons unusually
sensitive to arsenic not to smoke.
Some persons, he reports, develop
Itching and inflammation of the skin
if they absorb any appreciable
a,mcunt of arsenic. After studying
several persons afflicted in this
wayn he discovered they got their
ariefile from tobacco, and could rec-
ommend no cure except to stop
smoking. The arsenic' in tobacco
comes from the arsenate of lead
With which farmers spray the grow-
ing plant to prevent horn worms
from destroying it, Dr. Barksdale
reported. No other insecticide
serves the farmer's purpose to well,
heraese
 the.
lead has thIP property of adhering
to the tobacco. leaf. There is no
known way of-removing the arse-
nate of lead during ffle-Onring or
manufacturing
-processes, he added.
But only the hypersensitive and al-
lergic suffer.
We are all planning and look-
me forward to casr annual Hal-
ween frolic Thursday. night, De-
test- 31.
Mr. Swift and twenty-five boys.
-e workiing daily -the gym gets
ng in -condition for next Friday
.sht. November 8, when we have
opener in the coming ,basket-
-.II season. Although we lost two.
viler% from last year's team we
xpfset to fill those gaps and play
oil when the boys meet Almo on
sir floor.
F. F. A.
The FFisc boys initiated the
s;reenhands" last Tuesday night.
tabor 22. /Those initiated were
via Cathey,.•Ted Lawson, Gil-
rt Jones, Nelson Williams. Rob-
Miller, Elwood Trews, Z. B.
asset!, Eugene Stone, Albert Lee
"one. Robert Fulton. A. C. 'King.
iene Cole. Tom Cepeland, Joe- Pat
'srOes, Charles Johnson, James
siorgan. T. D. Wilson and Billie
afirsiarsh
EVeryone enjoyed the initiation.
'The entire school got alaugh when
saw Ted Lawson an'd Nel-
n Williams in their dads' pants
• se neirt,day at school with a to-
;,'c° peg for necktie
Dry -Butterworth. Outland and
*ark presented itneresting talks
o Tuberculosis last Wednesday
lternoon before the student body.
es
Traffic Nerves
What makes a person a "Jekyl
and Hyde" once he sits in the driv-
er's seat of an automobile? In other
words why do persons, who are nor-
mal, kind and pleasant on most oc-
casions become regular "Hydes"
when they it behind the wheel of an
automobile?
Dr, George H. Mount, a psycholo-
gist, recently made "at-the-wheel"
tests of drivers' reactions using va-
rious gauges and apparatus and has
reached the conclusion that "jitters"
incidental to motor car operation
Is cattsed by-the sudden shocks plus
Irritation that increases as traffic
thickens, '-.e sudden shocks arise
from failure-iii-Priake a shoal, sud-
den cutting in fr ,nt of driver, failure
to pick up Pagh speed in an emer-
gency and e den swer sing nec-
essary to as i a pcdestr en.
It pays to read oar Classifieds,
n-
is I.
FIGURES REVEAL
FHA RESERVES
REMAIN STRONG
Only 2.010 Homes Are Aquired*
Out of 5RS,3'21 Mortgages
Officials Declare
Out of a total of 582,321 prem.
ium,paying mortgages, only 2.010
homes have . been acquired after
foreclosures by the lending insti-
tutions up to the end of September,
states a Federal Housing Admin-
istration bulletin.
The FHA mortgage Insurance
reserves remains in a strong po-
sition, claims Administrator Stew-
art McDenald, and proves hit point
by the small number of foreclos-
ures that have been reeoeded. The
number of premium-paying mort-
gages total 52.4479.964,388 in orig-
inal principal amount. •
Mr. McDonald reports that of the
properties acquired by foreclos-
ures, 1.289 had been sold with net
charges of $763,841 accruing against
the Mortgage Insurance Fund—
less than three-one hundredths of
1 per cent of mortgages insured.
After these sales, 721 properties re-
mained on hand. There were $5,-
444.855 debentures outstanding on
September 30 given in exchange
to lending institutlens for proper-
ties acquired.
The Housing Insurance Fund on
Septembee 30. had debentures out-
standing of $6327.850 issued in
payment of insurance to lending
institutions. Debentures had been
issued in exchange for five rental
housing projects financed with
mortgages insured by the FHA.
J. R. C. Brookshire of Perryville
threshed 1,950 pounds of Saplin
clover seed from a little over five
acres, using a combine. Jack Pratt.
Dariville, threshed 4,700 pounds of
rye grass seed froth 15 acres which
produced only 15 bushels of corn
to the acre in 1919.
Cotton Growers
Vote December 7
On Sales Quota
Calloway county cotton -grow-
ers will vote on Saturday. Decem-
ber 7, to determine whether they
wish a marketing quota for their
1941 cotton crop. The quotas will
be effective only if approved by
two-thirds of the cotton farmers
voting on that date throughout
the cotton producing area of the
Nation. o
Marketing quotas have been in
effect for the last three years. B.
W. Edmonds, chairman .sf the Cal-
loway County Agricultural Con-
servation Association, points out.
The 1940 quota was approved last
fell by 91.2 per cent of the Na-
tion's growers who voted in the
referendum. It was approved by
82 per cent of the growers voting
in Calloway county.
As in former years, the county
committee will be in charge of
the referendum, Mr. Edwards
said, and plans are now being
made for the local vote.
The Secretary of Agriculture
declared oi 1941 marketing quota
in September when it was determ-
ined that the American supply of
cotton, on August I, 1940, totaled
24.900.000 bales. or 137 per cent
Of the "normal" supply of 18,200,-
000 bales. Under the Agricultural
Adjustment Act, a marketing quo-
ta must be declared, when supplies
reach 107 per cent , of this normal
supply. 
•
The national quota for 1941 is
the same as the one in effect this
Year. and will make possible the
marketing, through the quota pro-
gram, of about 12.000.000 bales
during the year beginning August
1, 1941.
"Calloway county's cotton grow-
ers are familiar with marketing
quotas," Mr. Edmonds says, "since
they have used them for three sea-
sons to avoid adding to our already
Isage cotton supply, to protect the
markets of farmers who plant
within 'their AAA acreage allot-
ments, an dto prevent growers
who overphmt from defeating She
work of farmers who are trying
to balance the cotton supply with
market demand and normal carry-
over"
If marketing quotas are Voted in
1941, farmers who plant within
their allotments may market
without penalty all cotton which
they produce in 1941. Farmers
who ovisrplant their acreage allot-
ments or woh have penalty cotton
from a previous crop must pay
a penalty of 3 cents a pound on all
cotton marketed in excess of their
farm marketing quotas.
Buchanan Route 1 -
It seems as if surhmer has come
again as it is very warm. How-
ever, wild geese are going over
daily, therefore, winter will soon
arrive here.
Those visiting in the /untie of
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Clayton and
children Moline. Tommy and
Franklin last week-end were Mr.
and Mrs. Noble Canady and baby
Jeraldine and Mr. and Mrs. Tollie
Clayton and family.
Mr. and Mcs. Dennis Lamb and
son spent Sat'urday night with Mr.
and Mrs. Claude Myers and son.
A very good crowd attended
church services at Mt. Pleasant
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Zolon Clayton
were dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Clayton and family.
o Mr. , and Mrs. Raymond Hugh
Clayton and baby were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Will Mor-
ton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton
and family were the guests- of
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Clayton and
family last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmous Clayton
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. M.
Clayton Sunday —Jay Bird.
In Spencer. county, checks are
being made on mosait-resistant to-
bacco, as to yield, quality and
other factors
INTERNATIONAL
(Continued from Page 11
meeting will be Dr. Josef L. kunz
and Prof. Clyde Eagleton, both
world farnous authorities on world
affairs. Dr. Kunz, who will ad-
dress the assembly Friday after-
noon, is a natiye of Austria and a
distinguished international law-
yer. At the present time he is a
lecturer in international law at
the University of Toledo and has •
spent several years in the United
States as a Rockerfeller Research
Fellow in. international law.
The banquet Friday night will
fyature a speech by Prof. Eagle-
ton, professor of international Ia
at New York University. In IL
Prof. Eagteton was a Rhodes
scholar at Ogtord University, Eng-
land and has also studied at Russ
tin 'College. Sherman, Texas, and
Princeton University.
One firm. sold as much limestone
in Madison county this year to
August 30 as all firms sold during
1939.
QUICK RELIEF FROM
Symptoms of Distress Arising From
FEOTItOlANCIEUSICICRIII
Free Book Tells of Home Treat-
ment that Mast Help or it Will
Cost You Nothing
Oven one million bottles of the
IWII.LARD TREATMENT have
I been sold for relief of symptoms of
clistrest arisine from Stomach and
Duodenal Ulcers due to EXCESS
ACID—Poor Digestion, Sour-or Up-
set Stomach. Gassiness, Heartburn,
sicepiew.ness, etc., due to lEeeess
Acid. Sold on 15 days' trial! Ask
for "Willard's Message" which fully
expl.Ons this treatment—free—at
' Dale & Stubblefield
AFTERNOONS
Children  10c
Balcony (tax included)  
 21c
Lower Floor itax includedi 30e VARSITY Children NIGHTS - SUNDAYS - 
HOLIDAYS
Balcony itax includedi  30e
Lower Floor (tax included)
10c
TODAY AND FRIDAY
LAUGHS AND THRILLS!A. Ems* sinclionolor au/dear r.e..
ameg• Sim "NorIlaw•st Pos.
*NS" Wines Yew Om lyre-lough s
of "Maw on4 IA" .1 ivory woos
.4 • Indy bled...with /NW i
SATURDAY ONLY
'THE GREA?
McGINV
Brian-It:maim
Muriel Angelus
Akim Tamiroff
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
LAUGHTER FROM THE 
"LEFT"!
LAUGHTER FROM 
THE "RIGHT"!
All the 
laughter
,- 
you've been ask-
ing us to give 
you!
gSehoefs 
tic:iht'heinmgositn %re-.
hbeo: 1;anrtmo:leirn bees:
R"Cornrodbe " ibfot,labhs leos:rt
.N.
hesorenb 
grooSlyn!... fill
sbpuontrkerN
GEORkE MURPHY • BRENDA JOYCE
—• ELSA MAXWELL • MISCHA AUER •
CHARLIE RUGGLE$ • RALPH BELLAMY
Maxie ROSENBLOOM • Berton CHURCHILL
FRANKLIN PANGBORN
_
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
His brunette "wife" called
—him a heel...with all her
sole.. .because his mind
was on his blonde fiancee!
it/
ROBERT JOHN
"BENCIILEY 'CARROLL
'Hobart CAVANAUGH Richard LANE
NEXT THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Strike up the band! Here come
Mickey andJudy in a fun-filled,
tune-crbwded, joy-jammed hit,
"Nobody"
"Our Love
A flak"
George
Gersh win's
"Strike Up
Me Band"
S.
songs, in fun,
In romance, it
begins where
-Babes in Arms-
left off!
g
with
PAUL WHITEMAN
AND OitCtiESTRA
NNE PREISSER • WILLIAM TRACY
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